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NOTE BY THE SECRETARIAT 
Since June 1951, the date when the fourth session of the Commission, 
meeting at Mexico City, adopted resolution 10 (IV) (E/CN.12/278), the 
ECLA Secretariat has been devoting special attention to the problems of 
the pulp and paper industry in Latin America. This resolution recommended 
that the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations should study the possibilities of 
regional development for this important branch of industry.. The results 
of the research then undertaken were published in a joint report of the 
two organizations, 1/ which the secretariat presented to the fifth session 
of the Commission held at Rio de Janeiro in April 1953. 
Discussion of this report at the fifth session led to resolution 58 (V) 
(E/CN.12/343) wherein the following recoamendations were made to the 
Executive Secretary: 
"1. Continue, in conjunction with the United Nations Food and 
Agriculture Organization and with the collaboration of the 
Technical Assistance Administration and other specialized 
agencies interested in the subject, the research begun in 
the preliminary study, by means of economic studies similar 
to those on iron and steel, so as to determine: 
(a) The possibility of utilizing Latin-American resources 
on a rational and permanent basis for the development of the 
pulp and paper industry, with special emphasis on the 
technique of using tropical and sub-tropical woods; 
(b) The possibility of establishing other forestry industries 
integrated with the pulp and paper industry, that may lead to 
better utilization of the forests and help to reduce the cost 
of pulp and paper; 
1/ Document E/CN.12/294, which appeared in printed form early in 1954. 
(See Possibilities for the Development of the Pulp and Paper Industry 
in Latin America, United Nations publication, Sales N°: 1953.11.G.2.) 
/(c) The possibility 
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(c) The possibility of finding domestic or foreign 
markets for pulp, paper and the products of the related 
integrated industries; and 
(d) The possibility of utilizing, in the development 
of the pulp and paper industry, bagasse and other 
industrial or agricultural by-products; 
2. In conjunction with the United Nations Food and Azriculture 
Organization and the Technical Assistance Administration, and in 
accordance with the said resolution 10 (IV) (E/CN*12/273), convene 
a meeting of experts to examine the results of the research work 
recommended above and, in general, to consider the economic and 
technical aspects of the pulp and paper industry; and 
Reeommends that member.  Governments collaborate to the 'fullest-  
extent in connexion with the development of these studies and with 
the meeting of experts". 
To fulfill the mandate of the Commission, the secretariat, in close 
collaboration with FAO and with the help of the Technical Assistance 
Administration, undertook the following tasks. After field research, 
particularly carried out at Amapa in Brazil and Yucatan in Mexico, where 
pilot projects for the possible establishment of pulp and paper mills 
using tropical woods were completed, the ECLA/FAO Working Group met at 
Santiago, in April 1954, to prepare the proposed Meeting of Experts. In 
addition to organizing this meeting, the Group was responsible for the 
drafting of the technical studies which ECLA and FAO were to present to the 
meeting and the compilation and revision of the documents received from the 
experts of different countries who were going to take part in the meeting. 
The Latin American Meeting of Experts met in the City of Buenos Aires, 
through the generous hospitality and good offices of the Government of 
Argentina. The meeting lasted from 19 October until 2 November 1954. The 
Joint ECLA/Fk0 Group, which constituted the secretariat of the meeting, 
presented 10 studies and they were discussed by the meeting, as well as 
/the 63 documents 
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the 63 documents received from experts in the industry. One hundred and 
eighty-six technical experts were present at the meeting, of whom 154 came 
from the following Latin American countries: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, 
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Surinam, 
Uruguay and Venezuela. The 32 other experts were citizens of Australia, 
Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, France, Italy, Norway, 
Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States. 
The agenda discussed (which contains a list of the reports furnished 
at the meeting), the summary of the discussions and the conclusions which 
were reached, as well as the technical studies which were approved by the 
different committees established to examine each item on the agenda, are 
all included in the Report of the Latin American Meetir,g of Experts on the 
Pulp and paper. Industry (E/CN.12/361, ICAO; ETA° N' 462, ST/TAA/SER.C/19). 
This report was adopted by the experts at the last plenary session of the 
meeting. 
The report was submitted by ECLA and FAO to the Nineteenth Session 
of the Economic and Social Council, held at New York, in hay 1955. The 
Council, by resolution (XIX)/15, in addition to taking note of the document 
with satisfaction, agreed to transmit it "...to the States Members of the 
United Nations and to the specialized agencies for their study and guidance 
in connexion with requests for technical and financial assistance and 
programmes for the development of pulp and paper resources..." 
Once the work of the meeting was over, the ECLA secretariat - still 
maintaining the closest contact and collaboration with FAO - immediately 
undertook the final revision of the documentation, so that it could be 
published as soon as possible. The large amount of the material which 
constituted the documentation of the meeting required several months work 
to condense, and could only be completed in July 1955. The volume, to be 
published jointly by ECLA and FAO, is now ready for printing in both 
Spanish and English editions. It will be entitled Pulp and Paper  
Prospects in Latin America. It is divided into two main parts. The 
first represents a revised version of the report of the Meeting of 




in others a summary or condensed version, of the technical studies presented 
by the secretariat and by the experts.- The volume closes with two appendices 
which give a list of the experts at 	meeting and the speeches made at the 
inaugural sessim and, secondly, a detailed list of the authors and titles 
of the work presented. 
Because it was impossible to submit the final and complete text 
of the Pulp and Paper Prospects in Latin America  
(E/0.12/361/Add.1, FAO/ETAP N° 462/Add.l, ST/TAA//SER.C/19/Addl), 
the secretariat considers it opportune that this report on the present 
situation should be accompanied by the Report of the Meet,ing (see appendix 
1), as well as sumrarized versions of the technical studies presented to 
the meeting (appedix IT). 
E/0.12/370/Add.1 
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1. The Latin American fleeting of Experts on the Pulp and Paper Industry, 
held in Buenos Aires in 1954, stems from the joint action of a number of 
international agencies which, in the years following World jar II, have 
st" 
become increasingly concerned with the problems of securing an adequate 
supply and a fair distribution of pulp :_lnd paper. 
2. The events which have led up to this m?eting may be summarized as follows: 
a) April 1949 - a preparatory conference on lv-id pulp problems 
was convened in ilantreal by FAO; 
b) June 1951 - a resolution was adopted at the fourth session 
of ECLA inviting FAO and ECLA to explore the possibilities 
for development of the pulp and paper industry in Latin 
America. This resolution led to the preparation of a 
report by both organizations, presented at the fifth session 
of ECLA in 1953 and subsequently printed; 
c) September 1951 - a resolution was adopted by the Economic 
and Social Council requesting the Director General of FAO 
to advise member governments on the long-term programme 
required to provide all countries with adequate pulp and 
paper supplies to meet their increasing needs;3/ 
d) December 1952 - a consultation of leading specialists 
from the world's pulp and paper industry was held at FAO 
Headquarters in Rome to determine the technical and 
economic possibilities for manufacturing pulp and paper 
from the various kinds of raw material available;2/ 
/ See report Possibilities for the Development of the Pulp and Paper Industry 
ln Latin 	 29_4/Rev.2) U.N. Sales No. 1953.II.G.2.New York. 
/ See report World Pulp and Paper Resources and Prospects, (21943 New York, 
September 1954). 
See report Raw i•iaterials for more Paper, (FAO Forestry and Forest Products 
Study No. 6, Rome) 
/e) The period 
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e) The period 1952-53 - FAO short-term survey teams visited 
24 countries to explore, with competent local authorities, 
to what extent raw materils and other production factors 
would permit an expansion of pulp and paper production; 
f) April 1953 - on the groen 1 of the report mentioned 
under point (b), a I'osolion as adopted at the fifth 
session of ECLA recenmending that ECLA and FAO together 
with UATAA organize a meeting of experts from the pulp 
and paper industry to examine the over-all cu:'6tf_on of 
pulp and paper production and consumption in Latin America. 
3. 	The report which follows is divided into four parts. Part I describes 
1:103 composition of the Keeting and those atending it, together iEth the 
way in which the work was organ:Lzed; it includes the agenda adopted, with 
particulars of the various papers seUmitted to the ileeting by the 
Secretariat and by the erberts from ,::.ifereet countries. Part II provides 
a summary of the discussidhs and lists the general conclusions reached. 
1-art PIT Jives the complete version of the different cormittee reports 
as apbroved - in some cases after amendment - in plenary meetings. Part 
IV brings to7ether in one chapter the various recommendations made by 
the hooting in the reports which it adopted and in the course of plenary 
discussions. 
E/CN.12/361 




A. COMPOSITION, ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE WORK 
1. Opening and closire, sessions  
4. The inaugural session of the Latin American iieeting of Experts on the 
Pulp and Paper Industry took place in the Aula magna "Eva Perlin" of the 
faculty of Law and Social Sciences of the University of Uuenos Aires, at 
Buenos Aires, Argentina, on 19 October 1954. The 'sinister of Agriculture 
and Livestock of Argentina, hr. Carlos A. Hogan, pronounced the opening 
address in the name of H.E. the President of the Republic, General Juan 
D. Per6n.(see Appendix II). ' During the course of this session, speeches 
were made by Dr. taaul Prebisch, Executive Secretary of the Economic 
Commission for Latin America and representative of the Secretary-General 
cf the United ilations and of the Director-Ceneral of the Technical 
Assistance Admfnistration, and by 1ir. g,gon Glesinger, Deputy Director of 
the Forestry Division of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations and representative of the Director-General of FAO and of 
the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Europe (see Appendices 
III and IV). 
5. The Meeting adopted the report of its work at the last plenary session 
which took place on 2 November 1954. On the same day, at the closing 
session held in the Aula Magna "Eva Perrin", hr. Carlos A. Hoean, Minister 
of Agriculture and Livestock of the Republic of Argentina, gave the official 
address in the name of General Juan D. Perlin, President of the Republic. 
Speeches were also made by hessrs. J. Alfred Hall, Director of the Forest 
Products Laboratory of the United States Department of Agriculture and 
Rapporteur of the Leeting; Silvio Gagliardi, Vice-President and Manager 
of Celelosa Argentina, S.A., in the name of the Latin American experts who 
attended the Meeting; E.W. Tirker, Director of the American Paper and Pulp 
Association, in the name of the North American experts; Julius Grant, 
Director of the Pulp and Paper Research Company (Great Britain) and 
representative of the British Paper and Board Makers Association, in the 
name of the European experts, and Pierre Terver,  Chief Technical Assistance 
Officer, Forestry Division of FAO, representing all the international 
sponsoring organizations. 	 /2. Compositien and 
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2. Composition and attendance 
6. The Latin American heeting of Experts on the Pulp and Paper Industry 
waS attended by 154 experts from the following Latin American countries: 
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, ColelLeia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, 
lexice, Paraguay, Peru, Surinam, Uruguay r:nd Venezuela. Thirty-two 
experts from Australia, Canada, the Federal 	of Germany, Finland, 
trance, Italy, Norwv, - Sweden, the United Lindom and the United States of 
America :.ere also present. The complete'list.of p,articipants and of the 
representatives of the vi,Lrious international organizations -eresent, may be 
found in Appendix I to this report. 
3. Or7-nization of the work of t''o Meeting 
a) Crani . work of the wo  . .  
7. At its first plenary session, the .,meting elected Ur. Carlos A. Hogan, 
Linistor of Agricillture and Livestock of the Republic of :n.-gentina, as 
Chairman. 
The ,a)rk of the Heeting was directed by the following Secretariat: 
Directors: 
Carlos "luintana, Director for the Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA) 
and the United Nations Technical Assistance Administration (T A) 
Arne Sundelin, Director for the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations (FAO) 
oreta 	Genel,,.._ of the Yoetin: 
Toms Fortunate Desimene, of the hinistry of 72 reirm.Affairs and ilorship 
of the republic of Arentina 
Co-or f tors: 
Pierre Terver, 	for FAO - 
Alfonso Santa Cruz, for ECLA and f.LA 
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9. Er. J. Alfred Hall, Director of the Forest Products Laboratory, Forest 
Service of the United States Department of Agriculture, was appointed 
Rapporteur. 
b) Discussion Leaders 
10. In order to direct the discussion on the different items on the agenda, 
the following discussion leaders were appointed: 
Carlos Benko (Brazil) for Item II on the agenda: .l'ulancptama, rgcamsumtion, 
production and trade in Latin.  America 
W.O. Hisey (United States) for Item III on the agenda: Economic aspects of  
pulp and parer manufacture from Lp.tin American 
tropical and sub-tropical hardwoods 
Lucas A. Tortorelli (Argentina) for ItemAV on the agenda: Aspect, of pulT1 
and paper :tans acture based on other Latin American  
forest resources 
Joseph E. Atchison (United States) for Item V on the agenda: Economics of 
papand Raper mar-A:facture from sugar cane bagasse  
Hans W. Giertz (Sweden) for Item VI on the agenda: Presentation of papers  
on selected technical matters 
Silvio Gagliardi (Argentina) for Item VII on the agenda: Review of the  
develo lent •ro •-cts for 	and paper industries  
in selected Latin American countries 
Stacy hay (United States) for Item VIII on the agenda: Financing of  
Latin American pulp and paper development  
Percy R. Sandwell (Canada) for Item IX on the agenda: Newsprint  
Gardner H. Chidester (United States) for the final plenary meetings in which 
the texts of the committee and working group reports 
were discussed and approved. 
c) PEatILuaSiguaLaa2a 
11. Drafting committees were formed for each item on the agenda (for 
titles see the preceding paragraph 10), and the heeting appointed the 
following experts to them: 
Item II : C. Benko, Discussion Leader; P. Asenjo, O.A. DtAdamo, 
J.C. Leone, A. Picasso Oyague, R. Remolina and F. Urencio. 
/ Item III: 
E/CM.12/361 
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Item III : a.c. Hisey, Discussion Leader; G.H. Chidester,'H.K.• Collinge, 
J. Di Filippo, H.W. Giertz, S. Hay, J. Lichon, L. Rys 
and P.R. Sandwell. 
Item IV : L.A. Tortorelli, Discue'rion Leader; P. Asenjo, L. Golfari, 
L. Huguet, I.A. de it,' eer, R.B. Jeffreys, A.G. Ragonese, 
L. Rys, A.M. Samnaio a lc E. Valente. 
Item V 	: JAL. Atchison, Discussion Ielder; T.Z1, Cook, D.S. Cusi, 
J. Di Filippo, E.C. Lathrop, 	Norganti, H. Fiethammer, 
W.J. Nolan and G. Ponilio, 
Item VI : (No drafting committee was ferned, eine the I eeting simply 
examined the various papers submitted for its consideration 
without taking any decisions on the subjc,:t.) 
Item VII : S, ,TagliFrdi, Discussion Le...7.d -2; P. ,scijo, J. von Bergen, 
L. Esc000r, J.C. Leole, R. aL,c11_na, F, Urcncio and F.H. Vogel. 
Item VLII: S. day, jiscuseiah L der; 	D'Adamo, T.M. Cook, 
D.S. Cusi, J.C. Lee—, C.l. leCoy, 	Lorell, L,11. Tinker 
aed 1, Veaud. 
Item IX : P.R. Sandwell, Discussion Loader; P. neenjo, G.H. Chidester, 
H.K. Collinge J. Di Filippo, J. - Guerra, H. Niethammer and 
K. Zappert. 
12. Apart from the drafting comelttees, two working groups were formed to 
examine special subjects which the 1-eeting considered to be of particular 
interest. • One of these dealt with the specific subject of 'eucalypts, and 
its conclusions (which are nevertheless given separately) were grouped 
with those of Item IV relating to other fOrest resources for pulp and paper; 
the other dealt with the problem of technical assistance, research and 
training, and one of the lEeeting'S recommendations emerged from it (see 
Fart IV of this report). 	The working group on eucalypts consisted of the 
following experts: R.B. Jeffreys (Australia), Discussion Leader; N. 
Battenberg, G.H. Chidester, J. Di Filippo, J. Grant and J.C. Leone. The 
other group was composed of the following: H.K. Collinge (Canada), 
Discussion Leader; J. von Bergen' E. Gagliardi, H.W. Giertz, J.A. Hall, 
J.C. Leone and H. Thielen. 
13. Tne reports of the above committees and of the working groups on 
eucalypts may be found, as indicated earlic;r, exactly as adopted after 
discussion by the plenary meetings, in Fart III of this report. 
/ B. AGE1',!DA 
E/CN.12/361 
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14. The Meeting adopted the following agenda: 
I. INAUGURAL SESSION 
II. PULP AND PAPER CONSUMPTION, PRODUCTION AND TRADE II LATIN AMERICA 
Document symbol 
ST/ECLA/CONF.3/L. 2.0 Secretariat paper: Pulp and paper consumption, 
production and trade in Latin  
Ar3rica 
2.1 Paper for printing and writing: tentative  
forecasts of demand in 1955, 1960 and 1965  
by the Intelligence Unit of The Economist, 
London, at the request of UNESCO 
2.2 Consumption trends 3,11 wrapping, packing 
aacLinds_a_al.arLand paperboard 
by Louis T. Stevenson, Tucker, Anthony 
& Co. (USA) 
2.4 World trends in consumption of newsprint, 
other printing paper and writing paper 
by the staff of UNESCO 
III. ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF PULP AND PAHRYIANUFACTURE FRCLL LATIN AMERICAN 
TROPICAL AND SUB-TROPICAL HARDWOODS 
Document symbol 
ST/ECLA/CONF.3/L. 3.0 Secretariat papers: Economic aspects of pulp and 
paper manufacture from Latin 
American tropical and sub-tropical  
hardwoods  
	
3.01 	 Latin American tropical and  
sub-tropical hardwoods as a 
source of pulp and paper 
3.02 	 Amapa - Yucatan. A study of 
hypothetical pulp and paper 
mills based on tropical mixed 
woods. Part I, Part II and Part III 
3.0 	 Mill size, integration, location. 
A study of investment and 
production costs in hypothetical  
pulp■and paper mills  
/3.04 Forestry 
E/CN.12/34 
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3.04 	 Forestry aspects in the planning 
of pulp and paper mills in  
tropical regions 
3.1 Influence of nil". size and integration 
upon jnvestrent 3na cost  
bi A.B, Karlstads Lekaniska Werstad 
(i:redcn) 
3.2 Surveying cf iocatio al factors for 
the installation of  pul-  and pa-,er 
industries in tropical re-Ficns 
by the uentre ie Itoc',erches et dlEtudes 
pour L.Inelistrie de la Cellulose et du 
Papier (France) 
3.3 Forest inventories in-troPical reciors 
by Da.nis Heinsdijk of the Surinam 
r'„u-01-„, Derartment, member of the FAO 
1sEion to Brazil, assisted by K.P. 
. 3.4 Prelijvinary proA2Cts for pulp mills-
and their service facilities in tropical 
regions 
by the Centre de Recherches et diEtudes 
Pour l'Industrie de la Cellulose et du 
Papier (France) 
3.5 Wood extraction and transportation in 
trillcal regions 
by Pierre Allouard, Centre Technique 
Forestier Tropical (France) 
. 3.6, Economic availability  
from Latin American sub-tropical forests  
by Orlando A. DIAaro, Director, 
Do us Ordenados, S.A. (Argentina) 
3.7 • Pulpwood from Peruvian cetico 
Lecror.d:_l 
by the Banco da Fomento Agropecuario 
del Peru 





3.8 Pulping, of Latin American woods  
by G.H. Chidester, Chief, Division of 
Pulp and Paper, and E.R. Schafer, 
Chemical Engineer, Forest Products 
Laboratory, Forest Service, U.S. 
Departrent of Agriculture, Madison (USA) 
3.9 The technique of pulping mixtures  
of tropical woods  
by the R4gie Industrielle de la 
Cellulose Colonisie du Ministare 
de la Trance d'00tre-Eer 
3.10 __Prel.LixiirLesu]...Lof the pulping 
agggaeBraA2ian zictroicelsub-
trotallardwoods 
by L. Rys, A. Boenisch, W.Overbeck 
and A. Schwarz, Iadustrias Klabin do 
ParanA de Celulose, S.A. (Brazil) 
3.11 The pulpina of Peruvian cetico for 
the manufacture of newsprint 
by Batineyret (Batignolles-Chatillon 
and Ateliers Ileyret Beylier) (both 
from France)1/ 
3.12 Economics of newsprint production 
by P.R. Sandwell, President, Sandwell 
& Co. Ltd. (Canada) 
3.13 The use, in newspr4mt, of bleached cold  
soda pvlps from ceain mixtures of  
Latin limerican hardwoods 
by G.H. Chidester, Chief, Division of 
Pulp and Paper, and K.J. Brown, 
Chemical Engineer, Forest Products 
Laboratory, Forest Service, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, Madison (USA) 
3.14 Economic aspectsof riz 
pulp and paper industries with other 
forest industries  
by J.A. Hall, Director, Forest 
Products Laboratory, Forest Service, 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Madison (USA) 
This paper, together with 3.12 and 3.13, was discussed 
under Item IX of the agenda, which dealt specifically 
with newsprint and its problems. 3.15 The Amazon 
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3.15 The AmazOn region  and the paper industry 
by A. de Liranda Bastos, from the 
Government of the Federal Territory 
of Amapa, and the Superintendencia 
da Valorizacao Econornica da Amazonia 
(Srazil) 
IV. ASPECTS OF PULP AND PAPEAltsJA,„:2-Ri; LASRD ON OfAER LATIN AM:ELI:CAN 
YO:3EST Ei;SCUI-CES 
Doc,  me-t symbol 
Sa/E6L/C0F.3/14.4.0 Secretariat paper: Other Latin Ar,2rcan forest  
resources as sour ,2.-)s of raw 
21:ate.,aa:Ls for tip and paper 
• 
4.2 flexican e:cperionce with conifePus 
2lantations for pulped pacer 
b has Lenz, Director of Mbricas 
dc lapel de. Loreto y Pea Pobre (Mexico) 
4k3 Pulpwood from aliacurs soecies of 
the Parana Delta 
by Enrique G. Valente, Bosques 
Ordenados, S.A. (Argentina) 
4.4 The cultivation of euca77.7pts in the  
State of Sao lanlo 
by Arnando Navarro Sampaio, Chief 
of the ForestrY Service, Paulista 
Railroad Company (Brazil) 
4.5 :Pulpwood fra.1 plantations of exotic 
conifers in the Parma Delta 
by Lamberto Golfari, Servicio 
Forestal, Celulosa Argentina, S.A. 
(Argentina) 
4.6 Forestry meaure;  undertaaen br 
the Argentihe.Governent in order 
to increase pulp and paper production 
by the AdministraciOn Nacional de 
i3osoues, Ministerio de Agricultura 
y CLnadsrla de la NaciOn (Argentina) 
/4.8 Production 
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groundwood from willow, poplar and 
poplar-willow  
by Celulosa Argentina, S.A. (Argentina) 
4.9 Pulp and paper making from eucalypts  
in Australia 
by R,B. Jeffreys, Technical Director, 
Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd. 
(Australia) 
V. ECONOMICS OF PULP AND PAPER MANUFACTURE FROM SUGAR CANE BAGASSE 
Document symbol 
ST/Ev CONF.3/L.5.0 Secretariat paper: Bagasse for pulp and paper 
with special assistance from the Banco 
de Foment() Agricola e Industrial de 
Cuba 
5.1 Bagasse p1,134..ng with particular 
referenc.: to the meciiar~o,-chemical 
process  
by'E.C. Lathrop, Head, Agricultural 
Residues Section, and S.I. Aronovsky, 
Northern Utilization Research Branch, 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Peoria 
(USA) 
5.2 Economic and other factors to be 
gat10-thred1111t199...c121 8car19. 
bagasse as a raw material for pulp 
and paper manufacture 
by E.C. Lathrop, Head, Agricultural 
Residues Section, Northern 
Utilization Research Branch, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, Peoria (USA) 
5.3 Saving of bagasse for paper 
making: thermal. considerations 
jointly by the Cellulose Development 
Corporation and John Thompson Water 
Tube Boilers Ltd. and several sugar 
producers and sugar equipment 
manufacturers (England) 
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5.5 Preservation, handling  and 
storing of bagasse 
bar A. Watson Chapman, Research 
Department, The Celotex Corporation 
5.6 Factors infl.IDn '.71.n the selection  
of processo,3 	eocjiPment for 
bagasse 	mn7.fc,eure.  
by joL:cph Atchif•n, Vice-President, 
Pa:'sons & Whittcmore Inc. (USA) 
5.7 Experience in industrial tr.79,SS C 
Tig 	• 
by the Cellulose DL:velo7ment Corporation 
(England) 
5.8 Industrial experience in bagasso 
lj manuf,L,tue  in Arg..-,atina 
by the. Research Laboratory, Celulosa 
Arentina, S.A. (Argentina) 
5.9 Industrial  experience in byasse 
pulp andmIer manufacture in 
Paramonga 
by Jos 6 Correa S., W.R. Grace y Cia. 
(Peru) 
5 10 Twenty-five bars  of Argentine 
industrial experience in the pulpinz 
of straw and cane 
by Juan Di Filippo, Celulosa 
Argentina, S.A. (Argentina) 
5.12 Industrial experience in bagasse  
rulp manufacture in Piracicaba  
by Lino norganti, Refinadora 
Paulista,' S.A. (Brazil) 
5.13 The alkaline pulping of bagasse for 
iulp 
high strength papers and dissolving 
by William J. Nolan, Pulp and Paper 
Laboratory, University of Florida (USA) 
/5.14 Research into 
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5.14 Research into the use of Trithrinax 
campestris (palma, palmera, caranday) 
leaves as raw material for paper 
by Walter Ginzel of the Direcci6n 
General de Industrias de Cordoba 
(Argentina) 
5.15 Development prospects of the pulp 
industry for special papers in  
the Province of Cordoba,  based on 
the palmtrees of t:e area 
by S. Llorens, J. Nuhana and W. 
Ginzel of the DirecciOn General 
de Industrias de COrdoba (Argentina) 
VI PRESENTATION CHI' PAPERS ON SELECTED TECHNICAL NATTERS 
Document symbol 
ST/ECLA/CONF.3/L. 6.1 Modern trends in layout and 
design of pulp and paper mills  
by A.M. Hurter, Stadler, Hurter & 
Co. (Canada) 
6.2 Water supply and wagte effluent  
disposal as factors in locating 
Pulp and paper mills  
by Julius Grant, Director, Pulp 
and Paper Research Co.Ltd. (England) 
6.3 The relationship between the 
morphological, characteristics)  of  
the fibres from tropical woods and  
tJmsRgayalhpynaptmsLms 
obtained from them 
by the ROgie Industrielle de la 
Cellulose Coloniale du NinistOre 
de la France d'Outre-her 
6.5 A new process for bleaching pulp  
from tropical woods 
by the R6gie Industrielle de la 
Cellulose Coloniale du Ministere 
de la France d'Outre-Mer 
6.6 Low cost supp3y of sulp4ur dioxide 
for South America 
by C.J. Wall, The Dorr Company (USA) 
/ 6.7 Economics 
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6.7 Economics of waste liquor recovery 
and burning in the sulphate and 
sulphite processes 
by Gustaf Edling, Vice President, 
Swedish Steam Users Association (Sweden) 
6.H Economic s7,c.-! 	fLowor and 
steam pr3ou:tion n-hz._.pacer 
industry 
by G. Rauwez, Iiellor Goodwin, S.A. 
(Argentina) 
6.9 The Aschaffenburger process for 
manufacturing bvgasse pt,'. for 
newsrint 
by Rudolf Schepp, Chief,Chemist„ 	• 
Aschaffenburger 2.e11stoffwerke, A.G. 
(GerPny)1/ 
6,10 Defibrator•contuous semi- 
chem. 	 pL•ocess 
by A.B. Defibrator, Stockholm (Sweden) 
6.11 Rodern pulprscreening equipment 
and  operations 
by Karl Lindgren, Chief Engineer, 
A.B. Lkstr6ms haskinaffar, Stockholm, 
(Sweden) 
6.12 TheLm9LLEnpaper-making machine  
applied to  -t'e utilization of short-
fibred raw materials 
by Ralph C. Heys, Managing Director, 
hillspaugh Ltd. (England) 
6.13 ImProveds2.11ty:and production 
from existing paper-making equipment  
by Frank. T. Peterson, Vice President, 
The Black-Clawson Co. Inc. (USA) 
1/ Th'LL paper was discussed by the lieting under 
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VII. REVIEW OF THS DEVELOPMMT PROSPECTS FOR PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRIES 
IN SELECTED LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES 
Document symbol 
ST/ECLA/CONF.3/L. 7.2 Development prospects for the  
Brazia.isn pulp and paper industry 
by Jose Carlos Leone, Banco Nacional 
do Desenvolvimento Economico (Brazil) 
7.3 Development prospects for pulp 
and paper in Colombia 
by Manuel Archila M., Institute de 
Fomento Industrial (Colombia) 
7.4 Development prospects for the  
Chilean pulp and paper industry 
by the Corporaci6n de Fomento de 
la Produccien (Chile) 
7.5 Develoomept prospects for the  
Mexican pulp and paper industry  
by Nacional Financiera, 	(Mexico) 
7.6 Development prospects for pulp  
and paper in Venezuela 
by the Corporacien Venezolana de 
Fomento (Venezuela) 
7.7 Abstracts from The Forest and Forest Industry 
Situation in Ceqtral Amaerica a report of the FAO 
Forestry Mission fcr the ECLA Programme of Economic 
Co-operation of the Central American Isthmus, 
referring to the possibilities of establishing pulp 
and paper industries in El Salvador. Guatemala, 
Honduras and Nicaragua 
7.8 291/212EMEaLaoso--Pets for Z22 
4/1121Z1111 2111VAX 
by the Asociaci6n de Fabricantes 
de Papol de la Unien Industrial 
Uruguaya (Uruguay) 
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VIII. FINANCING OF LATIN A•EPLICAN PULP AND PAPER. DEVELOPMENT 
Document symbol 
ST/ECLA/COAF.3/L. 8.0 Secretariat paper: Fi,lancjLg_xulaalstja=r 
development in Latin America 
in cc-operation with the Economic 
Cc.insjon for Europe 
8.1 Basicyncle for financing 
nempalp and peer pre_jects 
by Karl Landegger, Pre.:ie.ent, 
Parsons & Unittmore Inc (USA) 
8.2 Prospects for investing  caeital 
in the Arge-411-Lparipdusv 
• 	by the Confederaci6n Nacional 
Econ&ica (Argentina) 
8.4 FinanciLg_pulp 	paper companies  
in the United StatS. A 
commercial banker's iDint of view 
by A. Newell Rumpf, Vice-President, 
Harris Trust and Savings Dank, 
Chicago (USA) 
IL SPECIAL ITai ON NEWSPAINT 
9.0 Secretariat paper: The newsprint problem 
/ Apart from Secretariat paper 9.0, documents 3.11, 3.12 and 
3.13, ircirded under Item III, and 6.9, included under Item 






PART II : 
RESUbE OF THE METING: ITS AIM, 
DELIBERATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The aim 
15. This Leeting was a continuation of the programme of the United Nations 
and its agencies aimed at expmding world production of pulp and paper to 
meet existing shortages and prospective needs. 	Some years ago it 
became clear that there would be an eventual limit to production based on 
temperate zone forests and that the vast forest wealth of the tropics -
together with subsidiary and abundant fibrous crops - offered the most 
probable source from uhich could be derived the vast quantities of fibre 
required. 
16. At FAO Headquarters in Rome, in 1952, a consultation of specialists in 
the pulp and paper field explored the problem from two principal points of 
view: a) the technical suitability of tropical woods and other -non-
traditional resources as raw materials for pulp and paper; and b) the 
prospective costs of manufacturing pulp and paper from this kind of raw 
material. 
17. That meeting concluded that processes were available for 
the technically 
successful manufacture of pulp and paper products from tropical woods; and 
that there was reason to believe that such operations might prove economicapy 
feasible. It further analysed and set forth the problems that ought to 
be examined and solved before large-scale development was undertaken. 
This present heating devoted itself to an examination of those and 
other problems in the region of Latin A.merica and under the special 
conditions to be found there. Briefly, those problems are as follows: 
a) That is the present and probable future demand for pulp and paper 
in Latin America, in the region as a whole and in individual 
countries; 
b) By what processes, from what sources and at what costs are 
present requirements being met; 





c) What are the probabilities that, considering all fibre 
resources available for pulp and paper, future requirements 
can be satisfied by Latin Amican resources alone or in 
combination with necessary and available imports; 
d) What are the capabilities of '•Town technical processes, 
their costs and probable ra.sules when applied to Latin - 
American woods and fibre crops to produce the necessary kinds 
and qualities of paper to mee'c, Latin- American needs; 
u) ':hat are the areas that require co-ordinated technical 
research in forestry and technology to realize a •development 
programme;.  
f) aliat are the economic, political and social ohtacios to 
the expansion of existing industr: and the creation of new 
induEtry to moot present and f::,tv:re needs; 
e '. iihat are the criteria by which non projects should be 
evaluated; 
h) What sources of financing are available for developing pulp 
and riper industries. 
The deliberations 
19. The deliberations of the Leeting are summarized below in the order, 
ilawhich tile items appeared on the agenda. 
Contic -, °reduction and trade 
2C. It is conservatively estimated that consumption of pulp and paper 
will approximately double by 1965, reaching nearly 3 million tons as 
corn ea d to about 1.5 laillio:is per annum in the period 19-52. 	If 
ecenmic develoments are generally favourable this figure may be 
ccnsj.derably exceeded. 	These estimates represent in no way the maximum 
levels of consumption capable of being realized if adequate supplies of 
pulp and paper should become available, for historical data shcu clearly 
the relation between abundant availability of paper and its increasing 
rate of consumption. 	
/21. These 
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21. These increased requirements are not likely to be met by imports 
from Europe or North America, nor can they be met by Latin American 
projects under construction, or in the planning stage. The regional 
capacity for pulp and paper production must rise steeply over the next 
few years in order to meet clearly foreseen requirements. 
22. Two particular aspects require special attention: a) the production 
of mechanical pulps or pulps capable of replacing mechanical pulp for 
newsprint, and b) Kraft pulp or combinations of pulps for high strength 
wrapping paper. 
Tropical and sub-tropical hardwoods 
23. The very magnitude of the basic resources in tropical and sub- . 
troplcal woods quite rightly offers a major challenge' to industry. llut 
the obvious abundance of the resource and the small degree of current 
exploitation raise three different kinds of problems: 
a) Those pertaining to the estimate of the resource, its 
composition and capacity for continuous replenishment, and 
its probable future evolution under the impact of exploitation; 
these are problems or resource management. 
b) Since these forests yield wood not hitherto well known to'pulp 
and paper technology, the adaptation of known processes to 
them in both conventional and unconventional ways requires an 
appraisal of costs, technical results, and capacity to satisfy 
the requirements for different kinds and qualities of paper; 
these are largely problems of pulp and paper technology. 
c) The fact that certain possible sites are in undeveloped regions, 
where industrial, social and transport facilities either do not 
exist or are but meagrely developed, raises important economic 
problems. 
24. From the sylvicultural point of view, the guiding principle is the 
perpetual maintenance of an adequate and satisfactory supply of material 
to the contemplated industry. In spite of lack of accurate knowledge as 
to the way these forests react to the harvest, an optimistic view of 
/their long-term 
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their long-term behaviour is expressed. This view is based upon the known 
facts of tropical sylviculture, the vigour and growth capacity of the 
forests, and the apparent need for the present of attainable management 
and conservation plans. 
25. Such plans must be based upon original inventory, perpetual 
inventories that take account of the de-nee:de effects of the harvest, 
and such modifications in forest practice es will arise from increased 
experience. This has been the history of the opening up of all new 
forest types; there is no reason to expect that tropical experience 
will be different. For example, results in certain areas of Peru indicate 
that Cecressia grows well in clearings and in reasonably Flre stands. If 
this holds good in fUrther practice, it will afford an excellent example 
of stand-impravement through harvesting, with the new forest better 
adapted to the requirements of pulp and raper. 
26. In eons areas, opening the forest for exploitation will involve 
considerals expense. There veneer woods or saw timbers constitute 
important components of the stands, attention should be given to proper 
utilisati.:h of such timbers, so that potential high values nay be 
realized and extraction costs, road building and other development costs 
distributed. further, proper integration of other forms of utilization 
with pulp and paper may often make feasible an otherwise impossible 
project. 
27. Tho selection of the process for pulping mixed tropical woods must 
be based upon versatility in application to a multiplicity of species, 
and on the- need to adapt the resultant pulp to the products desired. 
In eeneral,. the sulphate process, because of its ability to pulp a great 
varieeyof breadleaved species and because of its tolerance to bark and 
extractives is agreed to be the most adaptable to tropical, woods. 
CoesidePable investigation has amply shown the flexibility of the sulphate 
method when applied to quite heterogeneous mixtures of tropical woods. 
23. In soze cases, wood porting will be needed, e.g., to eliminate 
s-peciee of hen silica content or otherwise unsuitable for processing. 
/29. In the 
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29. In the production of pulp that can be substituted for groundwood in 
newsprint or other products, the conventional groundwood process can be 
applied successfully to certain species, providing those species occur 
in ample quantity. However, conventional production of mechanical pulp 
from mixed tropical species does not appear feasible. 
30. Certain other processes, notably the neutral sulphite semi-chemical 
process and the more recently developed cold soda process, seem to offer 
the possibility of meeting Latin America's needs for a type of pulp 
suitable for the manufacture of newsprint; appropriately blended these 
pulps may be used in a wide range of other papers too. The capital 
investments and plant sizes, especially in the case of the cold soda 
process, need not be large. 
31. With regard to plant location of pulp and paper projects in Latin 
America, problems will be confronted that do not arise in highly 
industrialized regions. Capital requirements for developments necessary 
tr3 the installation in under-developed areas may be high but may, on the 
other hand, be compensated by the lower cost of certain other items. The 
entrepreneur will seek to balance advantages and disadvantages offered by 
various sites and will concentrate his attention on that site which offers 
the optimum combination of suitable locational factors. 
32. When projects are contemplated in a region where basic community 
services are entirely lacking, but where - for economic and social reaeqns 
governments wish to encourage industrial development, it is possible that 
methods can be worked out between private capital and government 
authorities that will provide for government financing of so-called 
''settlement" facilities. Unless such policies are adopted, the attention 
of private capital will necessarily be drawn towards projects located in 
developed areas near urban consumption centres. 
33. It is considered unlikely that pulps from tropical broadleaved woods 
will make any substantial contribution to the world market for many years 
to come, but they may be of great significance in the satisfaction of 
Latin American requirements. Broadly speaking, this applies especially 
where proper integration can be achieved with those areas capable of 






good for both bleached and unbleached pulps- from tropical broadleaved 
woods and especially for papers made therefrom.. 
34. It is impossible to generalize ceecerning minimum economic size 
for mills proposed in Latin America. However, in general capital costs 
will be heavier if sites in unclevelopcd re ions are compared with those 
in industrial areas; but certain ci-;aer coots, such as those for pulpwood 
and wages, will tend to be lower. 
35. The heeting ccncluded that available data deenstrated the 
possibility of converting tropical woods- into satisfacory paper at 
competitive prices in national or regional markets, Y)rovi.d.ec tPa site is 
correctiv the en. 
Cither fcseFt reJources 
36. .ilthough the tropical and sub-tropical forests of Latin America 
loom la2.se as eventual potentialities, thc rn-.ion is by no means devoid 
of other important forest resources. nies3 comprises  considerable 
broadleaved and coniferous temperate forests, as well as large existing 
plantati is in both categories. 
37. General factors governing forest practices and the utilization. of 
natural temperate broadleaved forests are akin to those applying to 
similar forests elsewhere. Once a decision has been reached, on a basis 
of economic and land classification studies, to devote land to permanent 
broadleaved forest, the harvest must be depended upon to bring the 
forest tc 2:cod composition and acceptable yield. Existing pulping 
methods can serve well to effect this process and make possible profitable 
utih.zation of present stands to improve future crops. 
38. In both broadleaved forests and natural coniferous stands, the 
3ene:,:al problems of protection from fire and over-grazing are of great 
izapo,:tan:ee. 
39. regeneration of existing forests must sometimes be 
supplomntoe by planting, and, in.uch cases, opportunity may be afforded 
to improve composition and yield through choice of species.or even 
transformation of a natural broadleaved stand to more profitable conifers. 
/ 40. Extention 
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40. Extension of the natural coniferous forests in Soath America and 
Mexico by plantation methods, based upon adequate research, appears to 
warrant srcctal 55tentf-Dn. 
41. As for plantations, they attract pulp and paper manufacturers 
because of tie cr)nvenienae ,;:th which the yield can be ae,arl.ed to the 
requirements cf nroaesaes and products. Alpo, since plai,tations can 
often be developed in proximity to industrial areas, many prc,blems 
arising in more remote locaticas are avoi:-d. 
42. In general there are two principal instances where plantations are 
recommended: a) when they constitute the best form of land utilization. 
Numerous examples are found in north eastern Argentina and in Brazil 
with their plantations of Parana pine and eucalypts; b) when they 
represent profitable use of currently unprofitable forest sites, whether 
of unforested land or land covered with woodland of little or no economic 
value. Examples are the plantations of ?isms radiate in Chile and the 
plantations in the Parana Delta. 
43. There is a large and important field for research in planting in 
Latin America to ensure reafforestation of a great deal of 'deforested 
or poorly forested land, and to create new forests. Careful testing of 
exotic species and selection of superior strains of native species 
offer fields for extensive co-operation between the various research 
institutions. An extension of present arrangements for exchange of seeds 
and information is needed. 
44. Particular attention should be given to the relationships between 
spacing, growth rate and wood properties in order to achieve optimum 
yields and utilization opportunities. 
45. The Regional Forestry Office of FAO is in an excellent position 
to function as collecting and distributing agency' for pertinent 
information. The Meeting suggested the desirability of amplifying 
that Office's facilities to accomplish these ends. 
Eucalypts  






experimentation, especially in Brazil, offer encouraging prospects as 
a source of material for a permanent pulp and paper industry. 
47. With regard to processes, the sulphate, semi-chemical, soda and 
the new cold soda process as well, all -eem to be - applicable to numerous 
species of eucalypts for the productin of a - wide variety of papers, 
ranging from fine bonds to ncwsprLA, IA the case of groundwood, 
Australian and Latin American experience i-licates that mechanical pulps 
from plantation eunalypts are likely to he cf poor qualtity and their 
use for newsprint limited to-low percentages in blends. 
1E 5. I,Sore intensive research on and experiments with the eucalypts 
should produce results of considerable value to Latin America, especially, 
if advart:47e is taken of the very extensive work already carried out in 
Africa and Allstralia. 
Bor,s, 
49. Latin America produces annually about 26 million tons of wet 
bagasse, or more than enough for 4 million tons of Pulp. However, only 
1 to 1 1/2 per cent of this c,uantity is actually being pulped in nine 
existing mills, In general, increased supplieS of bagasse for pulping 
are dependant entirely upon changes or improvements in sugar mill 
procedures. Chief among these is .the replacement of bagasse - used as 
fuel in the sugar mills - by oil or, in some countries, by coal or 
-ratural 
5Q. The capital costs involved in substituting oil for bagasse are not 
at all high, the major cost .element in the substitution being that of 
the - 'I itself. Generally, where the substitution has been madei one 
ton of oil has replaced about 6 tons of wet bagasse. 
51. i!,E;t7:_ng mills pulping bagasse offer a wealth of experience in 
tfio pr.lotical baling, storage and handling of bagasse to permit continuous 
nulpir g operations in spite of the generally short duration of the sugar 
,n- 
52. Separation of the pith from the fibre in bagasse has been found 





generally advantageous in pulping; the pith can be profitably marketed 
for various uses. 
53. As for pulping processes applicable to bagasse, all the standard 
processes seem to be satisfactory, except the acid sulphite method. 
54. Some important grades of paper are being made from furnishes 
consisting of bagasse pulp alore. liewrier, it is believed that the major 
contribution of this important raw material will be as a blending pulp. 
Nixed with other pulps, bagasse pulp can impart improved properties to 
the blend. 
55. While there seems to be no doubt that bagasse will make a 
significant contribution to an expansion of Latin American pulp and paper 
production in the long term, its possibilities in the short term are 
limited by the fact that alternative fuel is used to release substantial 
amounts. 
Development prospects  
56. Most Latin American countries give a prominent place in their plans 
for industrialization to the development of adequate productive capacity 
for paper. They clearly recognize the social and economic value to them 
of a creative industry based on a renewable resource, and the capacity 
of pulp and paper to generate new and allied industries.. 
57. Analysis of the plans offered by the different countries serves to 
emphasize the attention being given to the various types and grades of 
commercial papers, and the inadequacy of the plans for the production of 
newsprint. This is not due to any lack of recognition of the importance 
et newsprint, but because economic considerations, and, in some cases, 
government policy, have caused plans to be directed toward grades other 
than newsprint. 
58. Raw material supply differences and specific economic circumstances 
may be expected to give rise to a tendency toward specialization within 
countries as regards types of pulp and particular grades of paper. In 
some cases domestic markets will be too small to absorb the output of 
large and specialized mills; hence it would be desirable to facilitate 
/the development 
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the development of intra-regional markets in pulp and paper.. 
59. The need for international co-ordination of developments is clear, 
and it is hopeththat international or,;anizations will find it possible 
to study this field and render assistance in those problems that cannot 
be solved by individual governments or priv-ate enterprise. 
News erint 
60.- If prorosals for increasing news2rintzproduction in Latin America 
re consid...:reci inadequate, this is not dne to lack 'of interest. All 
countries, without exception, are intensely interested in 0.7.:panding or 
beginning newsprin-t production for well known and impellin 'reasons. 
61. Latin America n newsprint production today is based mainly on 
traditional fibres using more or less conventional methods. This 
production will expand, but many Latin American countries lack 
tradit:I.onal fibres, 
62. -.t)roccnnses available today give proldse for the production of 
newsprint from tropical woods in combination .with long-fibredpulps. 
TechnicZ1 results indicate the.possibility, for.examploi of substituting 
semi-chemical pulps from b•oadleaved species for groundwood, possibly 
reducing the furnish of long-fibred coniferous pUlp,.and thus. leading 
to the production of satisfactory newsprint of unconventional composition. 
Technically, the newsprint problummay be solved along these lines. 
63. ,,ttertion is called to the economic implications of promoting 
ne•sprint production" n Latin America. In only very few cases can 
newsprint mills operate, even in the' domestic market, if exposed to the 
unhampered competition of foreign newsprint. Governments wishing to 
ensUre domestic supplies of newsprint must take .cognizance of the 
econcic disadvantages under which such a new industry may. have to 
opera,: . 
64... -.±ewsprint mills are generally specialized and represent large 
ii-l-lesnents and large production. 	Thus the need. for intra-regional 
arrmgements to facilitate the expansion -of this key industry in Latin 
America for the betterment of the . region is ag;ain apparent. 
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65. The need for expansion of pulp and paper production in Latin America 
is real and urgent. Raw material from forest and field exists in 
sufficient quantity and, with Eoorl. mnnagement, in perpetual supply. The 
will to encourage expansion e: sts on the part of interested governments. 
The techno17,c7 is sufficiently advanced to warrant ortLTiatic 
expectation of success. There re: :ins the importrt problem of 
mobilizing the necessary capital to finance this dovelopront. 
66. The aLlount of new investment estimated to be required per year 
to achieve a reasonable standard of paper production by 1965 is between 
50 and 90 million dollars. These figures need not be regareed as 
unattin,ible. The annual foreign exT..ange requiruments .v,)-314 amount to 
about ha:!':' of 1 per cent of the region's annual foreign exthange 
earnings. Furthermore, the reduction in requirements for foreign currency 
for imported paper will, in many cases, exceed in a couple of years the 
amount of foreign exchange needed to establish the industry. 
67. Horever, capital - whether public or private, local or foreign -
will only became available for projects which succeed in satisfying 
strict criteria. 
68. Two recent proposals may, if they came to fruition, provide private 
undertakings in leas developed areas with a more direct access to 
international lending facilities. The utilization of either would meet 
the recognized need for some institution able to channel international 
loans to private undertakings. 
69. If private foreign capital is to participate in Latin American 
pulp and paper expansion through direct investment, it must be satisfied 
concerning the soundness of the project as a business risk; that 
general conditions in the project area are such that the enterprise 
can operate successfully for a reasonable period; and that no 
difficulties will arise in remitting earnings and in eventually 
repatriating capital. 
70. The most important source of financing will be domestic capital, 
and though joint enterprises'uniting domestic and foreign capital may 
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become of increasing importance, it must be recognized t hat no 
significant expansion of the Latin American pulp and paper industry 
can take place unless domestic capital is willing to set the pace. 
71. It is desirable that the attention of the Latin American governments 
be drawn to the necessity for a) accor 	priority to the pulp and 
paper industry in establishing dev,31c)mot nlans; and b) mobilizing 
domestic capital and facilitating the movsm, ant of international capital 
in order to relize this expansion 
Technic .1 assistancel_research. and training 
72. Throughout the Meeting, repeated emphasis was given to the need for 
more research in sylviculture, planting and forest products technology. 
Likewise 	need 	trained men was .aphasized, especially  o 
facilitate ain and paper expansion. 
73. There as agreement on the dsirability of ensuring regional 
co-oper,tisn it the programming of national and individual research, 
education and training activities. For reasons of economy and 
efficieny, such co-ordination is deemed highly desirable. 
74. It was the belief of the Meeting that the proposed establishment 
of a Latin Aerican iesearch and Forestry Training Institute represents 
a satisfactory solution of this problem. Therefore, the Meeting urged 
governments of Latin American countries, as well as the international 
and bilateral organizations concerned, to impleMent the recommendation 
of the four';' session of the FAO Latin American Forestry Commission (Buenos 
Aires, 1952) as soon and as fully as possible. 
75. It is urgent that early and adequate attention be given to the 
creation of central research and training facilities in the field of pulp 
and pa.ser, forestry and forest products. In developing such a central 
institte, it is strongly recommended that the closest co-operation be 
maintained with existing facilities for teaching engineering and applied 
saiences 
76. To co-ordinate these proposals, and to afford a serviceable channel 
for technical assistance, the Meeting recommended that a group of experts 
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be placed in Latin America in the near future under the Technical Assistance 
Programme. This group should include one or more specialists on 
industrial problems, and one or more on technical and economic aspects of 
the pulp and paper industry. 
General conclusions 
77. The foregoing all leads to the general conclusions enumerated 
below: 
1. Latin America needs somewhere between 1.5 and 2 million 
tons of additional pulp and paper supplies a year by 
1965. 
2, most - in fact nearly all - of this increase must come 
from new Latin American production. 
3. There must be a steep increase in the rate of completion 
of new production projects in order to meet the requirements. 
4. Raw material supplies in wood and other fibres are 
adequate for all foreseen needs. 
5. Established processes and new processes, operating along 
unconventional but proven lines, can adequately accomplish 
the technological task. 
6. Unconventional fibres, bagasse, straw, grasses, etc. will 
play an important part in long-range pulp and paper supplies, 
7. Excellent opportunities for increased industry based on 
planted forests already exist and may be expected to increase. 
8. Development of new production enterprises in undeveloped 
regions should carry governmental co-operation to cover 
"settlement" costs. 
9. The important item of increased newwprint production from 
Latin American materials poses special problems of large 
investments and inter-Latin American co-operation. 
10. The technical task of newsprint production can be solved 
by a combination of conventional and unconventional 
processes and materials. 
11. Capital investments required by the whole programme are 
not so large as to be forbidding. The total is very small 
in comparison with the current rate of total investment in 
/Latin America 
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12. oreign exchange required vill be quickly compensated 
by reductions in imncet rer:uL'ec'ents. 
13. Combinations of forei-a 	cer3stio carital vill be 
most favourable for (evelpn.1,, but the load :lust be taken 
by dzme':tic capital. 
14. Iroject 1- roposals, whether for b-n?:ing or private capital:  
must be sound businessn:isks.and so presented. 
15, Geliernment policies should take cognizano of the need 
t encourage new industry. 
16. Gverrmenal policies should move in the direction of 
encerang inter-Latin Amolican trde in pulp and paper 
in order to ensure adcquat 	.f -r all countries 
and the nost rational use of t'ne region's resources. 
F7ov:_3ion should be made for greatly increased research 
j.eeking towards management of the resources, utilization 
training of personnel. 
18. International co-operation, ':,with participation of 
international agencies, is the most economic and satisfactory 
means of completing and fulfilling existing national and 
pr:- T  e efforts in this field. 
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Pulp and paper consumption. production and trade in Latin America  
78. Latin America today consumes about 1 1/2 million tons of paper and board, 
including about 400,000 tons of newsprint. 
79. An appraisal of the prospects for developing pulp and paper industries in 
Latin America calls for an assessment of the future level of demand, an apprecia-
tion of the possibilities of procuring pulp and paper supplies from other regions, 
and an estimate of the extent to which projects: currently under construction, or 
expected to be completed in the near future, are capable of satisfying expected 
future needs. 
80. Estimates of future requirements must take as their starting point'aurrent 
consumption, or effective demand. Today, in many Latin American countries, 
effective demand falls short of real demand. Countries where exchange restrictions 
limit consumption would of course consume more if restrictions were removed. And 
the removal of particular deficiencies in local supply, e.g., in mechanical pulp 
or newsprint, would undoubtedly lead to increased consumption in the countries 
concerned. Thus, any estimate of future consumption based on current effective 
demand could prove too low if, in fact, local production expanded sufficiently 
or if free import became more general. 
81. The estimates of future consumption contained in Secretariat paper 2.0 
were arrived at by making use of the high correlation which exists between per 
capita income and per capita consumption of paper. Three categories of paper 
were studied separately: newsprint, other printing and writing paper, and all 
other paper and board. In each case it was established that income elasticity 
was higher at lower income levels; in other words, while a given increase in 
per capita income was-followed by a more than proportionate increase in paper 
consumption; this increase was greater for lower income countries than 
for high income.vntirku. , the income elasticities were applied to 
estimated demograplAc iptripdu mAkArzg two separate sets of assumptions 
• . • 	• l■ A 
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concerning the annual rise in per capita income that may be expected 
in Latin American countries during the coming years. The first set of 
assumptions were based on the expectation that only a minimum rate of 
economic growth'would be realized; the second corresponded to •a more 
favourable (though not the mo..xLio.rii 	SiblO ) rate of economic growth. 
82. Since the starting point nes < verar2;a effective demruid in the 
years 1948-52, the resultant estLuates do not represeat either forecasts 
of future consumpten or estimates of the full potential demand that 
could be realized; they simply represent the levels of consumption -
that woeia be attained if consumption were to rise in accordance with 
the income elasticities determined from present data. 
83. Thl.beti 	endorsed .the procedure followed in arriving at 
estimates of future dem:,:ad, and experts froM Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 
Cuba, -kieJdco, Peru and Venezuela confirmd that the fiures contained 
in the ecreti-L-t paper corresponded fairl-z- well to the results of 
individual studies carried out in their own countries. The representative 
of U11]C(2) stated that further confirmation of the global estimates was 
found in the independent study which UNWCO had commissioned from the 
Intelligence Unit of the Economist, London. 
84. .`attention 143.S drawn to the contrast between paper consumption in 
urb,...n and in rural areas, and to .the rise in consumption that would 
accompany the very rapid increase in urbanization that IRIS taking place 
in me,..v. Latin American countries today. 	It was su,',,ested t hat studies 
of the percentage of income devoted to paper consumption at different 
income levels be undertaken in each country; it was believed that 
such ..;1;udies would serve to Confirm tho Secretariat's findings. 
65, Given only minimum economic grewthi the aserstariat estimated that 
Latin .rerican consumption uou141 Oise by 196$ t* 	/10,14.011 tons. 
cltr [g nearly eou,00Q UM, of mamplast; u eloormie development 
wor a roam le, eollouriptio?t txraGi 1640 to 3.• rilliOrt tons, including 
just u .J.er .d111s4 to= of newslit4. 
86, 	approving the orders of magnitude iettostell iy these, global, 
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figures, various experts commented in detail on certain of the figures 
appertaining to individual countries and recommended that their comments 
be appended to the published version of the Secretariat paper. 
37. The trend of demand in Europe makes it unlikely that there will 
be any substantial increase of export availabilities in that region. 
So high are the levels of production and consumption in North America 
that uneven development in the former or variations in the latter will 
nake available for export fluctuatin,-1. amounts which may, from time to 
time, be substantial. 
88. In the past, various factors, including the problem of foreign 
exchange, have limited Latin America's capacity to import. Though some 
experts believed that conditions have changed and will possibly improve 
even more in the future, most considered t'r_..t these factors would 
continue to set a limit to imports. 
89. The secretariat paper contains details of existing plans for 
expanding the region's pulp and paper capacity in the next decade. Even 
if all c.re realized, however, it is evident that they will be insufficient 
to ensure that the region's future needs are satisfied. It was pointed 
out, nevertheless, that mills now under construction in Chile provide 
for an expansion of capacity beyond the reeuirements of the national 
mArket: thus a small exportable surplus nay become available there 
and if further plans materialize this exportable surplus will grow. 
This would help to offset the rising deficit in other parts of the 
region. 
90. The heeting agreed on the following conclusions: 
1. By 1965 the region's paper needs will have approximately 
doubled as compared with 1948-52. Given favourable economic 
development, the region's paper needs would be considerably 
higher. 
2. hany projects for expanding the region's capacity are under 
construction, at the planning stage, or being studied. 
,0-en if all were realized, they would not satisfy the 
er;:pected increase in demand. 
3. Unless capacity rises much faster than is at present 
contemlated, only a steep increase in pulp and paper 
imports will permit the region's paper needs to be fully met. 
/4. There is 
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4. There is little likelihood that the region will be able 
to import on the scale required, or that quantities of 
this order will be available in the traditional producing 
centres for export to Latin America, especially as needs 
are rising faster than capacity in other regions of the 
world which today, look to Europa and North America.for • 
supplies. 
5. Every. effort should therefoe be made to step, up the rate 
. at which new capacity is being develcyeed, both by.  pressing 
foreard those projects already under study Whicheprove 
practicable and by exploring further possibilities. 
6. Tvo problems especially call for an urgent solUtien: 
firstly, the development of sources of cheap mechanical 
pulp, or pulps capable of replacing mechanical pulp, for 
the.m.enufacture of newsprint; secondly, the developreeet 
of kraft pulp production, particularly for high strength 
1-vapping paper e. 
91. The meeting was of the opinion that the need for a. detailed consideration 
of the measures which can be taken to accelerate the expansion of pulp and 
paper capacity in Latin America clearly emerged from even a cautious assiSsment 
of the region's future needs. It was emphasized that the estimates in no way 
represented the maximum levels of consumption Which were capable of being -
realized. Historical data show clearly that consumption levels are largely 
determined by the extent to which adequate supplies of pulp are available at 
reasonable cost from either domestic or foreign sources. Even higher levels 
of consumption than are at present foreseen could be reached were domestic 
supplies to become available in sufficient qUantities. 
92. On the other hand, a failure to realize an adequate expansion in the 
region's pulp and paper capacity would inevitably mean that low standards of 
paper consumption would act as a drag on the region's educational, cultural 
and economic progress. 
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Economic aspects of pulp and paper manufacture fr9m Latin  
American Tropical and Sub-Tropical Hardwood  1/ 
Forestry aspects  
931 When considering the tropical forest as a source of raw materials for 
the pulp and paper industry, the forestry expert is faced with two different 
categories of problems, according to whether there is contemplated a short-term 
supply, based on the existing state of the forest stands, or a long-term supply, 
taking into account the evolution of these stands following repeated cuttings 
and various sylvicultural interventions. 
94. To be able to inform industrial interests on each of these aspects, the 
forester has to carry out a series of studies. First come what may be termed 
static studies, giving a clear picture of the present condition of the forest 
area; these data are provided by different kinds of inventories. Next must be 
undertaken dynamic studies of the forest stands; these will be carried out on 
the basis of trials and experiments which should aim at providing, as quickly 
as possible, a knowledge of haw the stands will evolve under different kinds 
of treatment. From the results of these studies and trials conclusions can be 
drawn which will permit a definition of the sylvicultural methods that should 
be envisaged in each case, and the establishment of a forest management (and 
utilization) plan. This plan should be made on the basis of most adequate 
forest practices, defining such operations as may be necessary to assure a 
permanent raw material supply, having regard to conservation and the improvement 
of the forest capital. 
95. A continuing inventory will provide increasingly precise information 
regarding available forest areas, the volume of standing timber per hectare and 
the composition of this volume by diameter classes and species, and will be of 
value both in selecting a satisfactory working site and in defining details in 
the forest management plan for a short-term working period. 
96. In tropical as well as in temperate zones, aerial photography can quickly 
and, economically provide indispensable information upon topography, forest 
area 
and the distribution of the different forest types; its efficacy 
in the 
tropical and sub-tropical zones is limited by the density and inter-mixture of 
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crown foliage. Essential data upon volume, Species and their individual 
distribution cannot in most cases be directly determined from the photogranhs. 
97. Aerial photography must be follo d up and completed by ground surveys 
of two kinds: rapid surveys, to interpret aerial photographs, and precise 
studies of the stand based upon careful systematic sampling. 
98. It has been established that fn gennral, inventories are more precise 
the greater the number of sample plots examined within the forest, but since 
the cost,of these onerations is proportional to the intensity of the sampling, 
the ferest expert, in agreement with the industrial interests, should fix an 
economic limit to such studies. The limit fixed will have to tike into account 
the tolerance of the pulping precess. contetplated to variations in wood mixtures. 
If there arc great differendes within the forest stand, this may require 
modification of the pulping process; these variations must therefore be known in 
advance. 
99. Very,little information exists at present concerning the long-term 
evolution .of tropical forest stands following intense and repeated cuttings such 
as those which must be envisaged when supplying a pulp mill. 
100. Studies of the consequences of the_ traditional practice of shifting • 
cultivation can doubtless provide some clues since this practice has brought 
about changes in the forests comparable to those which would follow repeated 
fellings in shortaterm cycles. for pulping. 
101. The harm done by shifting cultivation and grazing is much greater than 
thatresulting from repeated cutting for forest products,- Since destruction of
the forests by fire deSpeils.and denudes the forest soil. Nevertheless,, it has 
been eh Own that this form- of agriculture offers no real danger if carried out 
under proper conditions, and if certain well-known precautions are adopted. 
102. Thus exploitation to supply the pulp and- paper industry may be regarded 
in the long term with a certain optimism, providing the necessary measures 
are taken to avoid-soil depletion, especially to be feared in tropical forests, 
103. ihs reg-Tds syivicultural practices for preserving or improving the 
make-un and value of a forest, no general rule can be established, since 
natural, economic and social conditions vary so much from one place to another. 
One can 
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One can only consider, in each case, the appropriate methods determined by 
special studies of local conditions and by experience gained on the spot. These 
studies and investigations, however, must be based upon certain main principles: 
1. It is necessary to be assured that the source of supply is 
permanent; in the case of tropical areas this means the setting 
up of management and soil conservation plans. 
2. Efforts must be made to transform the heterogeneous forests into 
a composition of greatEr economic value from the standpoint of 
the requirements of the pulp and paper industry, for example, 
as regards wood size, Quality and homogeneity. 
3. •Because it is important to obtain raw material at the lowest 
pose:n-1.e cost, the aim will, be to obtain the maximum output of 
best _ivality material, easy to extract. At the same Ume the 
sylvic-altnral practices adopted to achieve this r...111,  fTmt be 
card out as economically as possible. It is C.eox that in 
most cases the most economical form of intervention will be 
the exploitation operations themselves. 
104. The studies undertaken in the Amazon area of Peru concerning the natural 
stands of cetico (Ceoropia up.) and their possible utilization by the paper 
industry were considered to be of importance. 
105. The excellent technical properties of cetico wood, which can be processed 
mechanically or chemically to provide pulps suitable for various uses, and the 
fact that these trees grow in homogeneous stands in clearings of the tropical 
zone, indicate good possibilities for the pulp and paper industry. Nevertheless, 
it is difficult, in the light of present knowledge concerning their regeneration 
and propagation, to reach any definite connlioa for tropical areas in general. 
Sylvicultural studies should therefore be un-lertaken. 
106. The Amazon area of Peru, in view of its special natural conditions, 
represents an exceptional case which, according to information given during this 
meeting, allows a regular supply of cetico wood for an industrial unit under 
contemplation. Consequently the meeting regards with great interest the 
contemplated project in this region, and believes that this project will provide 
valuable information which will contribute to the study of the problem of 
utilizing Cecropia species in other parts of Latin America. 
107. The need is great for systematic and continuous research in all fields of 
tropical and sub-tropical sylviculture and forest utilization, and results 
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obtained throughout the world should be made known through the efforts of 
international. organizations interested in forestry and through bilateral 
arrangementa. 
108. Consequently, the .forestry profession is awaiting with interest the results 
of the Fourth World Congress on Sylviculture, which will meet shortly in Dehra 
Dun (India) and which is to pay special at'LentiOn to the problem of tropical 
forests. It'is exrected that a great number of Latin American foresters will 
be helped by the recommendations of this Congress, or by their active 
participation in it. 
ITood entlection 
109. It is believed that pulp mills in general should have under their control 
sufficient forest area to guarantee their own supplies even in those regions 
where it nay be possible to purchase the mill requirements locally. In such 
a case, t)ee oaper industry need not necesoarily produce the whole of its supply, 
but it will be in a position to avert a possible interruption of its operations 
due to lack of wood or excessive wood prices. 
110. The extraction of.raw materials in large tonnages from concentrated 
areas depends primarily Upon the planning and establishment of adequate 
transportation facilities. Although water is still the most economical means 
of transport roads will be of greater importance in tropical forests because 
many tropical species will not float. Barging, however, may prove economical 
in some cases. 
111. It 	 be necessary, on account of heavy rainfall, to give particular 
care to the construction of primary roads, that is to say, of permanent roads 
carrying the whole or the major part of traffic. 
112. The climatic conditions which complicate road transport, at least during 
part of the year, also complicate the harvesting and storage of pulpwood. A 
possible solution to the problem of assuring an uninterrupted .wood supply may 
be achieved by selecting, in the management plan, an area as near as possible 
to the mill and on readily accessible terrain, to be reserved for extraction 
during the most unfavourable season. It has been mentioned that when conditions 
are particularly difficult, the use of insecticides and fungicides might 
represent a solution to storage problems. 
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113. Since in general not all the timber drawn from the forests will be 
destined for pulp and paper manufacture, the first selection can be made by 
marking commercially valuable species before felling, in particular for saw 
logs and veneer logs. Subsequertly, it would be possible after felling to 
segregate wood for the pulp mill into a limited number of categories in 
accordance with hardness and colour characteristics, in particular sorting 
out those unsuitable for pulping. The categories segregated will naturally 
vary according to the pulping process contemplated. It is not believed that this 
simple segregation after felling will present any seriou3 difficulties. 
114. In the case of pulp industries located at a distance from industrially 
developed centres, special attention should be paid to. the kind and quantity 
of basic equipment, maintenance shops, and stocks of spare parts. 
115. Finally, with reference to the over-all forestry or utilization problems, 
it is hoped that FAO may be able to compile and publish pertinent information 
available from all reliable sources. The establishment of a Latin American 
Research Centre would render a valuable contribution towards the development 
of the pulp and paper industry on this continent. Any effort in this direction 
would be of great advantage to the governments concerned as well as to industry. 
Pulninsoorocesses and raw qualities  
116. It has been established that, because of its great tolerance to bark 
and extractives and a wide variety of wood properties, the most suitable 
standard method for producing chemical pulp from mixed species is the sulphate 
or sulphur-soda process. This has the further advantage of being able to 
produce stronger and more varied pulps than other commercial processes now 
known. 
117. The pulping conditions for mixed tropical species do not differ 
essentially from the normal conditions employed for chemical pulping of 
temperate broad-leaved species, except for a possible adjustment of details 
for certain single species or groups of species with very high or low density. 
Two-stage or counter-current alkaline pulping of certain raw materials such 
as bamboo and eucalypts has shown that technical improvements in pulp quality 
may be obtained, and this method may be worth considering also for mixed 
tropical species. 
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118. Laboratory and pilot scale investigations carried out in France, the 
United States, 'Brazil and Mexico, show clearly that it is possible to cock 
heterogeneous mixtures of tropical woods successfully by the sulphate process. 
These results are also confirmed by tests carried out on mixed woods from 
Amapa and Yucatan, the locations of.the hypothetical mills studied in the 
Secretariat papers. Industrial expericoae in the mill in Abidjan, West 
Africa, working on mixed tropical wod13, srply confirm the laboratory tests. 
119. Although plOps produced from mixtures of tropical woods possess good 
paper-making characteristics, improved qualities may rerhans be obtained by 
segregating the woods into groups or eliminating certain species prior to 
cooking and subsequently blending the pulps obtained. The decision for or 
against segregation in any given case .will depend on a varty of technical 
and economic factors. 
120. . Among tropical tubers, species may be encountereed with high silica 
content or other peculiarities of chemical composition which may give rise 
to difficulties in processing, These difficulties may appear in the recovery 
of the black liquor, bleaching or other phases of the process. Experience 
in pulping numerous broad-leaved species, however, suggests that such 
difficulties may be overcome by known techniques. 
121. In most cases tropical woods nay be expected to be barked by hand, 
principally because this method is inexpensive when labour rates are low and 
makes the use of complicated equipment unnecessary. Mechanized barking should 
be studiedo it may present difficulties with certain groups of species. The 
debarking of standing trees by chemical treatment is a promising recent 
development on temperate zone species and may prove suitable for accessible 
fo-2ort '}.teas. 
122. Experience in North America suggests that temperate hardwoods may be 
succeosfully processed- Without barking, making use of modern screening 
equirooent and centrifugal pulp cleaners. There is reason to believe that 
this method would give satisfactory results on some mixtures of tropiCaI 
woods, The gulping of unbarked wood may involve heavier chemical consumption 
in digestion. 
123. With the 
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123. With the possible exception of Certain apecies'udth unusual properties, 
it has been found that the bleaching of mixed tropical-wood pulps does not 
present any special problem - the ordinary multi-stage operation commonly used 
today for sulphate pulps gives satisfactory results although brightness 
stability may require special consideration. 
124. There is sufficient practical experience to demonstrate that bleached 
pulps made from many mixtures of tropical woods may be used without admixture 
of lonrfibred pulps for the manrfacture of printing, writing and a variety of 
fine papers in commercial operation. Laboratory and limited industrial 
experience suggest that from these pulps, without adding long-fibred pulps, 
an even wider range of papers may be produced, including those wrapping papers 
for uses in which the highest requirements of strength are not considered 
essential. 'Since the fibre properties of the mixed tropical woods have been 
found to be eual, and in the case of certain groups of species superior, to 
-those of temperate zone hardwoods and eucalypts in common use, it seems clear 
that.purs from tropical wood mixtures call also be used for the production of 
even tho highlst strength grades (e.g. wrapping and sack papers, kraft-liner), 
providing they are blended with quantities of long-fibred (coniferous) pulps; 
in sore cases these quantities may be relatively modest. 
125. When a mill is contemplated in a tropical region it will normally be 
conceived as a wholly or partly integrated project. Tropical hardwood pulp 
is not likely to be of great significance in the world market, but may be 
significant in developing are integration" of pulp and paper manufacture. 
Indeed, it is unlikely that unbleached pulp from tropical hardwoods could 
compete successfully on the world market with unbleached long-fibred pulp, 
although special grades of purified or bleached pulp may well find a place. 
In the regional market, however, the prospects are better for both bleached 
and unbleached pulp, but especially for papers made therefrom. 
126. Insofar as chemical pulp may be considered to be too expensive for the 
furnish of some varieties of paper, some processes which are of limited 
applic.=bility with respect to raw materials or, product properties may make it 
possible to produce cheaper pulp for special purposes. Preliminary 
investigations show them to be sufficiently promising, at least tor some sinCe 
species and groups of species, to warrant further study. 
/127. Most of 
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127, Mbst:of the tropical species, - pulped by the processes described below, ' 
give pulp of low colour; which may require brightening or partial bleaching before 
it:xan be used in printing papers of even the lowest grade.: 
128: Groundwood•pulp is of major importance in newsprint manufacture and of 
some lesserimportance in a wide rane of other paper oroduets. The conventional 
groundwoocyp:ecess4can be applied .to certain. tropical..and sub-tropical species, 
notably some cecropia species and other loa density woods . frenuently occurring 
in.seeend-growthforests. rioweverl the production of mechanical pulp from 
mixed-troricalpspecies.bytheconventional grimlnepoprocess does not appear 
feasible at 'present. The applicability'Of the'chemi-groundwood process to 
mixtUresPropical woods has notbeenproved;, although it may well be of 
_ 
use ''On selected species or forpselected purposes: 
129e- :Zane; 1p:ocesses offer the possibility ofpppoducing groundwoodptype pulps 
etp eell as: from individual species, e.g.. disk-refining procesSes 
with;pre-reetTrnt of the wood by steam or ncpaCals.' For example, a-, cold 
caustic tretment followed byask-refining has yieldea'promising results ror 
• the production of newsprint type groundwood. Because newsprint isone of . 
Latin Amepicasparticular needs, it would seem thc.t closer investigation of 
this and an:7 other process capable of yielding newsprint type groundwoods 
from mixed tropical species is desirable. 
130. The neutral sulphite semi-chemical .prOcesses have proved to be of 
particular interest for converting broad-leaved species from temperate zones. 
These processes are adaptable to most temperate hardwoods and to some tropical 
species. Mill construction costs are somewhat lower than those of chemical 
pulp mills and relatively small units are being operated economically in 
developed countries. Although the rapid expansion of the various semi-chemical 
processesis based largely on the use of pulp for corrugating medium, unbleached 
neutral sulphite . pulp is now being used for newsprint; bleached neutral sulphite 
--semi-chepriical pulp is being employed for glassine and,. in blends with other 
pulps, also for writing and printing papers. 
131. .Potentir:1 uses for semi-chemical pulps from tropical woods, in appropriate 
blends, May be considerably broader. Further exploration of the economic 
possibilities for adapting the semi-chemical processes to tropical species for 
specific products such as liner and corrugating board may well be considered. 
/In fact 
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In fact one such operation is already working satisfactorily in Latin America. 
Generally, such operations would be limited largely to integrated production 
units. 
Locational factors and site selection 
132. The general principles of location for the pulp and paper industry are 
no different from those for industry generally. No site will ever prove ideal 
from the standpoint of all the locational factors which have to be taken into 
account - raw material, power, fuel, chemicals, labour, transport, markets, etc. 
The entrepreneur will seek to balance the advantages and disadvantages offered 
by various sites under each of these headings, and will concentrate his attention 
on that site which offers the optimum combination of locational factors. 
133. A new pulp and paper project in an undeveloped area will not necessarily 
require more investment in the mill groper than would a similar project in an 
industrialized region; it may even require less. The higher freight ors the 
machinery and the higher erection costs may be offset by the fact that certain 
buildings can be of lighter construction or may be dispensed with altogether 
in tropical sites; careful international purchasing of machinery may also lead 
to savings. 	. 
134. Capital requirements for those elements of the project other than 
investment in the mill proper may however be very high in undeveloped areas, 
and for two main reasons. Firstly, a mill in a remote area will have to be 
planned to be self-sufficient in many respects; it will probably have to provide 
its own power, it may have to develop its own sources of chemicals (e.g. to 
install an electrolytic plant for the manufacture of chlorine and caustic soda 
from salt), it may even have to develop its own mines for fuel supply. Secondly, 
besides ensuring the elementary needs of the production process, it will have 
to provide certain basic community services (transport, non-industrial power, 
communications, education, health, etc.) which, as a general rule, will exist 
already in an industrialized area; this need gives rise to what may be termed 
"settlement" costs. 
135. It would be a mistake to assume that all tropical forests present the 
same problems. The establishment of a mill in the deep forest calls for very 
/much higher 
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much higher total investment than the establishment of one in an area where 
certain facilities (arid especially transport) already exist. But there are 
tropical forest areas which have alredy been partly developed in this sense, 
Certain "settlement" costs will inevitably be incurred in any tropical mill 
project, but in a remote site t;,-se my be so high as to render any project 
prohibitive, 
136. These considerations serve to underline the paramount importance of 
exercising every possible care in selecting a site for a new pulp and paper 
project. Site selection in any country, for any industry, is important; it 
is important in Latin America for pulp projects based on any one of the 
region's man; resources. The impact of "settlement" costs on most of Latin 
America's tropical forests makes imperative an especially intensive investi-
gation of the locational factors involved lie en the establishment of a pulp 
and 'paper mill based on tropical woods is under study. 
137. If projects are to be contemplated in a region where basic community 
services are totally lacking, and it is nevertheless believed that such 
industeial development ought to be undertaken for economic and social reasons, 
it is desirable that some way be found of financing such facilities 
other than by charging them as capital costs on the paper operation. Other-
wise it is unlikely that private enterprise will undertake the risks involved. 
One eolution to tlis probleM is suggested by the practice adopted in certain 
countries 1.1-iere provision.has been'made for pubiic'authorities to furnish. 
"settlement" facilities where the development of industrial enterprises has 
been judged to be in the national interest. 
138. The relative influence of various locational factors will change in 
the course of time, and it is neceseary to distinguish the short-term and the  
long-term view. If a new project in an undeveloped area has to bear the 
entire burden of "settlement" costs, there will be a tendency for private 
capital to prefer projects which are located near the urban consumption centres. 
139. There , are today. in Latin America examples of-mills located in urban 
areas which have been forced to close down as local raw material resources 
became depleted. At the same time, those paper mills originally established 
near market centres to operate on imported pulp are steadily being forced, as 
/a result 
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a result of the trend to large-scale production in the standard paper grades, 
to concentrate either on speciality production or on low grade products based 
on waste paper. 
140. A long-term view would take into account the fact that in an undeveloped 
area the burden of "settlement" capital declines after an initial period, while 
the differences in costs determined by environment will tend to diminish. 
141. Today the pulp and paper industry in Latin America has the advantage of 
being in its preliminary stage; every effort should therefore be made to ensure 
that any units established are suitably located and of economic size. 
142. In particular, it is of the greatest importance that the principle of 
permanent raw material supply be maintained. Some areas of tropical forest 
may be.found to contain only species which are eminently and economically 
suitable for pulp and paper manufacture. More usually, in tropical areas, the 
forest will contain species possessing qualities which may have most value,  
when used as saw logs or veneer logs. In such cases the utilization of the 
forest so as to yield the maximum value should be aimed at from the beginning. 
In any event area integration of all forest products industries so as to yield 
the maxIxum economic value and proper diversity of production should be aimed 
• 
at as an ultimate objective. 
Costs and economic size  
143, In general, capital costs for mills in undeveloped regions will tend to 
be heavier than for mills of the same size in industriaJimed areas, as will 
also chemical costs in most cases, while pulpwood costs, wageJ, and sometimes 
also fuel coEts, will tend to be lower., The balance will vary aocording to 
the site 
DO- The pre}-Iom of the minimum economic, 	n 	to bo located in an 
vndev:oped ar-, however, is ;17 no Aians a sir' 	one. If tho -Jrc-luct is 
fo- 	national market, it will enjoi :.ortain economic and commercial 
advpnt.agls 10-f0 flow from its proximity to tn,t market. Such countervailing 
facto:.r,  -ony npe.,ly or wholly offset the relatively heavy incidence of capital 
charge 3; t''ose end to dimindsh more steeply in undeveloped areas as mill size 
increases. Nevertheless, the danger of establishing units which are too small 
/to be 
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to be of economic size is a real one, to be guarded against. 
145. There is a considerable difference between paper converting costs in a 
non-integrated paper mill and in an integrated paper mill section, especially 
for small units. Therefore the eetatlishment of a new pulp'Mill in an • n-
developed area should, if pOsSible, be integrated with a-paper section to 
Convert at least part of its production. 
146. The expertst conclusions, reached after an exchange of experiences, were 
facilitated by the Secretariat studies of hypothetical mills in Amapa, and 
Yucatan, studies which had been initiated in order to throw light on the 
- problam:of erecting mills in tropical areas, and inparticular to study the 
-effect of location en investmentand:cost. The meeting considered that the 
Seeretariat documents represented a valuable contribution to the study of the 
prOblem of establishing pulp mills.in•the tropics and commended the use of 
prepare? comearative estimates in meetings of this kind; it considered the 
procedure adopted therein to arrive at figures of production and investment 
costs valid for the purposes of expoSition. After discussion, the experts 
considered that, on balance, the estimates probably erred on the side of 
caution•(e.g.'in'the low proportion assumed of species pulpaole and in the 
forest yield) and thus tended to understate probable earnings. 
147. As regards the two particular locations studied, the. Secretariat papers 
contained preliminary figures which indicated that the Yucatan project held 
distinct promise, especially as more favourable sites within the area appeartr 
exist.' The Amapa project seemed less attracti-Je, but ieeforation brought 
forward in the discussion of the Secretariat papers indicated that further 
investigations might reveal production costs lower than the estimates contained 
therein. 
148. elA_le the experts did not have sufficient time and information to arrive 
at definite conclusions regarding these two Secretariat examples, they concluded 
that tee Secretariat data further demonstrated that the possibility exists, 
providing the  site is correctly chosen, of converting tropical woods into 
satisfactory paper at competitive prices in national or regional markets. 
149. hile studies similar to those presented on Amapa and Yucatan would 
always be necessary for arriving at a preliminary judgment in considering new 
/projects, such 
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projects, such studies can never dispense with the need for more comprehensive 
and detailed investigations. Moreover, it was pointed out that there might well 
be other sites in Latin America, and not necessarily in the areas studied, 
which might prove to be more favourable. 
150. Any mill project in an undeveloped area, especially if it is based on 
a non-traditional raw material, needs not only careful analysis of all cost 
factors, but also technical investigations which may involve considerable 
expense. This capital outlay is imperative especially in the case of new 
processes or processing techniques. Technical assistance by international 
agenciesmight offer some help in connexion with the essential preliminary 
investigations.. 
151. Informed and objective advice in the preliMinary stages of planning can 
be decisiVe in ensuring the viability of the final project; it can ensure 
that 
unsound schemes are discarded at an early stage and, as concerns those projects 
which"are.eventually realized, it can, by indicating the most economic e„. 
combination'of machines to be employed, reduce initial investment cost and 
hence the consequent burden of capital charges. • 
152. The meeting underlined the note of caution which is expressly stated in 
the Secretariat papers. 
153. .Because a•large-scale pulp and paper mill calls for a very heavy 
investment; the,need to safeguard against possible failures makes a cautious 
even extremely conservative - view advisable when considering projects in 
undeveloped areas. 





Aspects of pulp an'l paper manufacture based 
on  other Latin American forestresources 1/  
154. Apart from its.vast tropical and sub-tropical forests, Latin America 
possesses further substantial raw material resources in the coniferous and 
broad-leaved forests which grow in temperate or cold climatic zones. 
155. In addition,.the region possesses important. reserves in the extensive 
forest plantations ..of native and. exotic species,•both cpni„ferols and broad-
leavO• 14hichhave been established in.many countries..• 
156. The success obtained from these plantations in sore areas•and with 
certain species, allows the statement to be made that .Latin America has an 
enormous. potential output of raw materials for the pulp and paper industry. 
157. The reeting has paid particular attention .toAwo aspects of this problem; 
in the first place, to the technicaLaspects,(exploitation . of.natural:forests, 
plantation teChniOues, transformation processes)- and_sedondly, and even more 
important, to the place each resource should.occupy within the framework of 
forestry policy and within that of the general policy for developing pulp and 
paper production in this region. 
Plantations  
158. For the manufacturer, there is no doubt that raw materials from 
plantations have, in the main, advantages over those extracted from natural 
forests. The technical facilities in the management and exploitation of these 
planttions, the uniformity of the supply and of the mill product, as well as 
the normally high quality of the output, are all arguments in favour of 
artificial methods. However, the problem is rather more complicated than it 
first ap2ears, since other important factors relating to natural and economic 
conditions, must also be taken into consideration before arriving at a 
conclusion. 
1/ Item IV on the Agenda. 
/159. In Latin 
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159. In Latin America, the exact locations where plantations are to be 
established in relation to natural forests, should, as noted above, be defined 
on the basis of the two criteria linked with forestry practice and with the 
policy for paper production. 
160. First of all, in each area being studied, it is necessary to define the 
place which regulated natural forests and artificial plantations should occupy 
within the general planning of soil utilization. Such planning must take into 
account locational conditions (nature and utility of soils, topography, etc.), 
economic factors (yield according to the different types of soil exploitation 
and marketing of products) as well as social factors (maximum use of rural and 
urban manpower). 
161. 'Forests, of whatever class, must take advantage of, or have to be created 
on, soils possessing forestry qualities. The terequalitiesn is used in its 
widest sense; it means not only on soils that, for climatic or protective 
reasons, shoUld be wooded, but also where rational exploitation - already 
existent or artificially created - represents the best and most economic among 
the various types of soil exploitation possible in the area. 
162. It is evident that in 'naturally wooded regions, if climatic and protective 
reasons should be of importance, the maintenance of natural forests is to be 
recommended. It is also understood that, very frequently, and notwithstanding 
protective requirements, the exploitation of such forests may be undertaken 
if the necessary precautions have been taken to ensure perpetual use of these 
forests and of the protection they afford. Rules for extraction should thus 
be based upon a carefully prepared plan for regulation. 
163. When studying the best type of soil exploitation for natural stands and 
even more so for a colonized zone, it is advisable, in the first place, to 
compare, on a longterm basis, the income from the exploitation of the natural 
stands as against that accruing from agricultural or pastoral activities 
established after clear cutting. Later it will be essential to determine 
whether the plantation of certain species might -.in the case of suitable soils -
compete favourably on such soils, not only with regulated natural forests, but 
also with certain forms of agriculture which are believed to be profitable. 
/164. Considering this 
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164. Considering. thie:,4spect•of.the problem only, it may be said that • 
plantation can be recommended in two main cases:.. a) :'Liyhen it constitutes the 
best form of soil utilization, as isfrequently the case in north-eastern 
Argentina and in the south of hr%zil ulth the plantations of Araucaria • 
angustifolia and eucalypt; b) wi.en it represents the only remunerative 
activity, whether in non-wooded areas or in those covered by woods with no 
economic value at all. This is true of Pinus radiata pl:antations in Chile 
and in particular of the Parana delta for the plantation of salicaceous and 
some pine species. 
165. A further•aSpeCt to- be studied is the: importance which shotld..be given 
to plantations and their nature when it is necessary to meet certain special 
requirdment.s of the transforming industry. in this case it is no longer a 
gaestion,of producing, large quantities of raw materials without definite 
specifications; it is necessary to eytraet a type of wood with certain 
characteristics and capable of producing pulp to meet specific needs which 
pulps from other available resources cannot meet. 
166. No general solution can be:provided to this aspPct of the problem,since 
it:deals with species and_reouirements which vary from one area to another, 
according to the natural possibilities of each and the markets to be supplied. 
1•674. The meeting gave particular ,attention to this technical aspect of:the 
problem and has recommended.action.for the international organizations ooncerned. 
-Natural forests 
168. Once the place which natural stands should occupy in the economy of an 
• 	 • 	. 
area has been determined, it remains to establish how such forests should be 
managed to'enSure'their conservation and to allow them to provide the raw.  
Materials reouired by pulp mills. In the'caseof- natural stands it'iS not 
always passIble to limit the research to sustained yield, since-at the start 
the. quality is often rather - poor. As occurs'in the Case of tropical and sub- 
tropical forests, progreSsive' improvement in the nature of the stands will have 
. 	_ 
to' be attempted to ensure lOng-term production 'which will-better both quality 
ari:UantitY. 
169. This is a matter of forestry management and often of treatment. As 
regai'ds tbe'aim of producing pulpwood, the chief objective of the forester 
/should be 
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should be to discover or to continue regeneration which is as regular as possible 
in time and space. 
170. If the forester adopts natural regeneration, which is often uncertain 
and irregular, he must help and protect the process (such is the case of the 
coniferous forests in Mexico especially). Fire is generally a scourge, but 
in certain cases, however, prudently directed and limited, it can be of use. 
In Latin America, grazing in the forests must almost always be severely 
regulated. The rotation of extraction must be carefully studied, taking into 
account not only the main factor of the yield, but also the technical and 
legal protective needs, as well as the most suitable size of the pulpwood for 
the paper industry. 
171. Allowing for either the destructive factors which at once eliminate 
natural regeneration or the composition of the stands which hinder or prevent 
'such regeneration, the forester must often adopt more active measures and 
sometimes introduce artificial regeneration. This type of regeneration may be 
effected with the same species found in the primitive stand or - according to 
individual cases and requirements - with other species. It leads to the 
progressive transformation of a natural forest with no economic value into a 
lion artificial forest. Interesting results of such methods, used in the 
Parana delta, have been submitted to the meeting. 
Considerations relatingito pulpier 
172. It was recognized that well-established techniques already 
exist for the 
manufacture of pulp and paper from coniferous and salicaceous species and that 
the subject of pulping broad-leaved species generally, was similar to that 
dealt with in another section of the report. However, a rather special problem 
arose in the case of producing pulp and paper from eucalypts and a second 
section on current experience in this field is given. (See Paragraphs 177 to 
195.) 
Conclusions  
173. To encourage the development of forest plantations on a rational basis 
and in the interests of Latin America's pulp and paper industry - without 






organizations concerned to take the following steps; 
1. To study on a systematic basis, at the various experimental 
forestry stations in Latin 	the possibilities of 
introducing those exotic species which :grow rapidly and are 
of interest to the pulp ani paper industry. 
2. To carry out systematic 'F,nd comparative research at the same 
experimettal,stations 	the_ different conditions for 
establishing and treating forest plantations Lased on native 
or exotic species which have already been, or could be, 
introduced. 
3. To study at qualified laboratories the products of the plantations. 
Such studies would deal with.the suitability of the wood for 
conversion into pull) and, above'all, the Quality of the pulps 
thus obtained. Not only wood specimens should be Studied, but 
also each species individually according to its conditions of 
growth ad the plantation methods for treatment. It would be 
particularly desirable toatl,er d.:.ta on the relations between 
the rate of glowth and the value in paper of the end-product 
for each of the existing spectes. 
174. The combined results of these studies ,, as well as similar research 
undertakeh elsewhere in the world into the sane characteristics, should be 
collected by the Regional Forestry Offite of FAO, analysed and distributed 
to the governments and organilationS concerned. 
175. The Meeting suggests that the Regional Forestry Office, which has 
already undertaken work of this nature, should be given greater facilities to 
allow it to arrange either the exchange or free distribution of seed samples 
of forest species for the purpose of experiment and trial plantings. 
176. Finally, the Meeting also recommends that FAO should urge that governments 
grant all possible .facilities for public services and private enterprise to 
Obtain- by purchase or exchange seeds for the enlargement- of this work. As 
regards the temperate natural forests of Latin America, the meeting in general 
feels that their use_is economically feasible as a means of meeting the 
reouirerrients of the paper industty, although in some cases delicate problems 
exist, which should be the object of attention by specialists and governments. 
/Pulp and paper  
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Pulp and paper manufacture from eucalypts 
(mineral  
177. The adaptability and rapid growth of many species of eucalypts in 
Latin America indicate that the many plantations established, especially 
in Brazil, should provide a plentiful and cheap supply of raw material 
for the manufacture of pulp and paper. Sufficient knowledge has been 
accumulated to dispel any doubts as to the wisdom of setting up an industry 
based wholly or mainly on the supply of pulpwwod from the plantations. 
Processes and species used  
. a) For mechanical pulp 
178. In Australia mechanical pulp is made only from E., regnans, gigantea 
and oblisua, all of which need to be over 200 years old. Australian and 
,Latin AmerLcan experience indicates that mechanical pulps from plantation 
. eucalypts are likely to be of poor quality and their use for newsprint 
`should be limited to low percentages, the exalt amount depending upon the 
quality of the pulp with which it is to be blended. 
b) ?or semi-chemical pulps  
179. Semi-chemical pulps have been made from eucalypts in Australia on a 
laboratory and very limited semi-commercial scale. Results indicated that 
. 	. 
these pulps•could be used as the greater part of the furnish in the 
manufacture of corrugating paper and perhaps also for liner board. Bleached 
semi-chnmical pulps from eucalypts resemble pulps of this kind made from 
ether, sub-tropical or temperate broad-leaved woods and should find similar 
usages. 
180. In Australia a low-grade pulp has been produced semi-commercially by 
cooking the chips with lime at a pressure of 90 lbs. per square inch, 
followed by treatment in a disk refiner. This pulp, however, can only be 
used as part of the furnish in the manufacture of low-grade boards. Never-
theiess.it  offers possibilities when such products are produced away from 
sources of waste paper, when capital costs have to be kept low and when land 
,is available over which the effluent may be spread Itth advantage. 
1/ Report of the special working group appointed to study this subject 
within Item IV. 
/181. Experimental 
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181. Experimental 'Work at" the 'United States Forest Productaboratory, 
Madison, has shown that the cold soda process has distinct possibilities 
for producing pulp from Latin Aterican eucalypts that might be-considered 
for the manufacture of newsprint. Further work needs to be undertaken, 
however, before any definite statemant; can be made regarding the use of 
this process for this purpose. 
c) For chemical pulps  
182. For the production of chemical pulps for paper and board thz:sul-
phate process appears to be the most suitable. BeSides possesing other 
advantages, pulps made by this process can be used for a wider variety of 
papers than is feasible with pulps usig the soda•or sulphite methods. 
183. The species used in Australia in the manufacture of chemical pulps 
are 7,, regnans, i antea, obli iia,'s.eberiana, eugenioides, capitellata, 
radlta, yiminalis, goniocalyx'and small quantities of eight or more other 
species. 	In Latin America the Species available for chemical pulping 
appear to be maidly E. saligna, E. grandis and E. globulus, and these 
have proved satisfactory in this region. E. salignafand7'E. grandis are 
also used successfully in South Africa. 
184. In Australia a bleaching process has been developed which enables 
dark-coloured sulphate pulps made from old eucalypt timber to be.bleached 
to 85 brightness with little loss in strength. Experience in Latin 
America indicates that similar results may be obtained when bleaching 
sulphate pulps from very young eucalypt timber by using 'conventional 
bleaching methods. 
185. • This is no reason why a modified process should not be employed. 
Latin American experience indicates that about 10 per cent of sulphur, 
based on the amount of caustic soda used, is required in order to obtain 
p.)ips comparable ,to those produced with the sulphate process. —Altheugh 
the modified soda method - compared with the sulphate process'-. offers a 
certain degree of flexibility, the availability and cost of.the raw - 
-materials, i.e. sulphur on the one hand and sodium sulphate on the other, 
would probably determine individual choice. 
186. In both Australia and Latin America two-stage -cooking has produced, 
lighter-coloured and more easily bleached pulps than single-stage cooking. 
/187. Difficulties 
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187.. Difficulties experienced in Australia in recovering the chemicals 
from spent liquors produced in the manufacture of pulp from certain old 
and slowly-grown eucalypts have not been encountered in pulping operations 
with Latin American eucalypts. 
, d) For dissolving trade 
188. In the manufacture of dissolving pulps the sulphite process has some 
advantages when young clean eucalypts of even quality are available. The 
process is being used successfully jr1 several countries. 
.189. In Australia where young clean mood'is not available,-experimental 
work has been concerned with the sulphate process. Pulps prepared on a 
semi-commercial scale have given satisfactory results when tested overseas. 
These' pulps were made from E. regnans, but asthis'itimber is not available 
in sufficient quantities other epecfes are being:tried. Semi-commercial 
tests indicate that satisfactory pulps can be made from these species 
provided the timber is oz even- quality. This even quality stiedlation is 
.a pre-requisite for any process involving the manuiacture of dissolving 
grade pulps. The method employed in Australia consists of pre-hydrolysis 
lo3lvea.toy a normal sulphate cook. 
190. The possibility of producing at the.same mill a wide range of:pulps 
including ordinary grades for papers and boards, 'semi-chemical pulps and 
also dissolving pulps should focus attention on the sulphate prrocess as 
• 
the logicaa. method to adopt. However, the possibility of oroducintsodium 
bisulphite,pulp and also sulphate pulp in ‘ale same mill, with a combined 
.chemical recovery process, should not be overlooked. 
Uses of eucalypt pulps 
191. Experience in Australia has proved that bleached soda pulps from 
eucalypts can be used to provide up to 100 per cent of the furnish in the 
manufacture of high-grade writing and printing papers. Experience in 
Latin. America has shown that bleached sulphate pulps from eucalypts can be 
,similarly used. In Australia and Latin'America up to 60 per Cent of un-
bleached eucalypts sulphate pulps are used in the manufacture of wrapping 
and certain types of bag paper, and up to 30 per cent in the manufacture 
of multiwall bag paper. Up to 80 per cent of eucalypt sulphate pulp has 
/been. used 
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been used in the furnish for kraft liner boards and up to 50 per cent in 
the liner furnish for lined board. The following table is provided in order 
to set down the above data in summary form: 
Product 	 Type of T.1.12 	 Percentage 
Fine writings and printings 	Bleached 90 - 100 
Wrapping and bag papers, • 
excluding multi-wall bag kraft 	Unbleached 	 60 
Multi-wall bag kraft 	 Unbleached 	 30 
Kraftliner boards 	 Unbleachpd.. 	 Up to 80 
'Liner of boards 	 Bleached and 	 50 
Ul,bleached 
- Newsprint 	 (See text) 
192. Apart from their present use in the above grades of papers and boards, 
eucalypt pulps have been employed in the manufacture of body paper for 
parchmentizing, light weight fruit wrap and as a major part of the furnish 
in high-grade toilet tissue. 
Conclusions 
193. In Australia approximately 100,000 tons per annum of eucalypt pulp is 
being successfully used in the manufacture of fine writings and printings, 
wrapping and bag papers, liner boards, etc. Experience in Australia, Latin 
America and South Africa indicates that the young plantation eucalypts of 
Latin America should be at least the equal, and perhaps even superior to the 
mature eucalypts used in Australia. 
194. Thus the plantation eucalypts of Latin America appear to be a valuable 
source of raw material for chemical pulp manufacture. 
195. The outlook for the proThetion o - michan:oal pulp is not so encouraging. 
In Australia over 50,000 tons of eucalypt groundwood pulp are being employed 
in the manufacture of newsprint, but timber of the type-and age used for this 
purpose in Australia is not available in Latin America. The production, 
therefore, of newsprint from eucalypts currently found in Latin America would 
appear to depend upon the development Of some other low-cost process such as 
the cold soda process. 
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Economics of pulp and paper manufacture  
from sugar cane bapsse1/  
• General availabilit of baaasse 
196. Every ton of raw sugar produced in sugar cane2/milling operations 
gives rise to the production of approximately one ton of bone dry bagasse. 
In Latin America the average yearly production of fresh bagasse (containing 
50 per cent moisture) amounts to approximately 26 million tons. This 
quantity would be sufficient to produce a minimum of 4 million tons of pulp 
annually or enough to meet the region's current paper requirements three 
times over if it were all available for naper-making. Bagasse is, however, 
at present the main source of fuel ia the sugar mills tnamselves, as it is 
available on the spot in a quantity sufficient to meet requirements. Con-
sequently, without fuel substitutions, only a small part of the huge 
quantity of bagasse in the region can be regarded as potentially available 
for the manufacture of pulp and paper. While most, of the paper mills are 
too small to supply enough bagasse to feed a pulp mill of economic size, 
it may pay to procure bagasse from several sugar mills in the same region. 
Currently, only between 300 and 400 thousand tons of fresh bagasse per 
annum, i.e., 1 to 1 1/2 per cent of the total quantity produced, are con-
verted into pulp by the nine existing mills using bagasse in this region. 
197. The general question of availability and cost of bagasse as a raw 
material for paper making is intimately bound up with sugar cane milling 
operations. •Individual sugar mill installations differ from country to 
country, within the same country and even within the same district, as to 
kinds of end-products which they make and regarding the quantity of steam 
they require. A survey of six Latin American countries2/showed 
Item V on the Agenda. 
J From one ton of sugar cane there 
sugar 
alcohol 
bagasse (bone dry) 
paper pulp 
pith 
1/ Argentina, Brazil, Cuba, Mexico, 






Peru and Venezuela. 
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that local conditions; both as to baggasse availability and all of the 
other factors involved in establishing a bagasse pulp mill project, vary 
so widely that on-the-spot studies and surveys are quite indispensable. 
Releasing bagasse for pulE_ 
198. 	There are two principal methode 	 additional quantities of 
• bagasse maybe released for pulp production. 	These are (1) by improved 
thermal. efficiency in the sugar mill and (2) by using an alternative fuel. 
199. With regard to improving thermal efficiency in sugar cane milling 
operations, the various methods - in order of importance - by which this 
may be ac'nieved are as follows: 
a) Improvements in steam generation and combustion efficiency; 
b) Reduction in heat losses; 
c) Improvements in process steam utilization; 
d) More efficient mechanical utilization of steam. 
200. • • It should-be emphasized that it is primarily. in the first three 
methods mentioned that effective economies must be made if more bagasse 
is to be released. • By these methods a considerable measure of success 
• can be achieved at comparatively low cost. 	In contrast, the capital 
requirements for improying efficiency-in the mechanical utilization of 
steam are rather high and this method can make but a negligible contri-
bution toward fuel saving, i.e. saving bagasse. 
20L - The amount of bagaSse• which may be released by means.. of better 
thermal efficiency. will differ according to the type- of operations being 
carried out in the sugar mill. 	Thus: 
1. In cases where raw sugar mills are integrated with either a 
refinery or an alcohol distillery, or both, the possibilities 
of releasing bagasse are extremely. small. 
2— Pelatively modern sugar mills producing only.brown or raw sugar 
may, by taking care in the production and utilization of steam, 
release up'to 20 or 30 per cent of the bagasse produced. 
3. Sugar mills that produce only direct alcohol-by fermentation may, 
without large investments in improving their regular equipment, 
liberateup to 40 or 50 per cent of the total bagasse produced. 
/202. 	In the case 
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202. In the case of releasing bagasse by utilizing a substitute fuel, 
the only practicable fuel alternative in Latin erica will usually be 
oil. However, in some countries the use of natural gas, coal, or wood 
may be taken into consideration. 	• 	 • 
e • 
203. • The use of an alternative 	will free all of the bagasse • 
produced. Contrary to. popular, belief, in most cases the investment costs 
involved in converting to operation on a substitute fuel are not high. 
In any event, amortization of these conversion costs does not represent 
an important element in the total ceet of the fresh bagasse at the sugar 
mill. The major element is the cost'of the substitute fuel itself. 
204.' In sugar mills where fuel oil has been substituted for bagasse, the 
general experience has been that 1 ton of fuel oil will replace approxi- 
, 
mately.6 tons of fresh run-of-the-mill bagasse containing 50 per cent 
moisture. Conversion to fuel oil opens up the possibility of greatly 
improving the output of the boiler plant as a whole, considerably reduces 
fuel handling costs, simplifies control, and increases capacit: 
Baling and storage 
• 
205. In the different sugar producing countries of Latin America, the 
cane grinding season ranges from 75 to 225 days or more per annum. Since 
a pulp and paper mill must operate on a year round basis, it follows that 
a stock of bagasse must be made to enable production to be maintained at 
the level required. Unless the grinding season extends througnout the 
year, and there are few, if any, areas where it does„'tbis means that a 
considerable portion of the material has to be baled. It is this factor, 
along with considerations of ease of handlihts, storage and transport, 
which largely accounts for the fact that common practice in bagasse-
pulping is to bale all of the material as it comes from the sugar mill 
and store it against demand. 
206. There is a considerable amount of experience as to the proper 
procedures which should be followed and the nest suitable types ofequip-
ment which can be used for baling. Average experience is that fibre 
losses incurred under proper storage conditions amount to about 10 per 
cent, due to deterioration. If the bagasse is not stored properly the 
/deterioration loss 
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deterioration loss may amount to as much as 30 per cent or even more. 
In the main, but depending upon local conditions, a large size. of bale 
and a high baling rate are important in order to make the best use of 
the capital invested in baling station eeuipment. 
Pith se-aration 
207. • Bagasee contains a large amount - whech may be as much as 30 per 
cent -• of parenchymatous substance or.pith. 	Its physical 'stefucture is 
quite diferett from that of bagasse fibre, and it is attacked in quite 
a different manner by the chemicals used in pulping. Most authorities 
maintain that optimum.results in machine operation,: pioduct quality and 
low chemical cost oer ton of pulp produced, i';ill only be achieved by 
using bagasse fibre from which the maxThum amount of pith has been removed. 
Several methods of partial or complete pith separation have been developed. 
208. Pith is a product which has many uses. It may, of course, be used 
as fuel in the mill boiler installation its calorific value. being only 
slightly less than that of whole bagasse. However, it has more profitable 
applications in the preparation of feed materials and as an absorbent for 
nitro-glycerin in the manufacture of dynamite. It might also serve. as a 
raw material for the manufacture of furfural, as a filter Medium etc. 
Bagasse pulping _processes 
209. The characteristics of bagasse fibre are such that - it may easily 
be pulped by any one of the commercially known pulping methods; the acid 
sulphite processes are not recommended. 	The selection of any particular 
process fora given mill location depends on a great. number of inter-
related factors which require careful, on-thespot investigation. 
210. Important progress has been made in the past few years in bagasse 
oulpine:, and, since there has been successsful commercial operation of pulp 
mills using this raw Material, it can be safely stated that there are no 
technical difficulties. which stand in the way of full utilization of 
bagasse fibre as a source of pulp. 
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Properties and uses of bagasse pulps 
211. The quality and character of pulps from bagasse and their conversion 
into paper are well understood. hany industrial examples prove that 
bagasse pulps may be used to advantage in a great variety of paper products 
ranging from wallboard to the finest grades of tissue. Fine Pulps from 
bagasse will improve sneet formation and have a relatively high tensile 
and bursting strength. Folaing resistance is good. In general, tearing 
resistance is less than that of coniferous pulp. Due to their special 
character, bagasse pulps can be refined with very low power consumption, 
and if handled properly they may be regarded as rather free-draining .pulps. 
They blend easily not only with all grades of groundwood, and chemical 
pulps made from wood but also with inert fillers as well. 
212. In the case of fine bleached papers, the addition of bagasse pulp 
often improves the quality and gives the paper certain characteristics 
which cannot be obtained with wood pulp alone. It has been shown that 
when unbleached bagasse pulp is added in proper proportions to•ulps of 
the Kraft type, papers of extremely high strength can be made. Shipping 
containers manufactured from bagasse have exceptional properties. 
Corrugating medium froai bagasse excels in crush resistance. For liner-
:boards, bagasse pulps can be mixed in substantial proportions with un-
bleached sulphate pulps from wood. 
213, It has been established that a newsprint-type paper can be produced 
from bagasse pulp. However, it is still an open question whether it•can 
be manufactured commercially to compete both in price and in quality with 
the standard article which is universally accepted by the trade at the 
present time. 
General conclusions  
214. The meeting reached the following conclusions: 
1. Successful industrial experience shows that bagasse may 
be used to great advantage as a source of raw material 
in meeting future requirements of pulp and paper in Latin 
America. 
/2, At present 
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2. At present, there are well know processes in commercial 
operation which prrluce satisfactory pulps without 
technical difficulties. The choice of proceSs depends 
upon-many'factors, including those of a local nature, 
and `careful study is to ')e recommended in each case. 
3. Although some grades of paper can be made from a furnish 
,consisting of bagaeee pultaloee,, it is believed that a 
major co,tributice Ih'eh ". 	rz:w Eaterial will make as 
a source of pulpein Le .in el„Eriea will.be as a blending 
pulp in emixture with paps from. other-fibrous raw materials. 
4. For pulp mills witka daily capacity of 2e t, ee, the quantity 
of whole fresh bagesse (50 per.ceet not et) ee:ch needs to be 
made available annually may:be reckoned at approximately 3( 
thousand tons in the ease of bleached gradc: and about 24 
thousand 	for coarseboard-Lype puli 	He beztive require- 
ments 50 for 	capacit7 pull.- mills would be of the 
order of 	thousand tons end 	thousand tons per annum.  
fhebe are rqllserv:,tive 
Sin.ce bagasse is today us,:d 	fuel in the sugar mills, the 
freeing of additional quantities of this raw material for 
pulping will require oithcr the introduction of measures for 
economizing fuel in the sugar mills or the substitution of 
an alternative fuel for bagasse. 
Thee firstcourse can liberatesubstantial quantitiesof 
bagasse,.;, but the actual amount freed will depend on the 
t3,pe of operation undertaken at the sugar mill, and on the 
degree of thermal efficiency already achieved. Even in the 
most promising cases the savings are not likely to exceed 
20 to 30 per cent of ti-e bagasse produced. On.. the other hand, 
the Measures that need to be adopted are not unduly expensive 
and are capable of being applied .singly or in concert. 
7. Themost profitable operation will result when full utilization 
• is made both of the fibre and pith for purpose's for which each 
fraction.is particularly suited. 
S. From the standpoint of bagasse availability, it is clear that 
the limitations imposed by the regular use of bagasse. as fuel 
in sugar milling operations - either by the creation of sur-
pluses (through improved utilization of steam) or by sub-
stitution-of another fuel - lead to the conclusion that the 
contribution which this raw material can make to the region's 
pulp and paper industry will, on a short-term.basis, be limited 
as to volume. 
9. On a long-term basis, there is no doubt that bagasse, because 
of a variety of favourable economic factors, will have an 
important part to play in the increased expansion which will 
/be required 
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be required. Its role has an obvious significance in those 
cane-producing countries where supplies of other fibrous raw 
materials are lacking. 
10. In relation to other non-forest sources of raw material for 
pulp and paper available in Latin America, sugar-cane bagasse, 
being a by-product of an established industry, appears to 
offer good possibilities for immediate increases in production. 
Presentation of rapers on selected 
technical matters 1/ 
215. At the sessions devoted to this item, the various papers presented 
to the meeting as background documents were discussed. (See Part I of 
this report.) 
21 Item VI on the Agenda 
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Review of the development prospects  for pulp and paper 
- 	•  
industries in selected Latin American countries 1/. 
216. In the sessions for this item on the agenda, studies which had been 
presented on prospects for the development of the paper industry in Argentina, 
Brazil, Chile, COlOmbial Mbxico, Uruguay, and Venezuela were discussed. During 
the debates, through statements mad', by certain participants, data also became 
available on Bolivia, Paraguay,.and Peru. Thus, the information discussed 
during the sessions related to almost 50- per cent of the rojonls paper 
consumption.. Summaries of these studies. and statements follow below, while 
in the baokround material detailed information is given on the pulp and 
paper situation not only in the above-mentioned countries, but also in certain 
others not referred to during the sessions. Although each country was 
considered inividually, discussion of this .1. em led to conclusions of a 
regional nature which are given at the end of this section of the report. 
Argentina 
217. 0ur='•nt raper and board consumption amounts to 400,000 tons, distributed 
as follows: 90,000 tons for newsprint and magazine paper, 260,000 tons for 
sundry papers and 50,000 tons for board. 
218. A steady increase in parer and board consumption is foreseen, but this 
will depend chiefly upon an increase in domestic production, since it is 
estimated that the foreign exchange available for importing these products 
will not rise much above the present level. k 
219. It is estimated that by 1960, paper and board consumption may reach 
6a,0C, tsn,, distributed as follows: 200,000 tons of newsprint and paper for 
magazines and 4CO3C00 tons of sundry paper and boards. 
220. Average production of chemical and mechanical pulp at present and over 
the short term is as follows: 75,000 tons of chemical pulps; 40,000 ions of 
mechanical pulps, and 20,000 tons of semi-che-ical pulp, or a total of 135,000 
tons. T'.e projects submitted suggest that this tonnage may rise to 250,000 
tons by 196. 
'1/ Item VII on the Agenda. 
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221. The following raw material sources will be used: wheat straw, sudan 
grass, black sorghum, picanilla cane, bamboo, castilla cane, sugar-cane bagasse, 
salicaceous species such as willow and poplar, the American pine and Araucp.ria  
angustifolia. 
132112.4.a 
222. In Bolivia, the current annual consumption of paper and board amounts to 
approximately 2,200 tons and that of newsprint to 3,500 tons. The actual 
requirements of various types of paper and board are about 51000 tons annually 
and there is a great scarcity of paper of all types since imports are 
restricted due to lack of foreign exchange. 
223. There is one mill for board existing in Bolivia which mainly utilizes 
"paja brava" (a type of straw) as a raw material and the annual output of 
which amounts to 750 tons. 
224. Extensive tropical and sub-tropical forests grow in Bolivia and there 
is a project to establish in the near future a m111 to produce 5,000 tons 
annually of bleached chemical pulp and paper from sub-tropical woods. 
Brazil 
225. Brazil at present consumes some 146,000 tons of newsprint and 250,000 
tons of other paper and board. Paper imports, excluding newsprint, stood at 
6,000 tons in 1953, or 2.7 per cent of aggregate consumption. In the same 
year imports of newsprint amounted to 105,000 tons representing 70 per cent of 
the domestic demand. According to estimates for the 1965 consumption of 
newsprint, Brazil must raise productive capacity by 195,000 tons. As regards 
other grades of paper, excluding newsprint, an increase of around 178,000 tons 
may be expected by 1965. 
226. Currently pulp consumption stands at approximately 170,000 tons, of 
which domestic output only meets 30 per cent, imports in the form of raw 
materials provide 58 per cent, and the remainder represents pulp contained in 
imported paper. The required increase in installed capacity will need to 
reach 265,000 tons in 1965, to satisfy the aggregate demand of the domestic 
market. 
/227. Lack of 
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227. Lack of foreign exchange and inflation are the chief economic factors 
which have retarded the development of Brazil's pulp and paper industry. 
However, it is hoped that recent changes in foreign exchange policy will offer 
domestic and foreign companies better prospects for investment in this branch 
of industry. 
228. .A comparison of statistical data on apparent present . and future production 
and consumption sh-)ws that. the immediate and most pressing need is an increase 
in pulp and newsprint production. ,J  is _egards other grade:: of paper, existing 
output satisfies almost all consumption requirements. 
229. In i3uazil there are four main sources of fibrous raw materials for the 
pulp and.uper industr7: 1; zirgin forests of Araucaria anustifolia„and 
plantations of the same- species, in t7Ao,States of Parani, Santa Catarina and 
Rio eTra-Ade do Sul; 2) plantations of eucalypts, mainly in Sao Faulo; 3) sugar-
cane base in the States of Pernambuco, Alagoas, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo; 
and 4) tropical woods growing in the north of the country. 
230. ,V hen account_is- taken of specific conditions of sitel.poer, economic 
size of mill. and other technical and economic factors, it is evident that only 
the first two sources of supply can be considered for an immediate expansion 
of pulp andA)aper -loroduction. :- HoweVer, bagasse and. tropical woods undoUbtedly  
constitute Very important' resources, provided that the specific problems 
mentioned- earlier-can be successfully solved. 
Chile  
231. To date•little progress has:been made in the development of Chile's pulp 
• and paper industry,. although it meets a greater proportion of domestic require-
ments than do its counterparts in most of the other Latin. American. countries. 
Durinj, the last five years, 57 per cent of the newsprint and 15 per cent of all 
other paper and board, as well as 85 per cent of the chemical pulp and 10 per 
cent of the mechanical pulp used in production, had to be imported. These 
imports amounted annually to 13,700 tons of newsprint, 3,400 tons of other 
papers and board, 26,700 tons of different types of chemical pulp and 1,400 
tons of mechanical pulp. 
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232. On the other hand, if future demand is calculated on the basis of 
satisfying market requirements, it may be estimated that by 1960 41,000 tons 
of newsprint and 78,400 tons of other papers and boards will be needed, while 
requirements by 1965 will reach 480200 tons and 98,700 tons respectively. The 
corresponding pulp requirements for these two years will be 100,300 tons 
(45,300 tons of mechanical pulp) and 122,700 tons (53,200 tons of mechanical 
pulp), respectively. 
233. However, Chile is in an excellent position to meet all its present and 
future pulp and paper requirements; it may even provide an exportable surplus 
eventually. The country not only has abundant fibrous resources - six million 
hectares of natural broad-leaved temperate forests and extensive plantations 
of Finns radiate. - but also substantial supplies of other raw materials and the 
necessary facilities for the development of the pulp and paper industry. 
234. According to the results of tests, the natural forests in the south of 
Chile contain many species that are suitable for pulping. The Pinus radiata 
plantations have been developed during the last 25 years, especially in a 
200 thousand hectare zone in the Central Southern area, about 300 kilometres 
in length by 70 kilometres wide. The annual growth rate per hectare of these 
plantations amounts to about 20 cubic metres of barked wood. In addition to 
the fact that no special problems are involved in the mechanical or chemical 
pulping of such wood, these figures give an indication of the enormous 
potential production of these plantations: they should furnish 200,000 tons 
of pulp by 1960. 
235, Industrialization programmes provide for an ever-increasing utilization 
of the available wood - particularly Pinus radiata. TWO mills are at present 
under construction, whose joint annual production will amount to 44,000 tons 
of newsprint and 47,000 tons of sulphate pulp. 
Colombia 
236. The growing domestic consumption of paper is covered by the production 
of one mill alone, Cart6n de Colombia S.A., which utilizes imported pulps, 
bagasse and waste paper. Current output each year amounts to 12,000 tons of 
wrapping and writing paper and a further 12,000 of board. There are plans to 
raise production to 36,000 tons annually in order to meet the demand for kraft. 
/237. Newsprint 
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237. Newsprint consumption stood at 19,060 tons in 1950 and the probable demand 
for 1954 is estimated at 30,000 tons. 
238.. TrOpicaLwoods bagasse and rice straw are possible sources of raw 
materiaIi 
239. 'The Institut° de Femento 	 'is at present well advanced in a 
detailed and systematic study of the fores'r;s in the central valley of the 
Magdalena river for the .purpose of establishing a pulp and raper _mill there. 
The realization of this project will depend upon the technical 8,11u economic 
possibilities. 
240. Annual output of dry bagasse stands at.170,000 tors which are all used as 
fuel. Nevertheless the sugar' area of the Carca valley also contains coal -
deposits and _t shouldalso be noted that thee is a year round harvest in 
this area, 
.241.* aico ,'craw;  in view of the high rice prcuUction and the proximity of 
this crop area to the large consumption centres, may be considered as a possible 
source of raw material for the paper industry. 
Mexico 
2'12. There are more than 30 paper "and board mills in Mexico. Six of them 
manufacture a total of more than 18,000 tons of unbleached mechanical pulp 
annu211-:, crd four produce unbleached chemical (mostly kraft) and semi-chemical 
pulp. 
- 243. At present these mills manufactu're kraft and semi7kraft papers and board, 
printing and writing papers, toilet paper-and certain specialities. Aggregate 
• production for 1953 exceeded 136,000 tons. 
244. Mills producing unbleached pulp (two with the sulphate- and one with the 
sulphit.) process; one with the semi-chemical and another with the modified 
methane-chemical process) today supply more than half (about 100,000 tons) of 
the currant d7,.mestic demand. 
245.  "Sources of raw material suitable for industrial conversion are plentiful. 
Coniferous forests (mostly pines), sub-tropical forests., sugar-cane bagasse - 
to- mention' only the principal resources available - could supply present and 
/future demand 
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future demand for pulp for conversion into paper and other products. 
246. The country's industrialization permits an adequate supply of other 
indispensable materials for the pulp and paper industry, such as sulphur, salt, 
sodium sulphate, lime, kaolin, alum and oil. 
247. Encouragement given by private and State enterprise to electric power 
generation, improvements in transport facilities and the expansion of the national 
road network, all aid the progress of industrial integration. 
248. The enlargement of existing installations, together with the operation of 
those mills whose construction is almost complete (Celulosa de Chihuahua, S.A. in 
Chihuahua State, and El Pilar in Mexico State) will make available most of the 
pulp required by the Mexican paper industry, as well as all the pulp required 
for the manufacture of synthetic fibres. 
249. Mexico does not manufacture newsprint, and imports stand at approximately 
70,000 tons per year. To enable some of this domestic deficit to be met by 
local production, a mi11 for the manufacture of 36,800 tons of mechanical pulp is to 
be installed in the near future. This, together with the necessary chemical 
pulp - of domestic or foreign origin - will make it possible to supply 50 per cent 
of the present newsprint consumption and 46 per cent of the estimated requirements 
for 1960. 
250. The remaining deficit will be covered by the progress of projects in the 
blueprint stage. Such developments will, however, depend on improvements in the 
communications system, the electrification of the country, a growth of domestic 
savings and the securing of foreign credits, 
Paraguay 
251. Recognition of the importance of its forest resources to the national 
economy has led the Government of Paraguay to take particular interest in the 
possibilities for pulp and paper development. It has requssted the technical 
assistance of bilateral and international organizations to prepare a plan for 
the rational development of integrated forest industries including pulp and 
paper manufacture, agriculture and stock resettlement. 
252. Eastern Paraguay has vast raw material resources, with its 7 million 






to field surveys on the upper Parana, gives an average yield of 100 cubic metres 
per hectare from 100 different species. Of these 100 species, laboratory 
studies have determined that as many as 83 can be pulped together in any 
proportion to produce an adequate commercial pulp of uniform character. 
253.. The Paraguayan stretches of the u1,-„e:. P?ran5 river offer very substantial 
hydro-electric. possibilities as well as a comb nation of other important factors 
including abundent raw materials, excellent agricultural possibilities, a 
favourable living environment, and available access tc c) 	2 
river co:munication systems of South America. 
254. There are some unfavourable economic factors which hnve . i'Afted industrial 
development in the past, such as the very reduced population in the forest zone, 
the lack of skilled labour, scarcity of domestic capital, and unbalanced foreign 
exchange, but the Govern_ent today is deeply intezested in overcoming these 
adverse f-cu ,l's by positive action to - welcome both domestic and foreign 
invest:ent. 
255. from their pulp and paper possibilities, these grea', _Forest 
resources, due to their location near the population centres of Latin America, 
may well have great economic significance in the future. 
Peru 
256. Peru currently consumes 42,500 tons of paper0 .- of which 14,500,,including 
all newsprint, are imported.- If these figures are compared with those presented 
in the Secretariat documents- which refer to the 1948-52 average - an • 
outstanding upswing of 33 per cent is apparent. This increase is mainly due 
to the freedom of trade and of the exchange system since 1950. Output of 
wrapping, writing and printing paper, as well as board, is principally based on 
. sugar-cane bagasse and a small proportion of imported pulp. The requirements 
for they,c. grades of paper and board are fUlly covered, while a small Surplus of 
around 2,U00 tons annually has been exported to Bolivia, Colombia, and Ecuador. 
Through e:Ta,asions to the existing mills - especially that of Paramonga - a 
production of 41,000 tons is planned for 1960, which will meet about 66 per cent 
of the demand foreseen for that year. 
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257. Domestic sources furnish 22,500 tons of the raw materials (pulp from 
bagasse and waste paper) required by the industry. The pulp deficit of 5,500 
tons is purchased abroad. For 1960, an annual pulp consumption of 41,000 tons 
is anticipated, of which 7,000 will be imported and the remainder produced by 
the domestic industry, with its projected enlargements in capacity. 
258. The above data show that the only important supply problem is that of 
newsprint. In order to solve it, the Banco de FOmento Agropecuario del Per 
plans to use the great resources in the Amazon area of the cetico (Cecroola  
ARR.) tree, which is a suitable tropical species for mechanical pulp 
production by common processes. It is also possible that Peru may manufacture 
newsprint from sugar-cane bagasse since more than 600,000 tons of this raw 
material are available each year. 
259. Once the technical problems presented by one or other of these two fibre 
sources have been overcome the final solution will depend solely upon economic 
factors. The establishment of a newsprint mill based either on cetico or 
bagasse can be undertaken by private enterprise on the basis of free competition 
with imported newsprint from the traditional supply centres. 
260. Rice straw represents an additional source of pulp which has not yet been 
studied. Production of this cereal is concentrated at three valleys in the 
northern zone of the Peruvian coastal provinces and it is thus thought that 
the straw could be easily gathered, reaching a total of 400,000 tons annually. 
261. Estimated paper consumption in Uruguay during 1954 stands at an annual 
55,000 tons, of which only 28,000 are produced in the country. The 20,500 
tons of newsprint required are all imported. On the basis of a population of 
2.5 million inhabitants, the annual per capita consumption amounts to 8.2 
kilogrammes of newsprint and 13.8 kilogrammes of all other grades of paper. 
262. Current production of paper other than newsprint amounts to approximately 
50,000 tons, leaving a surplus of 22,000 tons annually in relation to 
consumption. To balance consumption and demand for all grades of papers, the 
following solutions are proposed. 
/a) To complete 
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a) To complete additional: installations for-the production of some 
paper and board which is at present imported (glassine, cigarette, paper, bristol 
board for cards used in accounting, etc.).. It is: hoped that capacity- to 
manufacture these products will rise by 5,000 tons annually,; whereby imPerts 
could be limited to 10000r1,500 tons. 
b) To promote, through agreements with other governments, exports of,  
some paper grades which may be of interest to other countries (especially the 
neigbbouring ones), with a view to satisfing their,immodj.:- a needs, at least 
until their own capacity is enlarged. It is impossible, to foresee the tonnages 
that could be exported, since these mostly'depend upon the relative exchange 
agreements. 
c) To proauce cicx1...;stically at least of third of the present newsprint 
consumrtion. This will be the easiest probleu to solve, .provided that economic 
and finan:._ arrangements can be made ly:4,ween the government, publishing, 
concerns ' a raper manufacturers. This solution would also encourage domestic 
production of mechanical pulp, which is the most important raw material for 
newsprj_n, rxinufacture. 
263. Estimates of demand for 1960 give a total of 67,000 tons annually, of 
which 27,000 correspond to newsprint and the remaining. 401000 to other grades 
of paper and to board. Thus if, by that year, it were possible to manufacture 
domestically part of the newsprint, the mills i.= production capacities would 
entirely cover domestic requirements. 
264. No less than 10,730 tons of chemical pulp and 2,458 of mechanical pulp 
were imported in 1953. In addition, 3,800 tons of straw pulp were produced 
locally by the soda-chlorine process. One of the paper manUfacturing firms 
has recently begun to operate a large mill for dark-coloured mechanical pulp, 
whidh is particularly suitable for wrapping paper and cardboard containers_. 
265. Ff.',Tous raw material resources are very limited and the small size of the 
market does not allow units of economic site to be installed which could produce 
the different_ types of pulp required. It would therefore be, more advantageous 
for the count:,..y to enter into an inter-Latin American co-operation plan and 
take part in the development of neighbouring countries' projects by investing 
capital in exchange for the guarantee, on the part of these countries, to allow 
duty-free exports of pulp to Uruguay. As .regards mechanical pulp, however, an 
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effort could be made to enlarge capacity with a view to supplying some of the 
raw material needed for newsprint manufacture. 
266. The large poplar and eucalypt plantations which were established during 
the last few years will easily cover the needs of a new mechanical pulp plant 
with a capacity of 8,000 tons per year. Output would suffice to meet the annual 
newsprint demand and to replace imports of this pulp. 
Venezuela  
267. A strong currency and the dollar availability in Venezuela have led to 
the following characteristics of paper and board production and consumption 
up to 1953: a) unrestricted imports of finished products, but also of 
machinery and equipment for industrial plants; b) availability and hence free 
consumption of the best types of imported paper and board: c) little incentive 
to investigate and develop the utilization of domestic raw materials. 
268. As a result, until 1953, Venezuela produced only 15 per cent of the 
paper and board consumed, and only imported pulps and waste paper were employed 
for this purpose. 
269. The recent establishment and accelerated development of industries 
requiring containers for their products (paper bags for cement, sugar, etc. and 
cardboard boxes), followed by the development of the two main industries 
manufacturing these containers, has caused the necessary change in market 
conditions that will encourage the expansion of paper and board mills in the 
country. 
270. In fact, statistics for the last four years indicate that per capita 
consumption increased to 13 kilogrammes, quadrupling to a point where it 
reached a total figure of 68,000 tons per year. 
271. As a result of these new conditions, there is now both the incentive 
and justification for establishing industries with sufficient capacity to 
permit economic production, utilizing the natural raw material resources 
existing in the country. 
272. Official bodies (Ministry of Development and Corporacian Venezolana de 
Fomento) have also contributed, both from a technical and economic viewpoint, 
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to promote the planned industries and, at the same time, to attain one of 
their objectives, i.e., a reduction in the value of imports. 
273. The paper industry is at present centred in the FAbrica Nacional de 
Papel at Maracay, the F6brica de Cajas de CE,rt6n (ISSA) in Caracas and another 
small mill which wEs installed at the beginning of 1954 at Guacara near 
Valencia for the manufacture of toilet nr,rer. 
274. Another mill is at present being instnlled in Marnnay for the production 
of cardboard boxes. In April 1954 another company was formed, with an initial 
capital cnf 25 million bolivares (71500,000 U.S. dollars) which plans to produce 
an annual 30,000 tons of unbleached papers, kraft; semi-kraft, wrapping and 
other grades. This cothpary is now finishing its studies and intends to raise 
its capacity by stages, and also to expand its field of netivity in the 
future to incInne newsprint. It plans to mare the greatest possible use of 
domestiC raw materials. 
Conclusionn 
275. Fr-,n1 the statements by experts from various countries, the general 
conclusion can be drawn that all the nations of Latin America are showing 
great interest in the, development of their paper industries and are making 
substantial efforts to .achieve that end. There is a general tendency to 
create oinexpand productive capacity to meet the growing needs for pulp and 
paper. 
276. In the past, emphasis was primarily placed upon the construction of 
paper mills; the current tendency is to balance the industry by developing 
pulp,millS. 
277. Lost Latin American countries give the development of productive 
capacity for paper a prominent place in their list of priorities for industrial 
develonnent. In doing, so, they are not only concerned with creating permanent 
sources of paper supply, but also dO'not overlook other basic advantages. 
Among the latter are the benefits to be drawn from utilizing abundant natural 
resources, diversifying their economies, and developing along parallel lines 
other important industries, such as the manufacture of the chemicals required 
for pulp production. 
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278. No less important is the fact that pulp industries, owing to the 
substantial investment required and to the need for a regular supply of raw 
materials, in themselves constitute a guarantee that the forests will be 
protected and exploited rationally, as well as an incentive for the creation 
of new resources by means of plantations. 
279. As regards the transformation of these raw materials into pulp and paper, 
the general conclusion of the meeting was that, although no technological 
problems exist for the manufacture of chemical pulp, the economic production 
of mechanical pulp based on tropical or sub-tropical resources still requires 
more research. The outstanding exception is the case of the cetico in Peru 
which has proved to be an excellent raw material for the production of 
mechanical pulp by conventional processes. 
280. It is apparent, from the prospects offered by individual countries, 
that existing plans to meet the demand for newsprint are inadequate, although 
in every case the importance which should be given to this type of development 
is fully appreciated. Apart from technological difficulties, problems of 
another order - principally of economics and of government policy - have 
caused current projects to be directed more towards other grades than towards 
newsprint. The suggestions of participants nevertheless indicate that it is 
urgent to reconcile the need for developing newsprint output to economize in 
foreign exchange and to supplement industrialization with that of a permanent 
source of newsprint and at sufficiently low prices to encourage cultural 
progress in these countries. It is of great importance that governments 
should make every effort to accomplish this aim by encouraging the establishment 
of newsprint mills. 
281. The difficulties of financing are a serious obstacle to the development 
of the paper industry. The general conclusions regarding this matter are 
given elsewhere in this report. 
282. Since the characteristics of the raw material vary from one country to 
another, it is logical to expect that the development of the paper industry in 
each country will tend towards specialization as regards the types of pulp and 
even the specific grades of paper. On the other hand, the domestic market for 
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paper products in the.majority of countries is too small to abbOrb the output 
of large-scale mills specializing in specific types of pulp and in a limited 
number of paper grades. Considering these two conditions jointly, the 
conclusion may be reached that it is both necessary and desirable to encourage a 
complementation of markets on a regional has5s. 
283. The Meeting was in agreement that ,n eAart should ba made to ensure that 
in the development of Latin America's paper indusbr:: the region should be 
considered as a whole. It was thought that the present 1 ,,etaing was the first 
important step to achieve this object, and the hope was. expresaed of increased 
international co-operation in the future toobtain,balf:Aced 
development. 
284. In the discussion it was also stressed that all development projects 
should be sUbaitted to a careful examination in order to evaluate their 
economic and technicL1 characteristics as ac=ately as possible, as well as 
their real contribIltion to the general econonac development of the country 
concerned, 
285. When the experts discussed the problemS encountered in carrying out present 
pulp and paper projects, emphasis was placed on the necessity for obtaining 
technical assistance from international organizations in order to study certain 
problems which could not be tackled by private enterprise or by individual 
governments alone and also to co-ordinate national efforts to solve these 
problema. It was also pointed out that a need existed for technical advice 
on specific problems arising from development projeCts; and it was thought 
that this should be provided by both forestry and induitrial experts who had 
studied the industrial development of Latin America as a whole and who had 
also had experience In Other countries outside the region. 
286. This aspect of the discussions was referred to the Special committee 
charged -ith drafting concrete proposals on teChnical assistance, research and 
training, '('See Pait IV.) 
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1/ Newsprint  
287. An assessment of the prospective balance ten years hence between Latin 
American requirements and regional production makes it clear that newsprint 
presents a special problem. Latin American countries, without exception, 
are intensely interested in expanding, or initiating, domestic production of 
what is judged to be an essential raw material. Having experienced shortages 
in the past for various reasons, each country is anxious to achieve some 
measure of security of supply. Secondly, in many Latin American countries 
today newsprint consumption falls below the levels which may be considered 
appropriate to the stage of political, economic and cultural development which 
has been reached, simply because the countries concerned are unable to devote 
to the purchase of newsprint the amounts of foreign exchange they would like; 
for the region as a whole, the capacity to import is likely to be limited in 
the future also. 
288. If Latin American countries had unlimited foreign exchange available 
with which to purchase imported newsprint, the problem would present itself 
in a different light. Under those conditions, the traditional producing 
centres, Canada and, to a lesser extent, Scandinavia, would have the incentive, 
as they undoubtedly have the resources, to expand productive capacity to a 
point where any conceivable rise in Latin American demand, during the next 
decade or so, could be met. 
289. Newsprint production is one of the most specialized 
paper-making processes, 
governed by strict product specifications and low margins of profit. The 
economics of the process favour the installation of relatively large mills. 
290. It is evident that, at the present time, newsprint production in Latin 
America is unlikely to be realized from most of the region's fibrous resources 
at costs which will permit prices to compare favourably on the world market 
with those of, e.g., Canadian newsprint - certainly in normal times. 
I/ Item IX on the Agenda. 	
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291. Thus, it may be recognized that, if Latin American countries are resolved 
to expand newsprint production - and plainly there are many valid reasons why 
they should - the problems that confront many of them are more economic than 
technical. 
292. Newsprint is today being made from groundwbod'oulp and up to 20 per cent 
of coniferous wood chamical pulp, either unbleached sulphie or semi-bleached' 
sulphats. 
293, Thelieeting heard statements summarizing experience in Latin America to 
date relating to the production of mechanical pulp for newsprint: it is made 
from salicaceous species in Argentina, from Araucaria aniTus':ifolia in Brazil, 
from Pinus radiata in Chile. These resources are efconsiderable magnitude 
and they .are the basf,s for the current expansion_ of LatinAther.Lcan newsprint 
production. The rPgionis potentialities, however, are by no means limited to 
the resources at present exploited. 
294. - Development work devoted to the problem of finding raw materials to take 
the place:of conventional sprucegrpUndwood, and thus broaden the raw material 
basiscfnwsprint manufacture has,proceede&along four separate lines. 
2)5. The technical probleth of- producing'newsprint from pines, especially those 
with a high resin content,- may be-considered'solved. This makes:technically 
possible the use of- natural stands of conifers'in Mexico and Central America) 
and of existing coniferous plantations in Argentina. 
296. The ',:R.,etthg stressed:the desirability of exchanging experience and, 
conducting research on plantation conifers to ascertain which species and 
varieties, Suitable for newsprint production, could be successfully grown under 
the varied conditions met with .in. the region„, 
257. The production ofr groUndwocid from:temperate- broad-leaved species by the 
convential grinding proCess has increased rapidly in Europe and the United 
States. "In Latin America the Main broad-leaved species suitable for conventional 
grinding are the plantation willow and poplars of the Paran6 Delta, the 
Cecropia species, and, to a lesser degree, the eucalypt,plantations. 
298. The willows and poplars present few difficulties. In spite of the fact 
that in Australia Eucalyptus regnans from 200 to 300 years old is used to 
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produce a satisfactory newsprint* it is doubtfUl whether the short-fibred 
eucalypts of Latin America can ever serve as the basis for large-scale production 
of newsprint by conventional means. The Cecroeia species are found locally in 
homogeneous stands in the region, and those species, as well as certain other 
low density species, arise frequently as second growth in the tropical rain 
forests. Not all these species are likely to prove suitable for newsprint, but 
premising tests have been carried out on Peruvian cetico and fUrther investigation 
may bring to light similar species* possibly even more suitable for newsprint 
production. 
299. Various processes have been developed for producing groundwood type pulps 
from higher density broad-leaved species, the general principle being to carry 
out a steam or chemical pre-treatment to soften the wood before conventional 
grinding, thus minimizing fibre destruction in the grind:„ng process. The 
application of such processes, e.g. the chemigroundwood process to mixtures 
of tropical wood species, is likely to give rise to technical difficulties, 
though it is conceivable that pulps could be produced capable of reducing 
the amount of chemical pulp required for the manufacture of newsprint. 
300. Recently, several processes have been developed for producing groundwood 
type pulps making use of non-conventional equipment, e.g. by fiberizing in 
disk mills or refiners after softening the chips by a steam or chemical 
pre-treatment. One of these, the cold caustic soda process, is simple to 
operate, should not require heavy capital investment, gives high yields, good 
strength properties; for some species the pulp will be dark in colour and 
require bleaching. It might offer possibilities for the future production of 
newsprint from mixed tropical woods. 
301. The production of the chemical pulp of the newsprint furnish does not 
present the same problem as the production of the groundwood. It can be 
manufactured as semi-bleached sulphate from different pine species or by the 
sulphite process from, for example, Araucaria, as is the case in Brazil and 
Argentina. It was stated during the meeting that part of the chemical pulp 
can also be provided by broad-leaved chemical pulp or by bagasse pulp. 
302. The production of newsprint from bagasse has long been technically 
possible, but so far no one has succeeded in making, at a competitive price, 
an acceptable newsprint capable of being run on high speed machines. A recent 
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development (the use of a pre-hydrolysis process followed by a neutral sulphite 
semi-chemical cook) mak. provide the possibility of successfUl economic 
Operations in certain countries. 
303. The technical progress of recent years haS_multiplied the processes 
which can be considered for newsprint manufacture and hat potentially widened 
the range of raw material from which re-;,sprint can be made, 
304. The diversity of the raw materials which can now be used for newsprint 
manufacture calls for a new approach to the problem;- no.1,n4r is it possible 
to,think rigidly in terms of fixed proportions of Coliventional pulps. Those 
countries which lack the traditional materials, and yet feel impelled to 
develop an indigenous newsprint industry, will-undoubtedly find a solution by 
examining the varioupossible blends of the different pulps which can be 
produced from their nativo resources; some. Latin American countries have • 
already fu.ni. a solution along these- lines. At the same.time, it should be 
recognized-that the region's existing :resources, and the possibilities of 
adding to those resources, have.by no means been. fully explored, particularly 
ifthe•coYaplementary resources of neighbouring countries are taken into account. 
305. The Meeting concurred with the suggestion that Latin:American countries 
should, by encouraging experiment, facilitating seed. exchange, and pooling, 
experience - particularly'in-regard to. the planting of tropical and sub-tropical 
conifers - assist each other to discover those species which acclimatize best 
in'their paticular countries. 
306. The economic implications of developing newsprint production must not, 
howeVer,• be -Overlooked.: FeWnewsprint mills in Latin America, existing or 
potential, can operate with commercial success, even in the domestic market, 
if exposed to the unhampered competition of foreign newsprint in the markets 
they 'serve. Hence economic policies in Latin'American countries-in relation 
to newsprint differ widely. Some countries, regarding newsprint as an 
essential raw material, facilitate newsprint imports by.low tariffs. and 
preferential exchange. ates. And among those countries which do produce 
newsprint themselves, some take steps to afford the domestic industry some 
• protection (by tariffs on newsprint or facilities for pulp imports), while 
/others take 
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others take the view that the domestic product should be capable of holding 
its own with the imported product. 
307. The Meeting recognized that the initiation or expansion of newsprint 
production in Latin America was desirAble, for reasons both cultural and 
economic. In certain countries the resources are such that newsprint can 
be produced profitably. In others it will be difficult to produce newsprint 
to sell competitively without substantial protection. 
30g. It emphasized that a price has to be paid if a country decides to embark 
on high-cost production. Whether that price is worth paying is a matter for 
decision by each individual country concerned. The wider economic implications 
of such a course should be carefully examined before a d'•ciT,Lon i3 taken. 
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Financing Latin American pulp and paper deve_Loment1r,/  
309. A rapid, rise in Latin Americals paper needs is envisagaiduring the 
coming decade. If these' needs are to be satisfied, considerable invest- 
• ment will be required. Since, however, the pulp and paper industry is not 
the only industry, or branch of economic act4Aity, in urgent need of 
development in the region, it is jertinent to ask what degree of priority 
should be accorded investment in this field. 
310. The meeting considered that the pulp and piper industry had several 
claims for special-consideration.- Firstly adequate levels of paper con-
sumption form an essential ,part of reasonable living standards; economic 
advancement, rising-welfare, educational and cultural progress, all call 
for more paper. ;Jecondly, a new pulp and paper mill may, in two years 
or in certain cases Jven less, furnish a quantity of paper for which the 
foreija currency requirements, were that paper to be imported, could "ex 
caed even the amount of foreign exchange generally needed to establish 
tbe mill; in other words, pulp and paper investment based on local raw 
materials has a high import saving value. Thirdly, an expansion in the 
domestic paper supply permits the development of new, valuable, employ-
ment-generating, paper converting industries. Fourthly, by investing in 
pulp and paper the region will be able to mobilize a variety of important 
indigenous resources, including non-wood fibres such as bagasse and straw. 
Fifth2y, investment in this field will make possible the development of a 
range of industries utilizing the co-products and by-products of the paper 
industry, notably the chemical industry. Finally, pulp and paper invest-
ment can facilitate the establishment of other forest industries; in fact, 
only an industrial development of this kind can assure the economic 
utilization of the great potential resource of Latin American forests. 
311. There is therefore a compelling case for encouraging the development 
of the pulp and paper industry in Latin America. Ample fibrous resources 
are available in the region as a whole to sustain this development, even 
if traditional paper-making fibres only are taken into account, and proven 
1/ Item VIII on the Agenda. 
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techniques are available today which make possible also the conversion of 
the region's vast reserves of nontraditional fibres. Thus the over-all 
supply of usable raw materials presents no problem. 
312. More difficult, however, is the problem of securing the necessary 
capital to finance this &,-relol,-rent. It is estimated that even if only 
minimum economic growth 	1:oalized, an annual iliveotmnt of about 50 
million dollars will bp, r-::fired to assure, without incurring an increased 
burden of imports, a re:zonable standard of paper consumption by 1965. If 
a more favourable economic ciTeelopment takes place, then about 90 million 
dollars would need to be invested annually. Since the foreign exchange 
expenditure generally represents about half the cost of pulp and paper pro-
jects in Latin America, such exchange requirements may be reckoned at between 
25 and 45 million dollars a year. 
313. Large as thesengures are, they need not be regarded as unattainable. 
A 90-million dollar a year investment corresponds to only 1 1/2 per cent of 
average total Latin American annual investment during the postwar period. 
Annual foreign exchange requirements of 45 million dollars correspond to 
little more than half of 1 per cent of the region's annual foreign exchange 
earnings. Because the Latin American economy is dynamic, showing one of the 
highest economic growth rates in the world, the targets indicated cannot be 
regarded as unrealistic. 
314. It is not enough, however, to urge upon the industrialized nations 
their obligations to provide the capital for this kind of expansion in less 
developed countries. Nor is it enough to list the steps which the less 
developed countries should take to creates climate favourable for investment. 
Both these considerations are of genuine importance, but they have been out-
lined with such particularity on so many occasions, and are now so well-
-documented, that the meeting did not consider that an elaboration of these 
themes would form the most fruitful basis of discussion. 
315. A more practical starting point is to consider what sources of capital 
are available and what kind of questions will have to be answered before 
capital, be it public or private, local or foreign, directs itself into the 
pulp and paper field. 
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316. As to the sources of capital, domestic capital may be either private 
„or public, the latter including financing by development banks and various 
quasi-public institutions as well as by governments and central banks. 
Frequently there will be enterprises financed from both sources, and the 
relative freqUency of public, private an eemi-private enterprisers Will 
depend very much on the economic and political background and conditions 
in the country concerned. 
317. If there is any increased morentua of tie ?resent movement in a number 
of Latin American countries towards establishing facilities through which 
securities in industrial enterprises can be sold wilely to the public, the 
task of mobilizing domestic. private funds will be greatly facilitated. 
318. 'Foreign assistancento all the types of companies mentioned may be 
forthaoming from a variety of sources. • This mey take the form of loans or 
be limited to an exci:t:nge financing. service. .Apart from the International 
Bank itself, which generally concelns itsc:_f with development loans, almost 
all of the equipment-producing countries have agencies-that provide credit 
facilities to cover the sales abroad of their national enterprises. 
319. Foreign investment capital, risk capital in the form of direct invest-
ments, may participate in several ways. The enterprise may be totally owned 
by foreian capital, or foreign capital may unite with domestically raised 
capital in a joint enterprise. In the past, foreign direct investors have 
favoured 	enterprises where the domestic capital has been raised 
prjaatein. 
320. Cne of the first questions raised is whether or not there is a 
sufficient market to warrant the establishment of a new pulp and paper 
- project. Two of the Latin American republics have a population of less 
. than a million, while ten others have populations of under three and a half 
millions. Investors, before deciding upon an operation in the small 
counbries of Latin America, would no doubt wish to be satisfied that market 
possibilities, including export prospects, were sufficiently promising to 
warrant any new development. 
,321. An illustration of the kind of points on which investors will need 
assurance is afforded by the criteria which the International Bank adopted 
/in arriving 
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in arriving at its decision to make available a 20-million dollar loan to 
Chile for the only Latin American pulp and paper project that has so far 
received financial assistance from an international lending agency. These 
were: 
a) to require a first class presentation and justification of the 
project, with clear and detailed specifications set forth in 
cost terms; this presentation, naturally, would be prepared 
by thoroughly competent persons'or agencies specialized in this 
work, and having experience in the pulp and paper field; 
b) evidence of the value to the country's economy, utilizing 
domestic natural resources and leadLng to an improvement in the 
foreign exchange situation, both through import savings and 
ultimate export earnings; 
c) conviction that the management available was competent and ex-
perienced; 
d) evidence of ample raw material resources, and of a plan for 
managing them on a sustained yield basis; 
e) studies of the local market, including its prospective growth, 
demonstrating that it was capable of absorbing a sizainio, 
proportion of the mill's output; 
f) a cost analysis indicating that production would be at. com-
petitive prices in the markets contemplated; 
the margin in the estimates presented was sufficiently large 
so that, even were domestic demand and foreign market sales to 
fall short, by a considerable percentage, of the levels 
estimated, the enterprise was judged to be able to repay its 
loans and at the same time show a good profit; 
h) evidence of specific offers of sufficient domestic equity 
capital; 
i) the Bank was influenced by the fact that the repayment guarantee 
offered by the Corporaci6n de Fomento was forthcoming without 
requiring an active vote in the directorship of the company 
concerned. 
322. These are not necessarily the criteria which the Bank would adopt 
in similar cases; nor emit be assumed that satisfaction on all these 
points would assure a favourable reception of a request for a loan in 
any future case. But it is certain that any form of capital contemplating 







and perhaps on several others. These criteria can thus serve as a general 
guide to sponsors of other development projects who seek capital. There 
will obviously be less reason for emphasis on the ability to compete in 
international markets in the case of a project whose entire output could 
be absorbed by the national market. The assurance needed in such a case 
would be that the product could econete successfully with those of other 
projects that might be establishea w.Lthir the country concerned, or, under 
reasonable protection, with imported products- at the price at which they 
could be sold within the area. 
.323. The limited part which the International Beale has played in Latin 
American pulp and paper des-elopment'eprings from the constitution and mode 
of operation of the Bank itself:. The L;enk, for the expansion of its 
loanable :fund:3, is dependent upon its ab4ity to market its own securities. 
Because its constitutional requirements call for a governmental guarantee, 
it has eonsidered itself precluded from financingprojects of the type 
gene2al1_y conducted by ,private enterprise in. those cases where the nature 
of Mqe.gpvernmental guarantee tended to .compromise the initiative of 
Private management. 
324. Two recent proposals for the. establishment of internationla invest-
ment agencies, however,. Might go a long way towards filling the gap which 
undoubtedly exists. The first js the proposed creation of an International 
Finance Corporation, to be sponsored b the International dank, which will 
be empowered to make equity investments and/or loansjb private undertakings, 
both in industry and agriculture," in the less developed areas without govern-
, • n 
ment guarantees. The second is the proposal to be submitted to the Rio 
Confsrence by the group of Latin American'ecOnOmists convened recently on 
the invitation of ECLA. The idea underlying this latter proposal was that 
ane. interAMerican Dnvelopment Fund Would make loans to public or private 
.financial agencies, which in turn would lend to:private enterprises, in 
accordance with conditions previously establishd bets:leen the banks in each 
country ard.theFUnd.. There is a plain need for some institution able to 
provideeto private undertakings a more direct access :to--international 
lending.facilities than is at present available. 
325. Since for pulp and paper plants the investment in machinery normally 
/amount tr, 
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amounts to about one half of the total investment required, the establish-
ment of a plant requires a quite large foreign exchange investment. Inso-
far as any parts of this equipment can be procured locally - and in a 
number of Latin American countries some facilities for producing certain 
parts of the equipment seem to exist - the possibilities of local procure-
ment should receive careful consideration in order to reduce the amount of 
foreign exchange required. Up to the present time the most important 
foreign source of financing Lath. Amer- can pulp and paper development has 
consisted of medium-term credits offered by machinery-supplying countries; 
this source of credit may be expected to continue and grow in importance. 
In recent years exporters have competed for markets partly on the basis 
of the credit facilities they have been able to offer; the present tendency 
is for differences in the credit facilities offered by the various exporting 
countries to diminish. This will permit purchasing countries, upon the 
basis of the price and suitability of the equipment itself, to exercise a 
wider range of choice in effecting their purchases. Of course, unless or 
until general convertibility of currencies is established, the availability 
of a particular foreign exchange will remain a major determinant of choice. 
326. The meeting next turned to a consideration of the possibilities of 
private foreign capital participating through direct investment in Latin 
American pulp and paper expansion. It was emphasized that this capital, if 
it is to be attracted, must be satisfied that the project it is considering 
is completely sound as a business risk; it must also be satisfied that the 
general conditions obtaining in the area in which the project is to be 
located are such that the enterprise can be expected to operate success-
fully, and that difficulties will not arise in remitting earnings and in 
eventually repatriating capital. Foreign capital will generally be 
attracted to an area that offers better prospects than it is able to obtain 
elsewhere. 
327. Since direct foreign investment will normally imply an active voice 
in the management and control of a company it will bring with it a fund 
of experience in management and technology. Another major advantage of 
this form of financing over loans is that, as an equity investment, it 
shares the risks of the enterprise; it can make no claim for return in 
/either local 
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either local currency or foreign exchange unless the venture is successful. 
328. While it is conceivable that there may be projects which are entirely 
foreign-financed, there is an increasing and desirable trend toward esta-
blishing joint enterprises. Indeed unless local capital makes a substantial 
contribution, foreiun eapi.t mfy to disinclined to participate in the 
venture. No significant expansien c the Latin American pulp and paper 
Tnelestry is-likely to take place unless domestic capital is willing to set 
the pace. 
329, A thorough examination and prosp✓ctus of the project will be a 
requirement of all investors, domestic or foreign.. every aspect of future 
operations and commercial prospects must be covered by ,comelete technical 
and. ecenomic stadies. The completion of these investigations generally 
takes at least a year, and the time,requiredmay run into several years if 
intensive studies are needed to. estaelish the adequacy of the raw materials 
supply. The group intending to operste th project must be prepared to 
finance the  heavy expenses involved in these essential preliminary 
investigations. It is the responsibility of the owners or prospective 
owners and operators of the project to bring, the results of such technical 
and economic reports to the attention of the finanacing agencies in the form 
they usually require for financing consideration. If the investigations 
have been sufficiently comprehensive and lead to satisfactory conclusions, 
an-1, so far as foreign investors are concerned, they are also satisfied on 
the more eeneral grounds mentioned above, it should be possible to procure 
the necessary capital. 
330 The Meeting heard with interest and appreciation a statement on behalf 
of the American. Paper and Pulp Association offering the services of that 
Association and its members to. any groups in :the Latin American industry 
wishing to avail themselves of those services in carrying forward their 
development programmes. It is anticipated that similar co-operation will 
be forthcoming from the pulp and paper industries of other countries. 
331. For various reasons the main flow of investment capital for all 
purposes into Latin America since the war has been from the United States; 
this flow has averageil nett, about 250,000 million dollars annually during 
/the last 
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the last 8 years. Statements by European experts indicated that the 
limitations which postwar circumstances had imposed on the flow of invest-
ment funds abroad were steadily being removed. It can be assumed that 
European capital will be ready, available and willing to help in Latin 
American expansion. It must be emphasized, however, that the interest 
expressed in the region will only lead to direct investment in the 
pulp and paper industry in Latin America to the extent that new projects 
succeed in satisfying the rigorous criteria earlier outlined. 
332. The Meeting did not believe that an expansion of pulp and paper 
capacity in Latin America threatened the interests of the traditional 
exporting countries. It believed rather that the region's great con-
sumption potential would require continued imports:alongside a rapid 
development of indigenous production. It expressed satisfaction with the 
efforts of United ovations organizations, in particular of those bodies 
which had sponsored this conference, to encourage, by undertaking studies 
and carrying out surveys under the expanded technical assistance programme, 
the development of the pulp and paper industry in Latin America. 
333. The Meeting agreed on the following conclusions: 
1. An expansion of the pulp and paper industry in Latin America 
is vitally necessary. There is every indication that 
well-placed investment in this field will prove profitable. 
For a variety of reasons, this industry is one in which joint 
investment of domestic and foreign capital offers advantages 
over what can be achieved by either operating alone. 
2. To ensure this needed industrial development it is necessary 
to stimulate the flow of domestic capital in a measure which 
will at least cover locally-incurred investment costs, working 
capital requirements and the requisite down-payment on foreign 
equipment. There is a similar need to encourage a flow of 
foreign capital to finance the purchase of equipment and the 
contracting for those technical services that must come from 
abroad. 
3. Various forms of financing this development exist, including 
long-term loans by international financing agencies, medium-
-term credits for machinery purchases and direct investment 
by both local and foreign capital. Projects must be carefully 
drawn up to establish that they are sound business risks and 
that the climate for investment in the intended area is 
favourable. 
/4. It is 
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4. It is considered that the attention of Latin American governments 
should be drawn to the special part which pulp and payer 
industries can play'in general economic and cultural development 
and therefore the desirability of: a) according priority to 
these industries in establishing development plans; b) ensuring 
that`' these plans are carefully drawn and documented to set forth 
the erder,of feasibility of potential projects in terms of their 
respective prospects fer fulfilling, in the most effective and 
economic' manner, the heeds of Latin iimerica'as a whole and its 
several Republics; c) 1.1;eilizing domestic capital and 
facilitating the mo7ement of internation-d capital in order to 
realize this expaneion.' 
5. Because an adequate and. sustained raw material supply is basic 
to the industrial developmenteconteleplated, the Meeting considered 
that Latin American goverments should take steps to establish or 
improVe credit terms for afforestation as well as for industria-
lization. 
6, Certain developments Would _evolve "settlement" costs so high as 
to inhibit private investent if charged as capital costs on the 
paper operations. The Meeg considered that in those cases  
wirier:; developments of this line, are deemed to be in the national 
interest public authorities should provide basic community 
services. 
7. The Keeting expressed the hope that the conclusions of this 
meeting would be,tade known to those - banks and financial 
• institutions likely to be interested, so that the attention of 
thobe ooncerned in countries outside Latin America be drawn 
te'the deSirability of taking all the'necessary measures to: 
a) facilitate the financing of- equipment sales; b) facilitate 
the export of private capital. 
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Part IV 
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
334. The Meeting, through its various committees and its plenary meetings,  
approved the r:,7:-,Taandations which are brought', together below and classified 
according 	agenda item undzr which they were mpril. 	recommendations, 
which were in the texts of Part III of this rprt, are transcribed 
literally j1' t,1",Q following paragraphs, with the addjtionll r.- ;line.iclation on 
technical a'7.1s.'.1nce, research and training which WaG put folvara by the special 
working group oomdrated by the Meeting for that purpose. 
1E.92191.1.12r2.sts 
335. The need is great for systematic and continuous research in all fields 
of troplcal and sub-tropical sylviculture and forest utilization, and results 
obtained throughout the world should be made known through the efforts of 
international organizations interacted in forestry and through bilateral 
arrangements. With reference to the over-all forestry or utilization problems, 
it is hoped that FAO may be able to ccrtraile and publish pertinent information 
available from all reliable sources. The ertablAshment of e Latin American 
research centre would render a valuable contribution towards the development 
of the pulp and paper industry on this continent. Any effort in this direction 
would be of great advantage to the governments concerned as well as to industry. 
336. Any mill project in an undeveloped area, especially if it is based on 
a non-traditional raw material, needs not only careful analysis of all cost 
factors, but also technical investigations which may involve considerable 
expense. This capital outlay is imperative especially in the case of new 
processes or processing techniques. Technical assistance by international 
agencies might offer some help in connexion with the essential preliminary 
investigations. 
/other tore tk refloyrges  
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Other forest resources  
337. To encourage the development of forest plantations on a rational basis 
and in the interests of Latin America's. pulp and paper industry -.without 
overlooking the large plantations now being made - the Mbeting recommends the 
organizations concerned to take t,h following steps: 
1. To study on a systema'cide ba2ic at the various ey.perimontal 
fcrestry stations in Latin ,-Ll :erica the possibilities of 
in ,reducing those exotic species which groir larid73( and 
a/a of interest to the pulp and paper ilr'.us'iy,  
To carry out systematic and comparative research at the 
same experimental stations into the different conditions 
for establishing and treating forest plantations based 
or native cr exotic species which h-ve already been, or 
could uo, introduced. 
To study at qualified laboratbries theproducts of the 
77.antation.s. Such studies would deal with the suitability 
ot the wood for conversion into Lul: and, above all, the 
dPality of the pulps thus obtained. Not only wood 
specimens should be_studied, but also each species 
individually according to its conditions of growth and 
the plantation methods for treatment. It would be partir. 
cularly desirable to gather data on the relationS between,  
the rate of growth and the value in paper of the end-
prodnet for each of the existing species: 
33g. Tne combined results of these studies, as well as similar research 
undertaken elsewhere in the world into the same characteristics, should be 
collectod -oy the Regional Forestry Office of FAO, analysed and distributed 
to the governments and organizations concerned. 
339. The Meeting suggests that the Regional Forestry Office, which has. 
alreaay undertaken work of this nature, should be given greater facilities 
to allow it to arrange either the exchange of the free distribution of sued 
samplos of forest species for the purpose of experiment and trial plantings. 
340. Finally, the.Meeting also recommends that FAO urge governments to grant 
all possible facilities for public services and private enterprise to obtain 
seeds - by prchase or exchange - for the enlargement of this work. As 
regards the temperate natural forests of Latin America, the meeting in general 
feels that their use is economically feasible as a means of meeting the 
/requirements of 
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requirements of the paper industry, although in some cases delicate problems 
exist, which should be the object of attention by specialists and governments. 
Development prospects  
341. It is apparent, from the prospects offered by individual countries, that 
existing plans to meet the demand for newsprint are inadequate, although in 
every case the importance which should be given to this type of development 
is fully appreciated. Apart from technological difficulties, problems of 
another order - principally of economics and of government policy - have 
caused current projects to be directed more towards other grades than towards 
newsprint. The suggestions of participants nevertheless indicate that it is 
urgent to reconcile the need for developing newsprint output to economize 
in foreign exchange and to supplement industrialization with that of a 
permanent source of newsprint and at sufficiently low prices to encourage 
cultural progress in these countries. It is of great importance that 
governments should make every effort to accomplish this aim by encouraging 
the establishment of newsprint mills. 
342. Since the characteristics of the raw material vary from one country 
to another, it is logical to expect that the development of the paper industry' 
in each country will tend towards specialization as regards the types of pulp 
and even the specific grades of paper. On the other hand, the domestic market 
for paper products in the majority of countries is too small to absorb the 
output of large-scale mills specializing in specific types of pulp and in 
a limited number of paper grades. Considering these two conditions jointly, 
the conclusion may be reached that it is both necessary and desirable to 
encourage a complementation of markets on a regional basis. 
343. In the discussion it was also stressed that all development projects 
should be submitted to a careful exmnination in order to evaluate their 
economic and technical characteristics as accurately as possible, as well as 
their real contribution to the general economic development of the country 
concerned. 
Financing, 
344. It is considered that the attention of Latin American governments should 
/be drawn 
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be.drawn to the special part which pulp and paper industries can play in 
general economic and cultural development and therefore the desirability of: 
a) according priority to these industries in establishing development plans; 
b) assuring that these plans are careful drawn and documented to set forth 
the order of feasibility of potntl I projects in terms of their respective 
prospets for falfilling, in the most 	eAve and ecoarsic manner, the needs 
of Latin America as a whole and its several hepublics; e) mobilizing domestic 
capital and facilitating the movement of international capial in order to 
realize this expansion. 
345. Because an adequate and sustained raw material suppv is basic to the 
industrial development contemplated, the Reefing cone'd,red the Tiatin American 
governmerbe silcu_d take seeps to establish or impro%e crejdt erms for affores-
tation ac; well as for industrializatf.m. 
346. Ce:taf.ndevelopmen:Gs would involve "Eottlement" costs so high as to 
inhibit prI-a;,e investment if charged as capital costs on the paper operation. 
The meeting considered that in those cases where developments of this kind 
are deemed to be in the national interest public authorities should provide 
basic community services. 
347. The,Neeeing expressed the hope that the conclusions of this meeting would 
be made known to,those banks and financial institutions likely to be interested, 
so that the attention of those concerned in countries outside Latin America 
be drawn to the desirability of taking all the necessary measures to: a) faci-
litate the financing.of equipment sales; b) facilitate the export of private 
capital. 
Technical assistance research and t inin- 
348. she creation and development of new pulp and paper production along 
sound technical and economic lines requires a volume of advice and direct 
technical a -istance in Latin American countries that cannot yet be adequately 
obtained from existing agencies or local sources. In fact this is broadly 
true in all the fields of forest management and forest products technology. 
1/ Recommendation prepared by a special working group composed of the following 
experts: H.K. Collinge (Canada), Discussion Leader; E. Gagliardi; 
H. Giertz; J.A. Hall; J.C. Leone; H.Thielen; J. von Bergen. 
hhc4 The deliberations 
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349. The deliberations of the Meeting clearly demonstrated that advice was 
actively desired by many individuals contemplating the development of pulp and 
paper facilities in Latin America and by representatives of the governments 
of the Latin American Republics. It has also become clear that a serious 
shortage of technically trained personnel for supervisory and managerial 
positions has hampered the progress of existing industries and undoubtedly will 
hamper the establishment of new industries. It is believed that steps should 
be taken to overcome this shortage and to ensure that it is not continued far 
into the future. 
350. Discussions in the Meeting brought out the economic desirability of 
ensurin3 regional co-operation and programming of individual and national 
research and training activities; it appears that for reasons of economy, 
co-ordination of this kind is necessary. It is thought to be feasible and 
technically desirable. It was strongly felt that, at the regional level, 
it is necessary to ensure concentrated co-ordinated effort, especially in 
connexion with research and personnel training. 
II 
351. During the numerous discussions, it became apparent that knowledge 
concerning the rational production of the various Latin American raw materials, 
their possibilities and technical conditions for transformation, was in many 
cases inadequate. It was concluded that sylvicultural and technological 
research should be continued and intensified. The value to each country of 
preparing and implementing a national research programme was noted. Neverthe-
less, some of this research can easily be carried out on a regional basis by 
one agency working for the mutual interest. This possibility becomes a real 
need when it is a matter of long and costly research, requiring the use of 
specialized equipment and the services of highly qualified experts. 
352. Most important, in order to avoid duplication and even useless efforts, 
it is desirable that national and regional research should be co-ordinated 
and that each of the countries or organizations concerned should be kept 
informed of the results of such research and of the work carried out elsewhere 
in the same field. 
/353. Having been 
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353. Having been informed of the proposed establishment of a Latin American 
Research and. Forest Training Institute and of the activities and studies 
undertaken by FAO to implement this project, the Meeting urges the governments 
of Latin American countries concerned, as well as the international organizations, 
bilateral aid programmes and public or private agencies likely to take part in 
such a project, to implement the lecoe,e_rdation formalLy adopted at the Fourth 
Sessice of the FAO Latin American Forestry Commission !buenos Aires, 1952), as 
soon and as fully cs possible. 
354. The Meeting strongly endorses the findings of the Eueres Aires 
conference of 1952 and in particular urges that early and adequate attention 
be given to the creation cf research facilities for investigation in the field 
of pulp and paper production, as well as in related fields of practical forestry 
and of fox' est. production, 
355. The Meeting strongly recommends teat, as part of and in association 
with the Le in American Research and Forest Training Institute, adequate 
facilities be provided for the training of supervisory and technological 
petsonhcl, not only in the fields of pulp and paper technology, but also in 
all'iMportant allied-fields of forest products: technology. The Meeting urges 
that, in developing a:central institution of this kind, the closest co-operation 
be'maintained with eXisting.facilities in Latin:America Der, the teaching of 
engineering and- applied sciences. 
356. It is also recommended that such an institution endeavour to establish 
co-operative arrangements with similar institutions throughout the world. It 
is further eephasized that this institution should attempt to supplement and 
not to replace those methods of training, based on fellowships, scholarships 
and din-ct technical experience, in other parts of the world. It should be 
prepared to assist in the extension of advanced training of this kind. 
III 
357. The reefing draws the attention of those responsible for the various 
technical assistance programmes to the importance which.should be given, 
within'the general framework of the region's economic development, to the 
/problems outlined 
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problems outlined above. The Meeting advises governments to call as much as 
possible upon such assistance, especially during the initial stages of preparing 
specific development plans. It also recommends most strongly that governments, 
in formulating their requests, take into consideration the special needs of 
existing enterprises and groups considering new projects. 
Iv 
35g. The Meeting considers that, in order to co-ordinate all these proposals, 
it will be necessary, within the near future and for an adequate period, to 
place a group of experts at the disposal of the Latin American countries. 
359. In the initial stage this group should include one or more experts on 
industrial problems and one or more specialists on the economic aspects of the 
pulp and paper industry. 
360. The Meeting believes that such facilities should be provided through 
the 
expanded technical assistance programme of the United Nations, which, within 
the framework of a joint regional plan embracing ECU, FAO and TAA for stimulating 
the development of pulp and paper production in Latin America, would appoint the 
experts and would provide them with the required working facilities. 
361. The Meeting consequently recommends that governments take. all possible 
steps towards this aim in conjunction with the international organizations 
concerned. 
362. It proposes in particular that governments should make every 
effort, in 
the meetings and councils of the United Nations and its specialized agencies, 
especially the Economic and Social. Council, to secure the adoption of the 
recommendations required to establish such a regional project. Such recomMenda-
tions should enable governments in due course to draw up joint requests to ECU, 
FAO and TAA. 
363. Finally:  the Meeting recommends that the various bodies responsible for 
the preparation of technical assistance programmes should give this project the 
priority it merits, having due regard for the need and importance of the 
development of pulp and paper production in this region. 
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364. The experts recommended at the final plenary session, that the attention of 
the international agencies concerned be dr:.:en to the desirability of convening 
at some future date a second Latln Arrefoar moe'Ang of pulp and paper experts to 
report on the progress made and to ,;on3idar social 
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1. Latin American countries  
a) Official Delegationl/ 
President  
TORTORELLI, Lucas A. 
Unistry of Foreign Affairs  
and WorLIIR 
BECKMANN, Conrado Carlos 
ABAL, Enrique 
PEREZ VILLAUIL, Alberto D. 
hinistry of Agriculture and 
Livestcsk 
CARMELI31, Jorge N.F. 
RAG E, Arturo Enrique 
D'ADAMO, Orlando A. 
•inistry of Trade 
SANTOS SIDOTI, Jose 
FELIX CARLEVARI, Isidro Jose 
bELERO, Jose 
LOZANO, Emilio 
General Administrator of National Parks 
Director of the Economic and Social Department, 
Envoy Extraordinary and hinister Plenipotentiary 
Deputy Director of International Organizations 
and Treaties, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
General Administrator of Forests 
Director of the Botanic Institute 
Secretary of the National Forest Commission 
Linistry of Finance 
BRUSTIA, Jose Luis 
	 Department Chief of the Banco Industrial de la 
Repdblica Argentina 
VILLCRIA, Jose S. 	 Deputy Department Chief of the Banco Central 
de la Repdblica Argentina 
RONCO, Oscar P.S. 	 Department Chief of the Banco de la Nacidn 
Argentina 
Ministry of the Treasury 
MAFIANA, Delfor Ii. 	 Direccien Nacional de Quimica 
1/ Argentina, as the host government, sent an official delegation in addition 
to the other Argentine participants who attended in their own capacity as 
experts. As this was a meeting of experts no other official delegations 
from governments were present, although some governments sent members of 
their Embassies in Buenos Aires as observers. 	 /DEGIORGI0 Helvecio P. 
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DEGIOaa, Holyecio P. 
Ministry of Industry 
DELGADO, Juan liorETn 
PLEA, Jorge Jose 
Economic Affairs Secretariat  
VIDAL, Jos Caflo..; 
Advisers 
wr.4culture and 
. 	kid VOF t ock 
PElaUi.0,- Leopoldo iaiil 
LEONAALIS, itcsario F. 
FAiiDO,' Luis L. 
kianistry of inaus,ry 
Be-,7,,abe 
• Director of Ferest Economy 
Director of the "Fl-csidento Pen Forestry Station 
Chief of the Livisien Produ,;to-3 Derivados of the 
Aorinistraci!,1: Jac,onal do Bosques 
Economic Affairs Secretariat 
LODRIGUrr, Ccnrado 
SEVEid, naoAnselmo 
Secret,7.riat J the Delegation 
General Sccr:tuz 
PE2ETTI, Italo Jose Secretary of Embassy 
C crier a: S c,c:-ct a riot 
VASQUEZ, )Jcs6 iiaria 
	
Secretary of Embassy 
TOLOSA, Victoriano Secretary of Embassy 
h) .i- -.2-c.104arts from various 




institutions arid commnies  
ministry of Trade, Diagonal Norte 1174, 
Euones Aires 
Chief, Technical Department, Celulosa Ar,7entina,S.A. 
San i'edro 958, Castelar 
'Provincial Forest Administration 
48 number 538, Eva Per6n 
Director, Paper hanufacturers Association, 
Hotel Castelar, Buenos Aires 
/ALSOGARAY, Alvaro C. 
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AISOGARAY, Uvaro C. 	hanager, Fibrocal Argentina S.A. 
Belgrano 990, Buenos Aires 
BALLANTI, Vinicio 	 Industrial Chemist, La Papelera Argentina, S.A. 
Pueyrreden 680, Buenos Aires 
BENETTI TOLMINO, Domingo 	Sales hhnager, holino de Papel Baradero, 
Arroyo 1075, Buenos Aires 
BERGER, kiAximo 	 C4mara Argentina del Papel y Alines, 
Echeverria 2.05, Buenos Aires 
BERNASCONI, Ricardo Cesar 	Deputy Dil1  Director, La Papelera del Plata, 
General Cadorria 545, Wilde 
BE TI, Osvaldo 	 Sucesien Jose Berti, Arroyo 1075, Buenos Aires 
BOGGIANO, Juan F. Cooperativa de Venta do Productos Forestales 
del Delta, Ltda., Tigre F.C.N.G.BJi. 
BRUSCHTEIN, Oscar Edgardo 	Technical Director, Manuel Teitelman Paper Mill, 
Madariaga 1999, Avellaneda 
CATALDO, Francisco 	 Director, Celcar S.R.L., S.A., Mendoza 2096, 
Bumps Aires 
CATARINEU, Enrique J.R. 	Technical Director, Papelera San Isidro, S.A. 
Corrientes 456, Buenos Aires 
CONTHLUS, hartin 	 Vice-President, Cilmara Argentina de Papel y 
Afines, Lavalle 1783, Buenos Aires 
DABAS, Elias 	 Deputy Director of Forest Economn Administracien 
Nacional de Bosques, Pueyrredon 2446, Buenos Aires 
DI FILIPPO, Juan 	 Director of Laboratories and Research,• Culullosa 
Argentina, S.A., Capitan Bermddez„ F.C.N.G.B.M. 
DREJE, Reynaldo 	 Representative of the Secretaria de Asuntos 
Tecnicos, 25 tie Mayo 11, Buenos Aires 
DUMONTET, Carlos Enrique 	Technical Director for Production and Manufacture, 
Denti Ltda., Directorio 5972, Buenos Aires 
DUPREZ, H6ctor 	 Deputy chief of the Technical Office, 
La Papelera Argentina, S.A., Estrada 45, Bernal 
FARIAS, Horacio 	 Chief of Production, Papelera Argentina, S.A. 
Estrada 45, Bernal 
FERNAHDEZ, Hipelito 	Division Chief, National Forest Administration, 
Buenos Aires 
FERNANDEZ, Jose Amara 	Labour Delegate of the Paper Federation, 
Lima 921,  Buenos Aires 
FERNANDEZ, Valentin 	General Secretary of the Paper Federation, 
1.7 ma 921, Buenos Aires 
/FOSSATI, Inocencio 
11.1i-1CON, ju%n Carlos 
Production.Lanager, Celulosa Argentina)  S.A., 
Diagonal Norte 938, Duenos Aires 
• Chief ofthe Forestry Department, La Papelera 
RIo ParaAllontes do Oca 1733, Buenos Aires 
Industril Chemist)  Papelera Argentina, S.A., 
Estrada 45, be 
Techn:,:c7,1 l'!anaor, Celulosa Argentina, S.A., 
Sten7, Pei a 93% Buenos Aires 
Vice--Prosident end Manager, Celulosa Argentina, S.A. 
Av. •Roc ae SE;.enz Pefla 93j, Buenos A-i.res 
Industrial Chemist, Dir:icci!:n General de 
Industrias de la 2rovincia de COrdobas COrdoba 
Forestry Expert, Celulosa Argentina, S.A., 
Av. Rogue Senz Pena 	Buenos Aires 
Representative of the Secretar5..a de Asuntos 
72,7enicos, 25 de L17,7o 11, Buenos Aires 
• 
Engineer of the National Forest Administration, 
eahuel 	2':,09, Buenos Aires 
lepresentative of the Secrotaria de Asuntos 
T6cnicos, 25 de ijayo 11, Buenos Aires 
Manager, Colulosa Argentina)  S.A., 
Av. ii0C1110 3:,enz 	93% Buenos,aires 
General ilanager, Crctara Argentina del Papel y 
.Afines, Lavalle 1703, Buenos Aires 
.Director of the Servicio T6cnico Argentino, 
Francisco Lacroze 2274, Buenos Aires 
Professor of the National University of Cuyo, 
Godoy Cruz 239, Mendoza 
gngineer, Industrial Papelera Americana, S.A., 
Trelles 640, Buenos Aires 
Professor, Faculty of Engineering, University of 
Buenos Aires, Lavalle 1473, Buenos Aires 
-Technical Adviser, IndustriaS Celuldsicas 
Regionales, S...., Sarmionto 991, Ros71.rio , 
Chief Chemist, La Papelera Argentina, S.A., 
Estrade 45, Bernal 
Director, SUgar Research Institute of the 
National University of Tucuman, San Miguel 
de Tucumln 
Director, Donti Ltda.,S.A., Directorio 5972, 
Buenos Aires 
E/CN.12/361 
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hARCHEGIAAI, Eduardo Jose 	Director and auner of Papelera harchegiani,S.R.L. 
Atilio 	 General Cadorna 602, Wilde 
MARINELLI, Jose Specialist in Forest Legislation, Uruguay 435 
Buenos Aires 
MARTIN, Alberto Carlos 	Representative of A. Hilding Ohlsson Ltda., 
S.A. C. (uecia), Belgrano 936, Buenos Aires 
MAYER, Federico 	 Parsons 'ellittemore Inc., Belgrano 271, 
Buenos .i:Los 
'COL', Roberto 	 TechnicaL Office, La Papelera Argentina, S.A., 
Estrada 45, Bernal 
PJKLER, Sandor 	 Adviser to the Consejo Permanents del Delta 
Colen 526, San Fernando 
MOLINA, Ricardo Lorenzo 	Director, Industries Celulesicas Regionales, S.A. 
(Resario), San Martin 2J1, Buenos Aires. 
hONROS NACENTE, Enrique 	Technical Director, Celu].osa y Papel, S.A., 
Reconquista 319, Buenos Aires 
MORALES TORRES, Juan 	 as Tomes E. Serra (Paper Importers), 
Sermno 2392, Buenos Aires 
WHANA, Julio 	 Representative of the hinisterio de Economia, 
Hacienda y Provisidn Social do la 
Provincia de Cdrdoba 
NUSCOLO, Vicente O. 	 Chief, Vegetable Fibre Department, La Papelera 
Rio Paran4,S.A., Cerdoba 890, Buenos Aires 
MUSSI, Felipe 	 Technical Director of the Capiten Bermddez hill 
of 0elulosa Argentina, S.A.', 
Capiten BermAdez, F.C.N.G.B.14. 
NIOTTI, Hugo 	 Technician, Fibrocel Argentina, S.A., 
Belgrano 990, Buenos Aires 
PACE, Norberto 	 Engineer, La Papelera del Plata, S.A., 
hilian 3138, Buenos Aires 
PAUL, Edmund() 	 Deputy Technical hanager, Colulosa. Argentina, 
S.A., Av. Roque Seenz Pefia 938, Buenos. Aires 
PEGORARO, Jorge A. 	 hill Director, La Papelera Argentina, S.A., 
Estrada 45, Bernal 
PINEIRO, hario Luis 	 Engineer, La Papelera Rio Parane S 
Cerdoba 890, Buenos Aires 
PLANAS, Victor 	 Technical Consultant, Febrica Molino de Papel 
Baradero, Arroyo 1075, Buenos Aires 
PRUEGER, Enrique 	 Chief of the Technical Department, Administracidn 





Superintendent, Rigesa, S.A., Sao Paulo 
Production Manager, Industrias Reunidas 
Francisco hatarazzo, Sao Paulo 
.BERGE,..1, Jenny- von 
H.Tiff2,OLLT -3111-2a.o, Ciro 





the Board of Directors, 
S.A., Casilla 614, La Paz 
the Embassy of Bolivia, Buenos Aires 
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TORCHIA, Julio J. 
VALENTE, Enrique Gast6n 
VARVIECKA, Ji .an 
VASTALij,;GNA, Gianfranco 
'vlESTE:ZLALP,. Jose Federico 
Member of the Executive Council, Paper 
Federation, Lima 921, Buenos Aires 
Parson6 Whittemore Inc., Bela rano 271,. 
Buenos Aires 
Planning Engineer, Celulosa Argentina, S.A., 
Av. Roc:s.3 Sienz Pella 938, Buenos Aires 
Secre 	CL- Tara Argentina del Papel y Afines, 
La :call Buenos Aires 
Director, Casa Tem!,s B. Serra, (Paper Importers), 
Serrano 2392, Buenos Aires 
Legal epresentative of tho Cdmara Argentina 
del Papel y Afines, Lavalle 1783, Buenos Aires 
Engineer, Celulosa Argentin?„ S.A., 
GaOna 2501, Buenos Aires 
Director of Afforestation and Reafforestation 
of- the Atatraci6n Nacional de Bosques, 
Ministero do Agr:_cultura y Ganaderia, 
Pueyrredon 2446, Buenos Aires 
hancer, Acadeniia Forestal Alemana, 
Ban Lartin y Lavalle 368, Buenos Aires 
Engineer, Federaci6n do Productores Forestales, 
S71rmiento 1967, Buenos Aires 
Director, Bosques Ordenados, S.A., 
Lavalle 548, Buenos Aires 
Representative of the Casa A. Maurer, S.A. 
(Berra),, Alsina 1418, Buenos Aires 
Chief of the Technical Office, La Papelera 
Argentina, S.A., Estrada 45, Bernal 
Representative of the Servicio T6cnico 
Cientifico, Juncal 2114, Buenos Aires 
/BENKO, Ca rlos 
CAVALLARI SOBRINHO, Joao 
FEFFR, Max 
GACHOT, Rend M. 
Gordas DE AMORIN, Cory 
HEIMANN, Gunther 
HENNING, Gunther 
LECNE, Jos6 Carlos 
MIRANDA BASTOS, Arthur de 
MORELL, W.H. 
MORGANTI, Lino 
NAVARRO SAMPAIO, Armando 
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Director, Companhia Santista de Papel, 
Rua 15 de Novembro 324, Sao Paulo 
Secretary to the Embassy of Brazil, Buenos Aires 
President of IPSA, S.A., Industria de Papel, 
Rua Conselheiro Crispiniano 20, Sao Paulo 
Representative of the Sindicato de Industrias 
de Papel do Estado de Sao Paulo 
Direccor and Chairman of Industria Mecdnica 
Cavallari, S.A., RUA Canindd 234, Sao Paulo 
Represeptatdve of the Federapo de Industrias 
do Estado do Sao Paulo, Viaduto Da. Paulina 86, 
Sao Paulo 
Director, Industria de Fapel Leon Ferrer, S.A., 
Ave. Presidente Wilson 4100, Sao Paulo 
Chief, FAO Forestry Ltission in the Amazon basin, 
a/c SPVEA, Caixa Postal 874, Beldm 
Industrial Comercio e Cultura de Madeiras, 
Rua Formosa 409, Sao Paulo 
Assistant, C/a. 121elhoramentos de Sao Paulo, 
Rua Tito 479 e Prap Alfredo Weiszflog, 
Sao Paulo 
Technical hanager, Cia. helhoramentos de Sao Pauloy 
Rua Tito 479 e Praca Alfredo aeiszflog, 
Sao Paulo 
Engineer, Technical Department of the Banco 
Nacional do Desenvolvimento Econamico, 
Rua Sete de Setembro 48, Rio de Janeiro 
Industrial Chemist, Representative of the 
Gobierno del Territorio Federal de AmapA, of 
the Superintendencia de Valorizapo Econdmica 
da Amazonia and of the Instituto do Pinho, 
Rua Jardim Botanico 321, Apartado 101, 
Rio de Janeiro 
Manager, Parsons & Whittemore Inc., Maguinas 
Industrias, S.A., Rua 15 de Novembro 269, 
Sao Paulo 
Director, Refinadora Paulista, S.A., Fabrica 
de Celulose e Papal "Piracicaba", 
Rua Formosa 367, Edificio C.B.1, Sao Paulo 
Chief of the Servico Florestal da Companhia 
Paulista de Estradas de Ferro, Caixa 29, 
Rio Claro, Sao Paulo 
BENKO, Carlos 
CABRAL DE NIELLO, Paulo 
CAVALLARI, Ednundo Marzo 
/RYS, Ladislav 
General Lanager, Industri-ts Klabin do Paran 
do Colulose, S.A., ail 15 do Novombro 556, 
Curitiba, Farani 
Chief Cheaist of the Pulp Division, Cumpanhia 
]Titro-Quimica brasileira, Caixa Postal 7078, 
2aulo 
Tocnnicl )in-_)(tor, Cia. "Ielhoramentos do 
Sao Paulo Ru.1 Tito 479 e Iraca Alfredo Weiszflog, 
Sao Paulo 
Director, Cia. Melhoraiokntos do Sao Paulo, 
RIO. Tito 479 e Prca Alfedo - LF. zflog, 
Sao Paulo 
Technical Director, Indust7ias Hlabin do Parani 
de Celulose, S.A., 'ante Alegre, Paran4 
E/CN.12/361 
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ARRIAGADA, Pen.' 	 Sociad Forestal Hacienda El Sauce, 
Liguel ucha 920, Santiaco 
ASENJO GUTIRHEZ, Patricio. 	Industrial Chemist of the Industrial Department, 
Corporacion de Fomento do la FroducciSn, 
Ra•6n lieto 920, Santiago 
HARTHZ, Lars 	 Forestry Advisor FAO-ETAF, Hurfanos 782, 
Santiago 
LEA, 	s 	 La Cooporativa Vitalicia, Casilla 1986, 
Valparaiso 
RIVE2A.EHR„:1MIIIZ •RamOn 	Director of the Institute de Ingenioros Quimicos 
do Chile, Casilla 9709, Santiago 
representative of the Corporaci6n Chilena de la 
hadera,)3andera 84, Santiago • 
VUCETICH, Guido 	 Head of the Industrial Department, Corporaci6n 
de Fomento de la Froducci6n, Ram& Nieto 920, 
Santiago 
COLCIZIA 
ESCULR GjIACIA, Luis Technical Department, Institut° de Fomento 
Industrial, Edificio Sucre, Av. Jimiene7, do Quosada 
8-74, (Apartado A6roo 4222), Bocot,.1. 
COSTA RICA 
ESQUIVEL LE LA GUARDIA, Rub6n Counsellor of the Embassy of Costa Rica, 
Buenos Aires 
/VALVETTE VEGA, Emilio 
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VALVERDE VEGA, Emilio 
	Embassy of Costa Rica, Buenos Aires 
CUBA 
GUERRA, Jorge Technological Department of the Banco de Fomento 
Agricola c Industrial de Cuba, Lonja del 
Comercio, Havana 
ECUADOR 
AROSEhENA GOEEZ, Eduardo 
	Secretary of the Embassy of Ecuador, Buenos Aires 
MEXICO 
Ambassador of the Republic of Mexico, Buenos Aires 
Attache at the Embassy of Mexico, Buenos Aires.  
President, Cia. Industrial de San Cristobal, S.A. 
Av. Hidalgo 5, hexico 1, D, F. 
FAO Forestry Expert, Mexico 
Division of Industrial Research, Banco de 
Mexico, S.A., Apartado 98 bis, Mexico, D.F. 
BENEITEZ, Vicente L. 
COLONIC, Jorge 
CUSI, Dante S. 
HUGUET, Louis E. 
URENCIO R., Fausto 
PARAGUAY 
FRENCH, J.J. 
VOGEL, Frederick H. 
Head of the FAO Technical Assistance Mission 
to Paraguay, and Forestry Industries Experts  
Asuncion 
Specialist in Forestry Industries of the Foreign 
Operations Administration (FOA), 
c/o U.S. Embassy, Asuncion 
PERU 
CORPEA S., Jose 
PaOSKOI,ETZ, Felix 
REMOLINA, Ramer' 
W.R. Grace & Co., Fdbrica de Papal de Paramonga, 
Lampa 590, Lima 
Superintendent of the Sugar hill at Casa Grande, 
Gildemoister & Co. Ltd., Casilla 678, Lima 
Deputy hanager, Banco de Fomento Agropecuario 
del Perd, Carabaya 456, Lima 
SURINAM 
HULSTER, I.A. de 
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URUGUAY 
DIENA, Manuel President of the Asociaci6n do Fabricantes de 
Papel de la UniOn Industrial Uruguaya, 
Ca)le Trointa y Tros 1325, Nentevidoo 
V.LTUELA 




Forestry ELgineer of the Cori oraci6n Venezolana 
do Fommto, Caracas 
ReprosentAtive of the Univors:1/1 do Los Andes, 
E4rida 
11,nagor of Pmpelera 	 S,A., 
Apartado Correos 1d12, Calsaes 
lepresentxtive of the Coasejo do Economia 
Nacional, Caracas 
Presidontof the Executive Committee of C.A. 
Vemzolna do Pulpa y Papel, and President of 
Papelora indutrial„ S.A,, Apartado 1202, 
Caracas 
2. Othe Countries 
AUSTRALIA 
tL_TF.a.EYS, ti. B. Technical Director, Australian Paper 




SZ.CD—L,, Percy Ritchie 
Consulting Chemical Engineer, 1056 Sun Life 
Building, Montreal 2 (Quo.) 
President, Sandwell & Co. Istd. 1500 W. Georgia 
Street„. Vancouver 5 (B.C.) 
FINLAND 
KEITW, Jormr, 	 notex COrporn.tion, Helsinki 
FRANCS; 
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COLCOMBET, Jean Louis 
MICHON, Jacques B. 
VIAUD, Maurice 
Commercial Section of the French Embassy, 
Buenos Aires 
Manager, Batineyret, 5 rue de Monttessuy, 
Paris 7o. 
Attachd for Latin America, French 
El&a. 	Buenos Aires 
FEDERAL REPUPLTO OF GERMANY 
JABS, Herbert K. 
1112THAINER, Horst 
Otto Wolff, Colonia, Phrix Werke, A.G., Hamburg 
Technical Director of Aschaffenburger 
Zollstoffwerke,A.G. Redenfelden (Upper Bavaria) 
ITALY 
FOMILIO, Guido Chemical Engineer, Cellulose Development 
Corporation, Hatch End, Middlesex 
President of the Sindacato Cellulosa Pomilio, 
Viale B. Buozzi 51, Rome 
NORWAY 
TIMME, Harald Commercial Counsellor, Norwegian Embassy, 
Buenos Aires 
SWEDEN 
A.B. Karistads Mekaniska.Werkstad, Karistad 
Sales Manager, A.B. Ekstrbms Maskinaffgri  
Floragatan 4, Stockholm 
Swedish Forest Products Research Laboratory, 
Drottning Kristinas vb7g 61, Stockholm 
Loje y Thurno A.B., Stockholm 
Manager, Pulp and Papc::. -14',ouipment Department, 
Elof Hansson, Gc/:..hcInbuzz 
BEREGARD, Knut 
BRING, Johan E.T. 
GIERTZ, Hans Wilhelm 
GYLLENHCF, Carl. A. 
JOHANSSON, Rune 
UNITED KINGDOM 
GRANT, Julius Director, Puap and Paper Research Co.Ltd., 
35 New Bridge Street, London E.C.4. 
/Representative 
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Representative of the British Paper 	Beyrd, 
Lakers Association 
John Thompson Water Tube Boilers Ltd., 
Wolverha..3apten 
(hanaer, Now York Office, 441 Lexin3ton Avenue, 
York 17) 
UNITED STA1IS OF i'l'ERICA 
ATCHITON, joseph E. 








hcCOL, C. Cana 
NOLAg, Ailliam G. 
1].W. 
Vice-President in charge cf the Pulp and Paper 
Project Division, PLrscas & L'hIteT:ore Inc., 
250 Park Avenue, New York 17 (M.Y.) 
Chief, Pulp and Papr DivLsion,• Forest Products 
Laboratory, Forest Service U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, Ladi.son 5 (v.ascorsin) 
Vice-Prosident, W.R. Grace & Co., 
7 Han3ver Soro, Nuw York (N.Y.) 
Director, 1Forest Products Laboratory, Forest 
Service, U.S. Depaelt of Agriculture, 
hadison 5 (Wisconsin) 
Vice-President,• The Sandy Hill Iron & Brass Norks, 
Hudoon Falls (N.Y.) 
The Rust Engineering Co., 575 6th Avenue, 
Pittsburgh (='ennsylvania) 
PreSident, Parsons & Whittemore Inc.; 250' Park 
Avenue', Now York 17 (N.Y.) 
'ead, Agricultural Residues Section, Northern 
Utilization Research Branch, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, Peoria 5 (Illinois) 
Economid'Adviser to the Rockefeller Office, 
30 Rockefeller Plaza, Non York (n.Y.) 
International Director, The Rust Engineering Co., 
575 6th Avenue, Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania) 
Pulp and Paper Laboratory, University of Florida, 
Tallahassee (Florida) 
Executive Secretary, American Paper and Pulp 
Association, 122 East 42nd Street, Neer York 17 
(N.Y.) 
Export IJozir, Cameron Machina Go., 
61 Poplar. Street, Brooklyn 1 (N.Y.) 
Research Director Kimberly Clark Corporation, 
Neenah (Wisconsin) 
VELEZ, CeIlczmo 
WOLLjAGE, John C. 
/b) Representatives 
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3. Representatives of International Organizations  
United Nations 	 Radl PREBISCH, Executive Secretary of the 
Economic Commission for Latin America. 
representing the Secretary-General 
Food and Agriculture 	Egon GU2SINGER, Deputy Director of the Forestry 
Organization of the United Division representing the Director-General 
Nations (FAO) 
Siegfried von der RECKE, Head of the Latin 
American Forestry Office 
United Nations Educational, 	Alfredo PICASSO OYAGUE 




Economic Commission for 
Europe (ECE) 
Rad1 PREBISCH, Executive Secretary of the 
Economic Commission for Latin America 
representing the Director-General 










ADDRESS BY THE ARGENTINE MUSTER FOR AGRICULTURE 
AND LIVESTOCK, MR. CARLOS A, HOGAN, AT THE 
INAUGURAL SESSION OF THE LATIN AflERICAN 
MEETING OF EXPERTS ON THE PULP AND 
PAPER INDUSTRY ON 19 OCTOBER 1954 
As a anister of the Argentine Government, itis a very great pleasure 
for me to express to this 1,eeting, in the name of His Excellency the 
President of the Republic, General Juan D. Perrin, our Government's welcome 
to all the delegates. 
The direct importance of this international i.eeting is linked with 
the indispensable and fundamental role that paper plays on the modern 
social scene. 
In spite of the valuable assistance rendered by other means of 
communication, paper is still vitally necessary for the exchange of ideas 
and the advancement of human culture. The steady increase which may be 
observed in world consumption calls for a special Andy of the techni.cal 
and economic eroblems connected with its production and distribution. 
Published figures stress the large share of paper used for newsprint; 
it is estimated that in Latin 4merica 400,000 tons go into newsprint out 
of a total annual consumption of 10500,000 tons. 
Paper provides a wide subject for a speech, because it is so 
necessary and because it has a place in every civilized activity. 
I will not take up your time, however, with arguments and 
comparisons that you all know and understand. It is sufficient to be 
fully aware that we are considering a factor essential to the maintenance 
dhuman progress, that as such it requires our keenest attention to the 
various aspects of the balance that must be assIlred between an increase in 
consumption and a corresponding stimulus to sources of supply. 
Nor is woodpulp any less important. This valuable product which 
has so many uses is vital to the paper,  and other basic industries, as, for 
exalvle, those connected with foodstuffs. 
/Both woodpulp 
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Both woodpulp and paper products have received preferential 
consideration from the Argentine Clovern,ent for many years. Already our 
First Five-Year Plan has included a special project concerning pulp and 
paper based on previous research lnd studies carried out by the -rinistry 
of .'Agriculture -nd LivestocK. 
To our •reat satisfaction, it was SiloUil that Argentina offers. 
extensive possibilities for pulp and paper prouctioe. This is because -
several of its forest species are highly suitable, while both soil and 
climate are excellent in the areas which naturally lend therselves to large-
scale production of these raw materials. 
One of the spoclic-chracteristics of the political, social and 
economic transformation :eich Argentina .isheto make known to the, world, 
is the desire to obtain a bettor kna!ledje of cur sources of wealth. A 
rational oeep7oitatioh can thus be undertaken for the benefit,, not only of 
the Argentine people, but Of the 	and the whole world. 
formally declare that this humanitarian and universal principle is 
in no way an unrealisable or stereo typed hope, but one of the basic - 
purposes of the doctrine which inspires the Government of Argentina, which 
waS adopted as a national doctrine and named "Justicialismo" or °Peronismo" 
in homage to its creator and chief executive., 
The Second Five-Year Plan includes several measures to increase pulp 
and paper output. These refer, mostly, to provisions for the country's 
forestry policy - to create, maintain, increase and protect this source of 
wealth. 
Furthermore, we have not lost sight of the pulp resources from crop 
residues of various agricultural products, which can also be used in the 
production of different types of chemical pulp and paper. 
Tho Parana Delta, situated at the very door of Buenos Aires, has an 
area of almost one million hectares, and is of great importance to us f'or 
pulp and paper production as its natural suitability as a source of pulpwood 
provides excellent yields, a fact which delegates will be able to appreciate 
personally by paying it a. visit. 






materials for pulp, supplementing them with others provided by the 
Territory of Hisiones, whose contribution is not only substantial but 
whdeh also offers truly exceptional conditions for the growth of those 
species which are of the greatest interest to the industries ue are 
considering. 
The hinistry of Agriculture and Livestock is responsible for 
research on, and encouragement, control and management of the country's 
forest wealth. Its technical services are based upon a law drafted for 
the First give-Year ?Ian, and subsequent, research has allowed for 
substantiation and discoveries of great economic importance. I may mention, 
as an example, the shorter period necessary for the complete growth of 
some species in Argentina as compared to other countries. 
tlithin the general policy conceived and planned by His Excellency 
the President of Argentina, the elm of economic independence, towards whose 
achievement numerous measures adopted by our Government areAireetcd, is in no 
wlvincompatible with increasing co-operation between all countries. On 
the contrary, our own development and the free detemination obtained 
through a control of the fundamental sources of our national economy, 
enable us today, with more facility than at any other period of our 
history,to raise the standard of our trade with the rest of the world on 
equitable terms which are beneficial to all concerned. 
In this order of ideas and aims we have promoted the expansion of 
forestry and its allied industries in this country. 
The type of organization and the results obtained must serve not 
only to aid our economic independence, but Also to encourage greater 
nrogress in our trade relations with other countries. 
In this respect we shall receive with pleasure any suggestions 
which the delegates and experts may make, not only as regards the 
organization ol •roduction, but also on the output of end-products and 
the marketing of those goods which interest us. 






America has singled out our country as the host for this Heeting. This 
is, of course, an opportunity for strengthening the bonds with the 
represent:,tives of our sister countries in Latin America, and ve are 
at their service, as alaayt, to co-operate with our best goodwill for 
an attainment of those hiah idodo which 	Lutually possess. 
'4V;1 thoL:e sentimentsI want to express 211:. r best wishes for the 
great suc.ces3 of this I:eeting. It is up to the exTerts to take the 
scientific ane technical contributions to form the basis recuired by 
Latin Ari.arlca.n i;overnments to perfect their plans for pulp and paper 
production, and to contribute, by these means, to the general welfare of 
our peolaes. 
In repeatihg '',;() the delegates the :roet cordial welcome of the 
Argentine Gelernment and peoplo, on :behalf of his Excellency the President, 








ADDRESS BY DR. RAUL WEBISCH, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
CV THZ ZOONGUIC COEMISSION FOR LATIN AFRICA, AT 
'fI{ INAUGURAL SESSION OF THE LATIN AhMRICAN 
METING OF EXPERTS ON THE PULP AND 
PAPER INDUSTRY ON 19 OCTOBER 1954 
When the Government of Argentina extended its :;ratifying invitation 
to ECLA to hold this expert meeting under its auspices at Buenos Aires, 
it was interpreted by us as further proof of its unswerving support of 
this United Nations' regional organization. I immediately decided to 
attend the Eeetin personally to demonstrate how ouch we appreciate this 
happy gesture. In fulfilling this pleasant duty, I am here to convey 
the gratitude of the Secretary-General of the United Nations and of the 
Director of the Technical Assistance Administration to the Argentine 
Government, to which I should like to add my otn appreciation and that 
of my collaborators at this heeting. This is the first time that those 
who lead the technical staff of ECLA in Santiago de Chile have had the 
opportunity to meet the Argentine public, and it therefore appears to me 
an appropriate occasion to give the background for the Commission's task. 
A substantial proportion of the world's population lives under very 
precarious social and economic conditions. The striking difference in 
per capita income between the industrial centres and the great masses who 
live on the periphery of the world's economy is more and more apparent. 
It constitutes a serious problem which continually arises in the councils 
of the United Nations. Those who suggest the need for radical solutions 
naturally do not share the characteristic illusion of the nineteenth 
century, according to which the free play of international economic 
efforts wcyad ensure the benefits of greater technical progress in the 
world for under-developed countries. a vigorous policy for international 
economic co-operation will alone achieve this aim, not in order to replace 
a nationnl development policy, but rather to nupplement it through the 
technical and economic co-operation of the nore advanced countries. 






of international co-operation, and the Meeting that opens today bears 
witness to this objective in the technical field. This policy is in 
its merest infancy, its initial' stepsare still: hesitatin and modest, 
because considerations deemed of greater urgency are absorbing the efforts 
ana resources of the larger countries. 	The Elolltions depend primarily 
upon these countries,' and it is our role as officials of the United Nations 
to continue carrying out the research essential for the establishment of 
firm basis for international co-operation,anj to link such solutions 
with each .;ovornmentis individual develoiment programme. 
In performing these tasks under the provision of its Charter, the 
3ecrotariat 	the United Nations acts -with complete indenendence, and 
is not pcnalt-i:;ed to receive private instructions from any government. This 
is to preserve tae absolute impartialitv of opinion among United Nations 
officials. L nas been a most importntfactor in the existence of ECLh, 
and was'recegnized 3 such by its ilember 3tates when they decided to make 
the t;omyiliscion a permanent body. 
The problem is of vast dimensions. To transfer the modern productive 
techniques of- the•advanced countries to rhos v width are less developed, 
adapting then to individual conditions., is a task which, in addition to 
other reouisitoso demands large capitnlinvest:ents which under-developed 
countries cnnnot-afford oithout dangerously limiting the low living 
standards of its 	peoples. 	The aid, of .7oreign capital is therefore 
indispensable to accelerate the rate of growth, and to rectify little by 
iit'ole the treat 'income disparities between. the centres and the periphery 
of '11(:, world economy. 
As regards Latin America, the preparatory group appoinod by ECLA • 
to present concrete recommendations to the forthcominonferonce of 
Ninisters of Final-lee or . L;conomy. at ji:10 de Janeiro, considered that, for 
a period of 10 years, the minimum -foreign investment renuirod is 1,000 
million dollars annually. 	It also felt thtwo"--thirds. of this capital 
foomJ by the two international credit institutions. Their 
loae; for economic development are thou. ;ht to be very inadeouate, since 






These figures are sufficient to provide an idea of the size of the 
problem. The cost of technical co-operation is also substantial, and 
to date the available funds have been extremely limited. Progress, 
however, has been effective. :chile preliminary steps are being taken in 
this specific field, a fundamental change of attitude towards the problem 
of economic development has taken place, and in this achievement the 
United Nations has played a predominant part. the theory that 
industrialization, to the extent needed by individual conditions in each 
country, is an essential requirement for development and must be closely 
linked with better techniques for agriculture, is constantly spreading 
and being more widely accepted, despite some deep-ree:;ed doctrinal 
prejudices which have not yet entirely disappeared. 
This Meeting will consider one special problem of industrialization, 
that of pulp and paper. Another meeting which we held two years ago in 
DoLpta referred to what may be considered an even more significant 
question from the point of view of industrialization itself, the 
production of iron and steel in Latin America. Who would have thought 
some years ago that an international organization, which has amongst its 
aims the encouragement of reciprocal trade to improve national economies, 
would summon outstanding world experts who, together nith Latin American 
specialists, would recommend the most efficient methods for 
industrializing the raw materiels of our countries or for taking 
advantage, through industrialization, of their great consumer power? 
goes not industrialization endanger intonational trade? Uould it not be 
more advantageous for the Latin American countries to concentrate their 
efforts upon exports and leave industry to develop spontaneously without 
the aid of tariff protection? 
Such euestiens have a clear theoretical answer which must serve as 
the basis for a development p olicy. Industrialization is in no way 
incompatible with the encouragement of exports and international trade.; 
if it :!ere, ire, as officials of the United dations, could not defend it. 
The plan laid down by ECLA economists is as follows. About 60 per cent 
of the active population in Latin America is still working at a very low 
rate of productivity in primary production, principally agriculture. 
./In addition, 
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In addition, there is a considerable proportion of the population occupied 
in artisan type work  :with low productivity. It is necessary to give an 
impulse to greater technical skills, 'oeth in agriculture and in these 
other activities. 	greater uoe is :lade of technical methods, there can 
be no justification .for the eli,plovment of so yrany liorke,rs, Less and less 
manpower is ruoairadfor primary production and for other actiities with 
low productivity, while there is an iocrocaioc need in industry and 
services. .,:qorts can only absorb a relatively small proportion of the 
"renter I hour availability caused by a morn intense use of teolnical 
nethcds. Such manpower, therefore- must re ,b sorbed by industry and 
services. 	This is the reason for- the-clOs.3 connexion betosen 
industrialization arc'. the use.•of better teohniOal methods in at7rieulture. 
There, is no incompatibility between them o the contrary the two 
processes are co:,plement7.ry, ano an eotremo in one direction or the other 
is detrimental to eco.nomlo deveMpront._ 
If an adeouate ,e ;lance is.Liotained between these two processes, 
there is no reason why industrializationShould unfavourably. affect either 
exports or, as a result, international trade, It is tree that the 
domestic •rodUction of goods which were preVioUsly imported, causes a 
reduction or the disappearance of certain imports.- But the latter are 
soon roplced by other goods. The demand for industrial products and, 
consequently, the need to import them is e:,t.trarnelzr great in countries' 
in course of development. Thus, protective Measure's required by the 
development of domestic .industries only load to a change in the 
compooition of:
:  the 	purchased. abroad, without distUrbing their 
01-ways provided.that protective measures remain within 
certain 	. 
he customs tariffs, ,by means of which The large industrial centres 
control imports of primary products, 	of ,a very different nature. 
Only a few days ago, an economist from the United States with whom I 
was discosS7'.00 problems relatee o ,The forthcoming Rio Conference, 
rer,ared with oreat conviction: "Jonit you consider it incongruous to 






America and simultaneously show satisfaction at the government policy 
in the United States to reduce duties there - or at least to avoid their 
increase?'' There is nothing incongruous in such a position. It is 
inadmissible that the centre of the world economy should have the same 
economic policy as the countries on the periphery which are in course of 
development. Higher duties upon a primary product at the centre 
unfavourably affect both imports and world trade, since there is no 
reason for the decline in imports of this nature to cause a rise in other 
imports to offset the initial decrease. In contrast, a decline in imports 
of one commodity causes an increase in others in the case of a country 
being developed. 
It has been essential to revise traditional concepts in order to 
penetrate further the problems of development and to suggest concrete 
solutions. The doctrine of the international division of labour, based 
upon free trade, is as naive as the concept of self-sufficiency, of which, 
fortunately, only harmless traces regain. Both theories undermine 
development since the former hinders industrialization and the latter 
obstructs world trade and does not permit countries with primary 
production to expand their exports with the object of accelerating 
industrialization. 
The tendency for the consumption of industrial goods to grow more 
rapidly than income, thus causing a steep increase in the demand for 
imports, provides a typical example in the case of pulp and paper. Paper 
consumption in Latin America tends to rise more rapidly than per capita 
income. Broadly speaking, it may be said that, in our countries, for 
every 1 per cent of income growth paper consumption tends to rise by 1.75 
per cent; yet this is no exceptional phenomenon. On the contrary, it 
is characteristic of industrial demand that it must lead to a policy of 
substituting domestic output for imports. Unless this occurs there is 
neither growth nor industrialization. 
If economic development is accompanied by the characteristic 
phenomena of external disecuilibrium through the marked increase in the 
demand for industrial goods, which contrasts with the slow rise in the 
demand for raw material imports in the great industrial centres, then a 
/far-sighted development 
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far-sighted development policy must include measures to encouraze 
domestic production. For pulp and paper there is a further motive. 
for this policy. The current prospects for future supply appear to 
indicate thatthe.established producers will be unable to meet the 
probaSIe rithe in chesand. It is theefcr- eseen'dal to p:rovi6o new sources 
of supply, and, among 	tbose of Latin :■meria which epear to have 
been scarocay to7.ened. Alio-:!ih for elroeLr.te annTaI rate' of increase 
it ccn be estimated that, by 1965, concution 	 (fleubd. ' In 
order that this -.Lrcreaso'hay rot we 	too heavi27 upon 	supply 
that. apcpe:':26 somewhat unio.romisin2;, Latin eserica mYEt-be rrey=ed to 
take the fillhst advantaa of its on raw materials. In the course of 
our stad.ies we have reached she conclusion that existin 	c:,.7-'eM7ment plans 
for this industry will not, cover the reliil'aMQ-11.LS, hew seances and new 
processes must cc 0plaed. • 
To contribue to bolvinL; etch probler-,s, the .:"Iited 1Tbiens, jointly 
with its secializwd agency, inC, have co:1Vened this technicl meeting. 
Carefu1. reparation over nearli two years was ret:uired,to collct the 
basis riAerial without which such meetins - often waste time in 
genel'al'_zatiehs. The first suggestion for this heutind dates from one 
of the first ZCLA meetings in recent years. It was made by two 
dist:i.nguishz:l. FAO experts, Egol Glesinger and Pierre Terver, who 'arc with 
us here ana to l'hom.I should like to pay tribute now. 
Combled with technical subjects we shailalso consider the coanomic 
and fil:ancial aspects of pulp and paper wroduction. To provide some 
idea of its magnitude, it will suffice to point out that were Latin 
Av_ci. ca to -::xeduce the tonnage reouired to meet the :;reator demand in 
1965, aecorOing to reasonable hypotheses rearding the rate of growth, 
an tive,Jtert of from 750 to 1,300 million dollars would be re- quid-A.. 
It way - '•1:1_ 	supposed that these investments cannot be envisaged in an 
isolated fe:m, but rather Within a. -leneral development programme. The 
more f-t. jr.:t it may be technically possible to produce pulp and paper • 
in t':1s or oat area does not necessarily imply that it would be 
advis;:e1r,: to eo so froy.i. the economic standpoint. It is .possible that 
/Other investments 
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other investments may be more suitable for the economy of a country. 
ead this leads me to another subject to which ECU is devoting much 
effort and attention, the programming of economic development. I expect, 
to speak of this subject again in Buenos Aires within the next few weeks. 
If the governments of the Latin American countries continue their 
far-sighted policy of encouragement, there is no doubt that local capital 
will become increasingly interested in pulp and paper production. 
Interest has also been shown by foreign capital, and I feel sure that 
in this respect we shall, in due course, hear a very significant 
statement presenting such a broad outlook of Lotin American 
industrialization problems that it will impress the experts of our 
countries most favourably. Formulae that will adequately bring together 
foreign technical aeperience, capital from abroad and the initiative of 
the Latin American entrepreneur will have to be sought. This problem is 
far from having been solved. 
It is necessary to strengthen the Latin American entrepreneur, so 
that he leey meet the competition of foreign capital, may be associated 
with it, or may receive the technical services of the foreign entrepreneur 
under more favourable conditions than those at present prevailing. In 
a large Latin American country, I have recently noticed some concern over 
a symptomatic occurrence. Local entrepreneurs of a consumer goods 
industry which was previously well established, are losing the market 
through the competition of foreign entrepreneurs who are introducing new 
eanufacturing processes. Such methods are also available to the local 
manufacturers, but they lack sufficient capital to use them. Herein lies 
one of the roots of the evil which hinders the achievement of reasonable 
formulae for e:zternal co-operation. The Latin American entrepreneur 
must have access to international sources of both capital and technical 
knowledge. 
e;Cle: has also 1 bade e concrete proposal on this significant matter 
to the govenreents which will meet at olio. This is the establishment 
of a Fund for Industrial end Aericulturel Development to make loans to 
Letin eJeerican entrepreneurs, eithout -government guarantee and through 
the banking and financial system of each country. it is hoped that for 
/this purpose 
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this purposethe United States may be able to devote 50 million dollars 
oVer'a,period of 15 years, to accrue from a tax which will not burden 
the United States taxpayer but comes from a Latin American source. I 
refer to the tax on the profits of United States capitel investpents in 
our countries, the yield of4!hich is estimate& at Some 100 million 
dollars annually. The collaboration of money markets and of international 
credit institetiens is also antic eaten. 
I believe that if a measure of this netille is applied 'ith entheeiasm 
and with Conviction it would'eive a coesidereete impulse 4-,c Latn American 
inittetite'in accelerating the development rlte of our countries, and 
would also eentribute to lessening the tensio/ 	often arises Alen 
foreien noes tents are maiie in this reLie. 
I 
 
have no doubt thet.this .eY)LA-proeteel wiii he considered with 
interest at Lie p2esent Ieetine, eeert .J.ien the eeehnical problelfs with 
which it wiel deal, 	We have ].,eited outet:7e; 	-reciaaists from the 
United States, Canada and :.u.rope, as well as Latin eeeerican experts. All 
of them ,ill enjoy-the facilities kindly placed at our disposal by the 
411-gentle° ovennelent and the assista cc of experts, both frol, the official 
sphere nd that of private enterprise, who L11 Coubtless give us the 
beneffi-, of their aide experience. 	I ,:ish co express Lhe appreciation 
of the 	:atiols for the papers these exports have prepared and for 
the -,ssistaec.3 that their .  knowledge and experience Pill contribute to 
this lie iti 
In point of fact it has not been easy to bring such a large gathering 
together, nor to prepare the many valuable documentshowbefore the 
heetieg. It is our good fortune to have the services of two first-class 
Co-Lirectors .Arne Sundolin from Sweden, appointed by FAO, and Carlos 
euintera, a iexican who, having. been chosen for this post from idthin 
ECL.L, eceits a special mention. 	His thinking is clear and well 
co-ordieated, and he has faith i the industrialization of Latin America. 
He in all eaeple of the young an(i enthusiastic men I have managed to 
attract to 3entiago in order to perfOrm tne vast and stimulating task 
upon 	.e are engaged. I am no'.'' devoting all My encreies to it, with 
the Same enthusiasm, though perhaps somewhat e.ederated; that I once put 
/into4_ l my 
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into my work for Argentina. 
I have no doubt, gentlemen, that is regards the financial., and 
more especially the technical, aspects of pulp and paper, this Fleeting 
411 meet with the success anticipated for it by the Argentine 
authorities, worthily represented by His Excellency the Sinister of 
Agriculture. - ,Nothing gives greater and more legitimate cause for 
satisfaction 'to Argentine opinion than the knowledge that its support 
has been of service to the other Latin American countries. Therefore, 
I cherish the hope that the Argentine. experts•attending this Rieeting, 
both, officially and as representatives of private enterprise, will be 
prepared to place their valuable knowledge at the disposal of all. In 
tee expectation that this hope would be fulfilled by Argentina, I was 
most. desirous that this iieetin3 should be held in Buenos Aires. I trust 
that such well, chosen guests will meet with all the warmth and generosity 
of ,Argentine friendship in this city - the friendship of my fellow 
countrymen. And eothing will j.ve N.,0 greater pleasure than to know that 
in' leaving Buenos •tires, one and all are inspired with feelings of keen 
.affectioe for this groat and productive 'avid, and for those who labour 








ADDRESS BY MI. EGON GLESINGER, DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF THE 
FORESTRY DIVISION, FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION 
OF THE UNITED NATIONS AT THE INAUGURAL SESSION OF 
THE LATIN WERICAN LEETING OF EXPERTS OH THE 
PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY ON 19 OCTOBER 1954 
The opening of the Latin Areerican 'fleeting of Experts on the Pulp and 
Paper Industry marks an important  date in FAO's history. 
in the past half century, pulp and paper manufacture has grown from 
a rether minor outlet for small-sized roundwood to an industry which is 
competing with sawmills for first place among forest industries. The 
world's sawmills still convert about twice as ruch roundwood as the 
pulp industry. But in urope and :eor'eh :a.aericc,, pulp and paper output 
already exceeds in value the production of sawmills. In Sweden, pulp 
manufacture even uses elore roundwood than the (:..ountry's famous sawmills, 
and ifeetapy countries the pulp rills have become heavy competitors of 
sawmills as buyers of roundwood. The attention given to the development 
of pulp and paper industries within the framework of FAO's forestry 
progranrae, therefore, needs no explanation. 
Let r:le mention briefl,, the principal events that have led to the 
Conference which opens today: 
In April 1912,  FAO organized a preparatory ∎toodpulp conference at 
'Aontreal. 
In June 1949, I was privileged to attend ECLA's second session at 
Havana in the course of which FAO drew attettion to the importance 
of developing pulp and paper industries in Latin Amunica. From 
this date a most fruitful co-operation grew up, based on regular 
contact, from whose joint efforts the present lieeting has arisen. 
In June  1951,  my colleague Ar. Terver presented to the fourth 
session of ,CLA a report on Latin America's pulp and paper prospects 
which led to the adoption of a resolution LeritinL, FAO and ECLA to 
und_rtake jointly the study on eossibilities for the Daulamaat of 
.the f-0J)and Paper Industry in Latin :enerica . This joint study, as 
you kno,,, was presented to the fifth session of EOLe.  field i 1'i 
1 	t .ao de Janeiro. 
In -,-,mpuigncr of 19514  Uil.zi3C0 alerted ECOSOC about the dangerous 
implications of a paper shortage, and 
/in September 
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In September 1951, ECOSOC pa3sei a resolution requesting the 
Director Genuel of FAO to advise meMbsr governments on a long-
term programme to provide 'JT cernt7des with adequate pulp and 
paper supplies to meet the 	esing needs. 
Since the odo'tion of that resolution. the acute paper shortage, 
which hal teen caused by the Korean raw materials boom, has d: appeared., 
However, the long-term problem remains. FAO, tcgether with th Regional 
Economic Comuissions for Latin America and Europe, has therefore 
pursued its course of action, in particular: 
- Seeding pulp and paper survey missions to 24 countries to 
investigat.3 on the spot the raw mate ial avai7abilities and 
economic prospects for est-ablishing 1-ulp and paper mills. 
- Organ: zing in December 1952 a consultation of pulp experts, 
to detcrIrdne the technological possilities and the 
prosective cost of manufacturing pulp and paper from 
tropicl woods, bagasse, straw and other less conTontional 
riAr materials. The results of this consultation were
piis:_ished in a pamphlet entitled Raw Materials for More Paer, 
rich aroused considerable attention and concinucs to be 
widely quoted and used. I am happy to welcome here many of 
those who assisted in that work and upon whose continued 
co-operation we may still rely. 
- Preparing a world survey of pulp and paper prospects which 
will be presented to the next session of ECOSOC. This has 
, -.1st come from the printer and is being distributed to delegates 
attcning this Meeting. 
As these actions were proceeding, we felt that the time was 
approg-wing when the results of these technical and local investigations 
should be placed before Latin American governments, industrialists and 
technicians. In the summer of 1952, therefore, ECLA and FAO decided to 
convene, in co-operation with TAA, this Latin American Meeting of Experts 
on trio Pulp and•Paper Industry as soon'as preparations could be 
adequotely completed. 
This sort historical description illustrates the great importance 
which FAO attaches to the present Meeting. You will therefore be 
scarcely surprised if I tell you that Monsieur Leloup, the Director' of 
FAO's ForestrY Division, as well as that Organization's Director-General, 
Dr. Cardon, had both intended to attend at least part of the Meeting 
/themselves. It 
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.,1themselves. It was a ;1-cat disappointment to Dr. Cardon that the session 
-4410.140 Council and other urgent medings prevented him from carrying 
. 
vetee.teiellee •leee'e... eefor 	 „Leloup, he only decided quite recently 
• t 	could nee include this 4cetinl in -Ilia of her comme.tmenli. It is, 
thereetor.e 	derfni eirst- pee ieereme)st,'-1.. B. convey to'  you, .on*.leehalf of Dr. 
eardo„e and lionsieurLeloup, thole ,eteeretS for not oeing able to join you 
',today.,, nel, 	 best.eeis.bdsnor'e.slleeesSfel 
'It'ik eustomary:eirf.. opening speeches 'to'c,,,.:r.-..ot,;ra.zo the conference 
.. ...2s4q.;:Tfattbe .01 outst'ancettlg emportence. Lot me• assure, you that I am not 
•,reereetiTel‘to stock phrases when J. i(erer eo the •significe.nce of this 
ETeting; Tr' itrf`r opinion, Vne development of pulp and paper capacity in 
(leit:i.lreemerice is et Latter of considerable importance for three basic 
.reaeees efffieheeSince they are..iesonteelly independent, reinforce each 
otnee.- ,,ehose,ehree reasons are: 
1B4!ft'paper consumption and liti.gh Liviee standards are almost 
. 34;sePierabit'elinked to each other. estaidard of living is made upeof 
.nany eleeeniSe but e.hieh standard of liviae is never achieved vithout 
leether sub4eetial amounts of food, teetiles, hoosine materials and 
certain cefler essentials. Paper is one 0 these essentials. Perhees 
size -br- the Sunday edition of
.- 
 the Neu York Times, compered vith that 
. of, neuspapers in France or Britain, does not accurately meesure the 
,relativeedegrees of civilization attained in those countries. 4evertheless 
ger;SCO's contentions reelaie true: that a first condition for literacy 
De the availability of textbooks, and" 'that modern democracy cannot 
"function eroPerly without newspapers of a reasanable-circulation and 
size. It is eeually true that modern methods of distribution require 
. huge amounts _ox packaging and wrapping paper both for efficient 
uestribution- and in the interest of public hyelene. 
Th,  first renson conferring importance on this Deeting, therefore, 
is that Le rest provide for repidlr rising supplies of paper in all 
Zonis, if Ire went to make ewe that the living standards of Latin 
emericae people rise at the rate vhich appears both possible and desirable. 
The second important aspect of this 1:,cotin has already been referred 
I to by 
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to by Dr. Prebisch. It is the part which pulp and paper factories can play 
in the industrial and economic development of new countries. 'I have always 
believed that pulp factories constitute the right type of investment in the 
early phases of industrialization wherever the three basic needs of that 
industry - namely, wood, water and power - are present. This is in contrast 
with various secondary industries wh.j.ch can func:s.ioh 'well only withjn the 
framework of a reasonably advanced lhdt-j.al setting and which, for that 
reason, are Jess suited for the early phases of industrial deelopment. 
These are the considerations which h2ve induced FP0 and the Economic 
Commissions of the United Nations to advocate a iioasure of decentralization 
of pulp and paper production, and the. establishment of capacity in Latin 
America .1.pd certain other regions of th,? world which haue hitherto relied pre-
dominantl on imperts for their pulp,, l*toir paper or both. 
Thus the second aspect of this keetin:, stsms from the fact that it will 
contrlhut,.: to souild progress in Latin 	 economic development. It may, 
at the 	tilt,;;, provide new opportunities for clOser co-operation between the 
industri lized countries of Europe and North America a;id this region, especial-
ly ff it should be pOSsible to associate the "know-hoW" of the big pulp 
manufacturing countries and the exporting interest of the manufacturers of pulp 
and plpet machinery in kr::erica and in Europe with the development we have come 
togeter to discuss here today. Professor Gunnar Myrdal, the Executive 
Secretary of the Economic CoMinission for Europe, with whom it is my privilege 
to be closely associated, is particularly interested in this aspect of your 
deliberatiOns, and had planned to come to Buenos Airea in order to take part 
personally in your discussions with regard to trade and financing. Unfortunate-
ly, the important conference on East-West- Trade, which is in progress in Geneva, 
compels his presence there. 
III. There is a third reason why thiS Meeting strikes us, in FAO, as a 
matter of special importance - namely, that a gradual development of 
pulp and paper capacity is probably the key that will open the door to that 
enormous storehouse of wealth constitutediv over 900 million hectares 
of forest located in Latin America. I hope you will permit me co awell 
/on this 
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on this particUlgr'aopect, eoth to illustrate what I meP.n and to di to 
, 
s'Oomot+itiangerova-uut widesi=ead misconceptions about the relation, Lip 
iAtc/eeh%theasism of Latin Ame4Lca.b .t.yrbub 	 potential importance 
ips.Lpulp andvpaper inctustries, .at 'feast in thb .oreseeable future. 
. 
'the vast forests of:Latin'America cover on-third of the land area 
of tnia eazionl. lAley.conStitute ore-fourtheof the ;Thole worldis forest 
arep.. 	illustrate 	of this_reserve in more tangible terns, 
the Tiresentfvor)d output of pulp and paper 
anniva. • some 	million cub.i.c'MStres of roundwood. If one 
ASi%IIrld(itt all Latin American rvLeouls.uan ;row llood at their present 
• .euole metrfts per hectpre anu thatithe annual harvest 
1_ cubic metre; or pulplerood 	, oould find that there are,  
en7oprorests in Latin AmWrida to 0Dodlice, on a sustained annual yle2d 
• bas_Ls,:p415wboo. 'or .five times unt.-14...pvnt world consumption of paper. 
mit'ct;i...tioliirra.,alone has as 'st*v, forests ks- Sweden and Finland 
tcZirm,ned `•.chiCh together proatfce 	 tonS of pulp, or more than 
ttriea 	Latin America's current pulp neqfii..-ements, 
7 
''Unforarately, these statistical illustrations are as misleading as 
tnp.. urstriKing. The possession of adequate forest reserves by no 
11)4s- impliei the possigbaity of establishing a pulp mill. In fact, even 
. 
Arinccessible hoogeneous,softwood forests, sq many other factors have 
:to.,:oevreeserit ao the same time that only relatively, few offer sites 
for a pulp factory. This is why Latin Amoticas. despite its vast 
foreSt resourec..1 „possesfies so few modern pulp factories. And this, or 
4"course,-is, the principal reason why this conference is meeting hare today - 
:Ito'- devisea
, 
 practical programme for changing this apparently paradoxical.  
situ4tion. • 
First, we mast abandon sweeping generalizations and look amore closet.;, 
at 	-aw material resources at hand. I suggest we distinguish four 
cazegories, namely: 
A. Tropical forests 








• This list is not exhaustive. I have deliberately emitted some 100 
million hectares of temperate broadleaved forests, because, save perhaps 
in Chilel .they do not constitute one of Latin America's principal sources 
of pulping materials; nor do I propose to take up your time by reviewing 
the potentially significant contributions from straw, bamboo and ,various 
other fibres which the papermaker can use. I will confine myself to the 
principal materials of immediate practical sicnificance. 
A. Let us begin with Latin America's evergreen and deciduous tropical 
forests which represent the overwhelming bulk of the region's forest 
resources. They cover some 800 million hectares, more tnan six times 
the area of all Europe's forests west of the Soviet Union and, in fact, 
a land area 60 ps'r cent larger than the entire "old continen•". 
As yet, these tropical woods are not being converted into pulp. 
Why not? In the first place, because tropical forests are composed of a 
great variety of species whereas papermakers have been accustomed to use 
.homogeneous raw materials, such as spruce or pine. Secondly, the 
difference in specific gravity between tropical species is greater than 
between temperate woods. Thirdly, tropical woods have hitherto been 
expensive because only few species have acquired commercial value, with 
the result that tropical forests are "creamed" rather than logged in a 
systematic way. Hence, extraction costs are high and, in fact, often 
prohibitive for all but precious woods. 
Finally, the industrial utilization of tropical forests is delayed 
by the fact that skilled labour, good transport facilities, cheap electric 
power, chemicals and other essential production factors are not available 
so that the establishment of a pulp and paper factory involves a far 
heavier investment than in industrially developed areas. 
In a way, these difficulties have acted so far as nature's weapon 
for self-protection, because had these obstacles not existed, industries 
might have moved in and created even heavier destruction than they have 
done in some of the temperate forests of the world. Contrary to 
widespread belief, many tropical soils, especially in Latin America, are 
of low fertility, the humus cover is frecuently thin and deteriorates 
/rapidly on 
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rapidly on exposure. The soil is sensitive to heavy rainfall and drought 
and, ;once the protectine tree cover is reeoved, erosion sets in and 
• ,iestroye the land. It is , thereeseee, .indispbnsable tnat industrial 
utilization of tropical forests"bo.ereceded ee ewe intro:he...we of 
- scientific management pregrmueesewhich can seeeeue. ene teal and the 
forests, anti ensure permanent peeeeee-...e. 
such methods for menagin etropical foreeet exist. They have been 
successfully tested under eemeereete eeeeeeeeee,en Africa and elseehere. 
elsq; eeeneas ler the pulping oI ,trope eee eeeee 	eeen developed and 
applecu eeieeeeey years in pilot planes wieh satisfactory results. In 
e-Leleeeel, it has been found that thejleteregeaeous composition of 
ftlopecaeitorests is not an insuperable obstacle, tropical mixtures of 
as..L.10.1f as 50 species have been successfully cookee in a digester and 
ifave'peeluced better pulps than'when:e. single tropical species has been 
,uses: It seems aesirable to establish' eroups of species so that all vood 
4-11ta' pule*, charge should be eithilieeecertain range of specific gre.vity. 
ftgeerreeee.e to 0.7; these cOnations of "homogenized heterogeneiteo 
edenebeeeeeepeeshed without undue difficulty. leere are cases, it should 
,lbelneritlenede f;heee, homogeneous wood supplies can be obtained also under 
;trbpicaDcoffditions. All over the tropical parts of Latin .merica there 
are important areas covered by pure stands of pecropia ("cetico" or "guarumo" 
,or '.'ielballba"): moreover, pure stands of this species often arise efter 
virgin stanes of mixed uoods have been clear cut, or after land has been 
'abandoned follouing banana plantations. Cetico is characterized by very 
rapid growth and hits excellbnt utilities for both chemical and mechanical 
eulp. 
At the present time, foresters in experimental stations ell over the 
uorld are searching for moans of replacing commercially loss valuable 
virgin steeds by second growth forests composed of a momeehat smaller 
number of desirable species. Considerable progress has been made, and in 
e.  few eeeks from-no'-;,results frcrn all over the 'head will be assembled 
and, cosidered at the Fourth .iorld.Forestry Coneress ehich meets under 
Fe0 sponsorship in Dehra Dun, India, and which has selected tropical 






It is wisely believed that this transformation of the tropical 
forests into second growth stands of carefully planned composition offers 
the ultimate solution, not only for rendering these forests generally 
useful, but also for building up gradually a large pulp and paper industry 
in the tropics. 
All these problems form the major subjects of this Meeting, and I 
would not dare to anticipate the discussjons. I may, however, be 
permitted a word of'warning against the danger. of entertednin exaggerated 
hopes. Progress will be slow; and it must be so if we want to avoid 
failures and setbacks. But the time has come to make a binning on an 
industrial scale, because our knowledge has reached a point when the risk 
connected with the establishment of a well-planned tropical pulp factory 
in no longer outside the normal range of business pr2.ctice provided a 
proper site is carefully selected. vwe can no longer afford to let Latin 
America's tropical forests remain idle. This, Mr. Chairman, is, as I see 
it, the challenge facing this Meeting. 
B. Latin America possesses a second significant source of pulp in its 
native conifers. Though they cover only some 3 per cent of the total area, 
they represent some 27 million hectares, or more than the entire forest 
area of Sweden. Indeed, if they were properly concentrated and accessible, 
these native conifers would be capable of yielding permanently, on a 
sustained-yield basis, all the pulpwood necessary- to meet Latin America's 
prorrectl-re paper requirements for some time to come. 
One must distinguish between two types: most significant are the 
Araucarias of which the best known is the famous Parana pine, which 
occupies nearly 10 million hectares in rather close uniform stands in 
the southern part of Brazil and contiguous portions of Argentina. There 
already exists in Brazils large factory producing chemical pulp from 
Araucaria, a species which poses no fundamentally new problems to the 
papermaker. Artificial regeneration has given satisfactory results, and 
yields of 10 cubic metres per hectare and more are being reported. Even 
a much lower figure would, be sufficient to cover Latin America's pulp 
requirements if all the Parana pine forests were put into use for that 






portion of. these forests iq badly located with rego.rkto transport, power 
and,  ether production factors, Parana erne is bound to remain an important 
reeeurce for nUlp manufacture. However. these big trees constitute a 
precious reserve Lux- tne manufact,ee of heavy sawn timber and plywood, 
And should be reserved for these, hieker eqes-instead'of being put through 
the pulping shipper. 
. 
The.second concentration of native conifers lies in Eexico and 
Central America„especially in Guatemala, Honduras and Haiti. it consists 
41e0Pmeele m a.i.iion neeeares of various pines, most of which arc probably 
3§:dialvd.'f9r,pu.t.p manufacture, some already beirig used for that purpose. 
However. a large portion off, these pine forests'performs important 
lap-•rter',Iivetfunctions, and should.net be exposed to regular industrial 
#itl.eeez!te-ready.heavy damage hael, been inflicted to these stands by over-
emeerig4,1excessive grazing, resire.tapping, fire and insects. Therefore 
4,4apr, gd.A.11ion hectares in the Uchoac4n, the Chihuahua and the 
l'ere44,,lenite-1igions of Mexico can oe,ciassitied at 'present as a raw material 
p;Parc'erf61:pulp manufacture;  in due course 4it may be possible to drall, 
tPStderleortions of Latin America'spines. 
...TIrMtations. of quick-growing'pulpwood species represent a third 
xmMTPCnt resource. 250,COU hectares of Insignis pine, which have been 
gradually established in Chile since the beginning of the century, have 
become internationally known, for their exce7tionally high groe,th rate, 
lend are,said to averaz-;e 20 and often 30 cubic metres annually per hectare. 
Pi a row years fran now these plantations are expected to yield over 3 
Millionlcubic metres otipulpeooe. annually. One factory to manufacture 
flewsprivt is now under construction there, and work is expected to 
Icom.ence'shortly on a kraft pulp mV1. 
Plantations on a fairly gUbstantial scale have been started with 
Araklearia in Brazil and in Argentina, with tropical broadleaved trees in 
certain parts of Brazil and with quick-growing poplars in the Delta del 
Vlata. The potential significance of plantations for the supply of 
,ulpwood is considerable, since•) million hectares of such plantations 
coma once again produce continuously, in reasonably accessible locations 
gym i~a aoneentrIted homogeneous stands, all the pulpwood which Latin 
America mi,r;ht 
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AMerica might require. 
Plantations are attractive since they introduce the idea of moulding 
nature to industry's needs, a procedure which might prove easier or cheaper 
than the usual course of adaptiat, irdistry to nature. But the problem is 
not so simple as it looks. ExperieLcs shows that pure, even-aged stands of one 
species only are extremely vulmlable to insects and diseas; it is also 
believed that monoculture may adverrA?ly W7fect soil condions. In any case, 
basing a V.g new industry on a few hundred thousand be(tres of forest 
plantati.ons, simply because one has rot yet been able to solve the problems 
connected ;,rf.th the use of hundreds of mdlaons of heetares 	natural 
forents, MV seem expedient but does not impress me as the sund long-term 
wch we have come here to discuss. 
D. A forth and •:ather iMportaht source of pulping in terials exists in 
sugar cane begse. Latin America's annual supply of this waste product 
is estimat d 1)aween 12 to 15 million tons dry weijat. 
Now if: all the bagasse produced in Latin America were available for 
industrial conversion, some 6 million tons of chemical pulp could be 
obtained, about four times the equivalent of the region's present paper 
consumption. In fact, only a fraction of the figure mentioned can ever 
be made available for papermaking. Bagasse is the main fuel of the sugar 
mills, and significant surpluses become available only in modern mills 
which have efficient boilers, or in locations where cheap alternative fuel. 
is available. Also, the fact that many sugar mills operate only three-six 
months a year means that bagasse would have to be baled, dried and stored 
at considerable cost in order to permit continuous pulp manufacture. 
Hence, possibilities for establishing a pulp and paper manufacture based 
on this agricultural residue are more limited than might appear at first 
sight. however, it is important to remember that long-fibre pulp of 
good quality can - be.produced frOm bagasse by methods which'have only 
recently been perfected, and about which more will be heard in the course 
of this Iteeting. 'Thus, the already enormous reserve of pulping materials 
from Latin America's forests can be supplemented by a limited but 
/nevertheless important 
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n€vertheless important supply of agricultural residues, which is likely 
to become of particular significance in Central America and the Caribbean. 
The basic impression Which this very summary review of Latin 
America's resources for pulp manufacture is bound to produee,is best 
characterized by the French term nun embarras de richesse". And yet, 
despite this wealth, and desnite'the well-known dynamism and spirit of 
adventure of Latin America's ineastriaiets, the region possesses to date 
but iew moaern installations fpr the manufacture of chemical pulp, and 
onij  ynu m--ern newsprint mill. 
A closer look at the region's present pulp industry reveals two 
rure-ersignificant facts. First, that all the existing pulp mills are , • 
vase- 	enaZ one might call the traditional, but in Latin America 
second-u7,1 eee.eas of fibre; ind, second,. that despite thei abundance of 
mo, materials- as native conifers, forest plantations 
hece:Agr1:-11teral residues, the pulping capacity of Latin America is still.  
only eore2:e001,000 tons or less tnsn ono-third of the region's current 
eonsumplen. 
In my-Apiniony this situation can be attributed in part to the 
)11adeguacy'in supply and in part to the unsuitability of the raw 
materlgals.. To be sure the pulping of tropical woods is only in its 
.6eginning. However, the growth of a large pulp and paper industry also 
depends coLviderably on the zeneral industrial progress 15f the region, on 
the availability of capital and equipment and on several similar factors. 
I sincerely believe that industrialization and general economic conditions 
for prow,ress have reached a point where they will permit the 2Ather rapid 
growth of a substantial Latin American pulp and paper industry. I further 
feel pretty sure that,in the course of this processsit will be found that 
Latin e ,ericals raw materials are far better suited to pulp manufacture 
than they were previously believed to 'kit. 
Ir rfaki; these statements, I am thinking primarily of the tropical 
'forests, both in their presen4 ritate and tkv7t a the 'second growth stands 
into which thoY.sholild be gradumily transformed. I must admit thlt this 
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PULP AND PAPER CONSUMPTION, PRODUCTION AND TRADE 
IN LATIN AMERICA 
Paper for Prfp. -ne and Writinc4 
Tentative Forecasts for 	in 1(55 19.60 and_1965 
by The Intelligence Unit of The Economeest, London, 
and UYESCO 
The Economist Intelligence Unit was asked by UNESCO to prepare forecasts 
of dama:Id for (a) newsprint and (b) printing paper - other than newsprint -
and writing paper, in the years 1955, 1960 and 1965, in all countries and 
territorieso. t the world where demand for either one of these two groups 
of ccEmoditiee is expected to be at least 50 metric tons yearly before 1965. 
In the preparation of such estimates, special consideration was given 
to the felleing factors: 
Demographic trends. Here an examination was made of the present 
level 	population, the rate of growth of population in recent years, and 
the prelpaele change in the absolute numbers and the age structure of the 
population. 
(ii) Trends in Literacy. Where data was available, a study was made 
of the trend towards the elimination of illiteracy in the country concerned. 
This trend was then associated with the likely change in the demographic 
trends. 
(iii) The trend of domestic paper production. The possibility of demand 
being either partly or entirely met by domestic production was considered to 
be one of the important factors influencing the level of consumption in a 
given area, since it would free a particular country or territory from 
eventual marketing or foreign exchange problems. 
(iv) Probable fluctuations in income. For certain countries, it was 
possible to relate paper consumption to the present levels of over-all 
or per capita national incomes in real terms; then an estimate was made to 
establish the probable trend of real income during the period under con-
sideration in order to determine, at least to some extent, the probable 




In short, the methods used were basically non-statistical in the 
sense that no elaborate statistical relationships were established nor 
correlations attempted. The relevant variations were considered to be 
so numerous and their long-term trends so uncertain that the results of 
any complex statistical analysis would have been of doubtful value. In 
fact, a careful examination and assessment of the importance of the 
relevant factors relating to each country or territory was felt to be 
the only method likely to produce Wortii-while results. 
The figures shown in the paper are the result of the analysis made. 
Country by country forecasts are given only for America, and in particular 
Latin America. Lack of data on the consumption of "other printing and 
writing paper" prevented forecasts being made for Cuba, Honduras and Uruguay. 
In the case of Argentina, it was difficult to suggest estimates of future 
demand for (a) newsprint and (b) other printing and.writing paper because 
the "true" level of demand in post-war years is not exactly known. In 
particular the forecasts of future demand for newsprint are speculative 
and may well prove to be inadequate. They should be interpreted with 
caution. 
Consumption trends in jranning, Packing and 
Industrial Paners anc11121Ehand 
by Louis T. Stevenson 
This paper discusses growth trends in the United States in the hope 
that a study of these may,be helpful to the pulp and paper industry in 
Latin America. 
The tremendous growth in4he consumption of packaging paper and board 
in the United States has been.due largely to mass-marketing techniques, 
including national advertising, standardized 'packaging and display techniques. 
Paperboard has lent itself readily to this through its ability to carry 
both the advertising message and.the product. The growth of the chain 
stores and supermarkets: has at. once facilitated and been.made possible by 
these developments. Paper.and board have played an important role in this 
revolution in distribution. Economy of packaging, safety in transportation 




consumption is rising, and with increasing population the rise in consump- 
tion is expected to continue. 
A projection of past trends indicates a demand in 1965 of over 17 
million tons for paperboard and almost 5 million tons for coarse paper. 
Whether these levels of consumption will be realized depends upon the 
continued development of nev: ezes, If manufacturers aggresively continue 
their research and development programiros these figures may well be 
attained. 
World Trends in Consum tion of Newsorint, 
othee Printing Paper and Writing_Laper 
by UNESCO 
Nevsorint 
between 1928-1930 and 1950-51, world newsprint consumption expanded 
from en E:eerage yearly level of 6,340,000 tons to 9,283,000 tons. 
In 1931-1933, owing to the depression, the average level of world 
concee tion dropped to 5,786,000 tons. It then rose from 6,508,000 tons 
in 1934 to 8,095,000 tons in 1937, but dropped to 6,801,000 tons with 
the recession which took place in 1938. 
From 1939 onwards, as a consequence of the second world war, world 
newsprint consumption dropped from 7,071,000 tons in the first year of 
the war to 4,549,000 tons in 1944. 
From 1945 to 1951 increasing production gradually made it possible, 
as the world economic position recovered in the post-war period, to close 
the gap which had existed between supply and demand since 1939. It was 
only in 1949, however, when 8,464,000 tons of newsprint were consumed, 
that the pre-war yearly high of 8,095,000 tons in 1937 was surpassed. 
The yearly average increase in world newsprint consumption from 
193 through 1937, when ground which had been lost during the depression 
of the ear-ly 1930's was being regained, was close on 600 thousand tons. 
The averaL;e yearly increase which took place in the post-war immediate 
period of recovery (1945 through 1950), was approximately 760 thousand 
tons. 
Latin American newsprint consumption increased, between 1929 and 




American newsprint consumption increased in five years between 1929 and 
1947 when aggregate world consumption dropped; these years being 1932, 
1939, 1941, 1943 and 1944. 
Excepting second world war years, the only years between 1929 and 1947 
when the Latin American figure dropped were 1930, 1931 and 1938, when 
recessions in the United States affected the economy of several Latin 
American countries. While Latin America failed to show an increase in 
consumption in 1948, 1949 and 1950, this was not due to a decrease in 
aggregate demand but a consequence of the world newsprint shortage and 
of restrictions on imports made necessary in several countries by "hard" 
currency shortages. Excluding Argentina, which was perhaps the country 
most affected by the newsprint shortage, Latin America showed the following 
increase in consumption over the previous year: 13 thousand tons in 1948, 
5 thousand tons in 1949, 17 thousand tons in 1950 and 30 thousand tons in 
1951. Average yearly growth of Latin American newsprint consumption in 
1947-1951 (excluding Argentina), was 17 thousand tons. The volume of demand 
for newsprint which remained unfilled in Latin America during this period 
is, however, not known exactly, 
The second world war vastly changed the pattern of world newsprint 
distribution, the average figures for 1940-1945 being, in comparison with 
those for 1928-1939, as follows: 
Increases 	 Decreases 	 No change  
United States Europe 	15.6% 	South.Central Asia 
and Canada 	1608% Far East 1.3% South East Asia 
Latin America 
1.4% Oceania_ 	 0.5 
Near and Middle 
U.S.S.R. 0.6% East 	 0.1% 
Africa 	 0.2% 
During the period 1946-1951, the newsprint purchasing position of 
United States consumers remained strong in comparison to that of consumers 
in other parts of the world, mainly owing to the division of world trade 
into "soft" and "hard" currency areas. The average percentage of world 
newsprint supplies consumed in the different areas in 1946-1951, in comparison 















United States and Canada 
Latin America 
U.S.S.R. 
South Central Asia 
South 	as 	Asia 




Africa 	 0.1% 
The above figures would seem to indicate that the main trends in world 
newsprint distribution in the post-war years have bean: 
(1) A tendency for the combined United States and Canadian share of world 
supply to recede slowly. 
(2) A lasting contraction, in comparison with pre-war, in the share of 
world supply taken by Europe ;e:eluding U.S.SR.) 
(3) A static: consumption, on the long-term average, in Oceania, of 
approximately 2.5 per cent of the total world supply. 
(4) A long-term trend, in the underdeveloped areas of the world - Africa 
Asia, Latin America, the U.SS.R. - to take a larger share of world 
newsprint supply. 
An examination of the growth of newsprint consumption in 1950-1951 
over pre-war (1935-1939) in the various underdeveloped regions furthermore 
show: Vat, despite the world newsprint shortage and "hard" currency 
shortages, this expansion has been of 118 per cent in the near and Middle 
East, 100 per cent in South Central Asia and in Latin America (excluding 
Argentina) and 80 per cent in the U.S.S,,It.; figures which compare with 
an increase of 67 per cent in aggregate United States and Canadian 
consumption. 
Prir ing Paper (other than Newsprint) and Writing Paper  
Only incomplete statistics are available on the world's consumption of other 
printing raper and writing paper. Nevertheless, consumption outside the 











The above data would put the average yearly increase in world 
consumption (excluding the People's Republics) at approximately 450 
thousand tons in 1947 to 1951. However, as consumption gains appear 
to have been much greater in 1950 and 1951 than in 1947-1949, and as 
the time series over which data are available is very short, it appearS 
difficult to draw any definite conclusions in this respect. 
Data on Latin American consumption of other printing paper and writing 
paper is only available for the years 1947 to 1951,, and this excluding, for 
lack of information, consumption in the Bahama Islands, Barbados, Bermuda, 
British Honduras, British Guiana, Cuba, Guadeloupe, Honduras, Jamaica, 
Netherlands Antilles, Windward Islarids Gird UrUguay. The incomplete 







Judging from the above figures, Latin America would consume between 3 
and 4 per cent of the printing paper (other than newsprint) and writing 
paper used in the world (excluding the People's Republics). 
/ As used in the present paper, the term "People's Republics" is taken 
to include: Albania, Bulgaria, Continental China, Czechoslovakia, 
German Democratib Republic, Hungary, Korea (North), Mongolian People's 




ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF PULP AND PAPER MANUFACTURE FROM LATIN 
AMERICAN TROPICAL AND SUB-TROPICAL HARD ODDS 
Influence of Mills Size and Integration upon  
Investment and Cost 
by AB KarIctL,ds Mekaniska Weri:stad 
This paper consists of 15 specially prepared tables providing cost data 
for non-integrated and integrated sulphate kraft pulp mills. Comparisons 
are made for daily capacities of 50, 100, 200 and 300 metric tons, and for 
bleached and unbleached pulp. Capital investment requirements, labour and 
administrative costs and building volumes are all calculated for the 
different types of mill. 
The general conclusion of the paper is that under Swedish conditions 
it is no profitable to build pulp or parer mills with a daily capacity of 
50 teas si less, and that to be profitable the capacity should be at 
least 100 tons a day. 
Sury_tyinE of Locational Factors for the Installation of  
Pulp and paper Industries in Tropical Regions  
by The Centre de Recherches et d'Etudes pour l'Industrie 
de la CellIllose et du Papier 
TrPI)dcal raw materials for the pulp and paper industry are abundant 
and cheap, but a detailed preliminary study is required before preparing 
definite plans to install an integrated pulp and paper mill. 
This preliminary study falls into four distinct phases: (1) a rapid 
survey of the country as a whole, and of the general possibilities for 
pulp and paper development; this survey will enable certain areas to be 
delineated within which there seems to be a prima facie case for 
establisng a new project; (2) a more intensive survey of the areas 
selected, and a consideration of the process to be adopted; prospective 
sites will now emerge; (3) a detailed study of local conditions, covering 
all aspects of intended operations; and (4) an appraisal of production 




The paper discusses the categories of information which must be 
sought at each stage, and the methods by which it can be obtained. The 
need for making the fullest possible use of existing sources of information 
is stressed. 
Forest Inventories . Tropical  
by Dammis Heinsdijk 
More intensive management in temperate. forests, has led to the need 
for better assessment of forest resouroes.'''Earlierinventory techniques 
have been improved to give greater precision. In tropical forests, though 
a wider margin of error maybe acceptable,.. the risks involved in pioneer 
development impose the need for careful assessment. 
In the tropical forest there .is no technical alternative to aerial 
survey combined with surface sampling. The latter is difficult and costly, 
but the extent, and therefore the expense, of.the field work necessary to 
achieve a required degree of precision can be considerably reduced.by 
appropriate air surveys and correct interpretation of air photographs. 
The experience and skill of the phoo-reader are extremely important,. 
since skilled .interpretation.„making.use of data accumulated in widet, 
spread sampling, can provide a wide range of, information. 
Aerial survey can do little to help the entrepreneur concerned with 
the selective exploitation of a limited number of precious species. So 
far as pulp•exploitation• is concerned,-the wi.der.the range of •fibres (and 
species)-acceptable for pulping, the better will be the information 
obtained, both in volume and-precisionl-for a given expenditure. 
• The paper presents some preliminary results of field work carried 
out in the Amazon, The experience, of tropical inventorying. in the Amazon 
so-- far tends to confirm that acquired. by the author earlier in Surinam. 
/Preliminary Projects  
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Preliminary Projects for Pulp Mills and their Service 
Facilities in Tropical Regions 
by The Centre de Recherches et d'Etudes pour l'Industrie 
de la Cellulose et du Papier 
This paper sets out the general principles to be borne in mind in 
drawing up nlants for the establishment of a pulp mill in a tropical region. 
It examines the various stages, from the conception of tLe plant and the 
specification of equipment and buildings, to the laying doer of a work 
schedule in its different phases; it draws attenton to the difficulties 
which are likely to be met with at each stage in consequence of the 
special environmental conditions (climate, lower productivity of labour, 
communications, etc.). 
1Thlle the method of building a tropical mill does not differ 
essential4 from that employed in building a mill elsewhere, planning 
needs 	be at once more detailed and more flexible. Generally speaking 
it will take longer, and the work schedule must allow for the fact that, 
becaree of the lack of local expertise and the distance from equipment 
suppliers, relatively slight hitches, which could be rapidly overcome 
in a developed country, can occasion considerable delays and pile up 
costs. 
Wood Extraction and Trans ortation in Tro ical Re ions 
by Pierre Allouard 
This paper describes the conditions offered by tropical and sub-tropical 
forests for the extraction and transport of wood for making pulp. It also 
examines the influence exerted by these conditions on the investment required 
for exploitation and on the cost of the wood delivered to the mill. 
Certain. sites were selected to illustrate these points. These were in 
Yucatin (Me-2(ico), Amapa (Brazil), Misiones (Argentina) and the River 
Magdalena Valley (Colombia), in which the author either carried out surveys 
or undertook visits 6f inspection. 
Estimates of pulpwood costs in these four locations are given, 
explained and compared. 	
/Economic Availability  
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Economic i.vailability  of Putpwssfrom Latin-American 
211127Irovipai Forests 
by Orlando A. D'Adamo 
This paper emphasizes the need for comprehensive planning of raw 
material supplies from sub-tropical forests .for industrial pulp and paper 
mills. The danger of exhausting forest reserves must be avoided. In 
the case of tropical and sub-tropical .rain forests, irrational exploitation 
inevitably leads sooner or later to a limitation of industrial deVelopment, 
with consequent economic and social disturbances. 
Industrial planners must recognize the fundamental. need to conserve 
forest stands either by reafforestation erby natural regeneration. 
-Studies carried out in heterogeneous forests in the Province of Misiones 
(Argentina) show the economic possibility of ensuring •industrial supply 
by applying specific sylvicultural methods. 
The paper considers the economic exploitation of tropical forests.  
for the dual purpose of: a) providing  raw matorial for the, pulp and 
Taper industry; and b) providing raw material .f3r other industries. This 
dual possibility arises from the very nature of. 'die stands, where species 
of recognized industrial and commercial value aril found in association 
with. bthers of little or no value. The utilization of the latter in the 
pulp and paper industry would provide all the conditions for conserving 
and improving Latin-America's forestry resources.. 
Pulpwood-from-Peruvian "Cetico"  (Cecropia)  
by Banco de Fomento Agropecuario del Peru 
The paper assesses the forestry resources, of the Amazon basin and 
goes on to give a detailed description of the botanical and silvicultural 
characteristics of Cecropia. This tree grows rapidly, has good fibre 
properties and is ideally suited to, provide raw material for making pulp 
and paper. 
The Banco de Foment° Agropecuario delYeru began studies in 1939 to 




material. Tests made by the Cellulose Development Corporation (England), 
by a pulp mill at Turin (Italy) and by the Batineyret Company (France ) 
led to the production of several tons of newsprint; these were used for 
normal newspaper issues in Italy, France and Peru. 
At the same time the Peruvian National Aerial Photography Service 
carried out a preliminary inventory which indicated that there were large 
stands of cetico in the Pucallpa region. This is undoubtedly the most 
suitable area for installing a pulp and paper milt, 
The sylvicultural studies on the spot have examined the characteristics 
of the natural growth and regeneration of cetico and the possibility of 
establishing plantations. 
According to the work undertaken in Italy and England and in connexion 
with the Batineyret project, paper produced entirely from cetico can compete 
in the Lima market with imported papers; a mill with an annual capacity 
of 18,00 tons could be installed in the zone of Pucallpa. Peru currently 
imports r;oLle 12,000 tons a year of newsprint, at a cost of three million 
dollars,. 
P. 'FAO mission has advised that the project is perfectly feasible, 
both from the technical and the economic standpoint. 
pulpin of Latin American Woods 
by G.H. Chidester and E.R. Schafer 
This report describes briefly various pulping experiments at the U.S.. 
Forest Prodilcts Laboratory on 39 individual species and 10 mixtures of 
species. The various mixtures were comprised of some of these woods and 
70 acditional ones, making a total of 109 woods tested individually, or in 
mixtures, or both. The mixtures ranged in composition from 2 to 32 
different woods. 
The  Technique of Pulping Mixtures of Tropical Woods  
Regie Industrielle de la Cellulose Coloniale 
This paper aims atsodemonstratingthat from the point of view of the 




consists of pulping mixtures of various species. The advantages, of pulping 
mixed woods shown by tests carried out in a pilot plant installed at 
Bimbresso on the Ivory Coast are discussed, and the results .obtained with 
alternative mixtures of twelve different epecies are shown.. 
The second part of the study describes the mixing technique.used in 
order to pass from the laboratory to the industrial stage. Moreover, 
tropical species are classified into two groups according to their paper.-
making and pulping properties. 
As regards to variations in the composition.of the mixtures, the results 
obtained in two series of studies are examined, their respective objectives 
being to assess the degree of variation allowable within each mixture and 
to determine the effects of too great a variation. 
The regeneration of the forest after its first exploitation should 
tend towards "controlled heterogeneity". 
It is stated that the composition of the mixture can contain important 
botanical differences without prejudicing the constancy of results, and it 
is suggested that the sulphate or the soda-sulphur processes with slight 
modifications according to the mixture are the most suitable.. 
Preliminary E:e5u1ts  on the it11.7Ding of some Brazilian 
grobical and Su -Trmical Hardwoods  
by L. Rys, 	Boenisch, W; Cverbeck and H. Schwarz 
About twenty tropical wood species from the Amazon region and thirty 
species of subtropical wood from Parana State were examined as to physical 
properties, chemical wood composition and fibre length, and microphotographs 
of the fibres of these single woods after cooking by the sulphate process 
are presentee. 
The mixture of these woods was cooked in a laboratory digester, using 
the standard sulphate process. The resulting pulps were tested before and 
after bleaching and the mechanical properties determined after beating in a 
laboratory Valley beater 
It was found that the mixture of woods with a density range from 0.25 
to 1.1 could be ,cooked successfully ,bythe,sulphate process, and the 
resulting pulp could be bleached to a good colour without difficulties, 




The mechanical strength of these pulps, bleached or unbleached, is 
satisfactory for paper making, 
These results indicate that similar tropical or subtropical wood could 
be used for paper making without any special selection. 
21 .1111211&21112Euzian Cetico for 	Manufacture of Newsprint 
by Batineyre:, 
During 1951 and 1952, at the request of the Corporaci5n de las Amazonas 
(later to become the Departamento de la Selva de Foment° Agropecuario del 
Peru), the French firm of Batineyret studied the pocsibility of manufacturing 
newsprint from Peruvian cetico. For this purpose, the Corporacion de las 
Amazonas sent 50 tons of cetico logs to France. 
Part o: this wood was treated industrially in a mechanical pulp mill 
in the Frohch Alps. A mechanical pulp was obtained with good physical 
propas. 
Tr. :ad with 25-30 per cent chemical spruce pulp, the cetico mechanical 
pulp g,7.13 a paper comparable in every aspect with ordinary newsprint. This 
paper was used successfully for a February 1952 issue of a French daily 
newspaper. 
Cetico Chemical Pullaand 100 per cent Cetico Paper  
Laboratory and semi-in.thIstrial trials were then undertaken, using the 
sulphate process to ascertain whether cetico chemical pulp could be used 
as a substitute for resinuous chemical pulp in the manufacture of newsprint. 
Bleached and unbleached pulps were obtained, with characteristics very 
closely resembling those of pulps from European resinous species, and only 
slightly inferior to spruce pulp characteristics. 
From a mixture of cetico chemical and mechanical pulps (35 per cent 
chemical), newsprint was manufactured on a semi-industrial scale; this had 
characteristics wholly similar to those of newsprint currently available on 
the world market. 
A Batineyret mission spent several months in Peru studying local 
conditions for establishing a mill. Details of organization, production 




The mission studies the availability and cost of all raw materials, the 
organization of transport facilities; sources of power; mill site; cost 
of manual labour; investment; and working capital required.. It was 
concluded that the establishment of a newsprint-mill, using cetico as raw 
material, would be a technically feasible and profitable undertaking. 
Economics of Newsprint Production 
by P.R. Sandwell, President, Sandwell & Co. Ltd. 
In the major newsprint export countries the minimum economic size 
of a new newsprint paper mill has risen from 300 to 500 tons of daily 
capacity in the past fifteen years, The purpose of the paper is to discuss 
the reasons for this situation and to examine the extent to which they 
would apply in Latin America. The information contained in the paper is 
intended to explain current North American newsprint manufacturing 
practices and to establish a basis for assessing proposed developments in 
Latin America. 
In Part I of the paper the relationship between mill size and capital 
investment and the corresponding total fixed charge against productiOn is 
evaluated for North American and European conditions. Similar relationships 
between mill size and manufacturing cost and profit are developed. It is 
evident on the basis of the figures so developed that in North America and 
Europe a new mill to produce newsprint in its usual ibrm can only do so 
economically if it is of relatively large size. Part I concludes by 
enumerating the conditions which have fostered and allowed this situation. 
Part II of the paper deals with Latin Americanbonditions. CoMparative 
relationships between-size and capital investment are developed for a 
hypothetical mill which would have raw materials suitable for pulping by 
conventional methods and which would serve the larger Metropolitan markets. 
Capital costs are found to be more or less the same, and because of 
compensating factors, fixed charges are found- to be about the same as in 
North America. General economic circumstances in respect to markets,' raw 
materials, energy, transportation, labour, and sources of.capital alter the 
relationships between mill size and manufacturing cost and profit as they 




On the basis of conventional techniques, and under the conditions 
assumed for the purpose of this paper, it appears that newsprint can be 
produced economically in mills of mole modest size in Latin America than in 
the Northern Hemisphere. Very small mills, sized to match raw material or 
market conditions, require either some special local advantage or 
integration with other plants in order to make them economic. It is 
evident, however, that conditions in Latin America are sufficiently 
different from those in North America to justify departure from conventional 
techniques. More liberal paper quality requirements and the current 
develop.nent of new processes well suited to Latin American raw materials 
suggest the possibility of new mill designs, equipment better suited to 
small capacities, and a balance between heat and power, the combination of 
which may well overcome the disabilities of the cost patterns inherent in 
conventional newsprint manufacturing techniques. 
The Use. in Newsprint, of Bleached Cold Soda Pulps from 
certain Mixtures of Latin American Hardwoods 
by G.H. Chidester and K.J. Brown 
The hih yield, cold soda pulping process was applied to two mixtures 
of Latin American hardwoods. Mixtures of equal parts of 8 hardwoods from 
the Yucatan forests and 4 Brazilian eucalypts were pulped under varying 
conditions. Quantities of the cold soda pulps, prepared under optimum 
condition3, were semi-bleached and used in newsprint papermaking trials. 
The major results were as follows: 
(1) Newsprint papers made entirely from the semi-bleached cold soda pulps 
were more than adequate in strength and brightness but were more transparent 
than standard newsprint, and the porosity was high. The opacity was 
improved equally as well by adding 40 per cent of groundwood pulp or 15 
per cent of clay to the furnish containing the Yucatan cold soda pulp. 
These: additions also decreased the strength properties of the paper, but 
not below those of a commercial newsprint. 
(2) Satisfactory cold soda pulps were obtained in yields of 84 to 91 per 
cent. The pulps were bulky and slightly darker and weaker than cold soda 




(3) The cold soda pulps were bleached to brightnesses in .a range of 56 to 
69 per cent by the application of calcium hypocholorite with 10 to 15 per 
cent available chlorine based on the moisture-free pulp. The pulps had 
good appearance and were satiafactorily free of shives. 
Economic Aspects of Integrating Pulp  and  Paper Industries 
with other Forest Industries 
by J.A. Hall 
In this paper the author points out the effects of a rational . 
exploitation of the forest on its yield, and the advisability of integrating 
the forest produCts industries in order to make the best possible use of the 
crop.. ;  
It is emphasized that the industrially less-developed countries of:the 
world should take advantage of the experience gained by those countries with 
a higher degree of industrialization, and reference is made to the special 
example provided by the United States whose forest resources were almost 
depleted in the past century in order to meet the extraordinary demand for 
wood resulting from its industrial development. Fortunately, it was 
gradually realized that the character of the forests is; limited and that it 
would be necessary to exploit them in an integrated form in order to be able 
to producethe wood needed to maintain the standard of living. 
' • It is recommended, therefore, that, in the long-range planning of the 
exploitation of Latin American forest resources, integrated operations should 
be envisaged such as are now conmon in the northern hemisphere. 
The author points out an important feature of forest crops, namely, 
that the methods used in harvesting go far towards determining the yield and 
quality of succeeding crops. 
Reference is made to an ideal integrated plan according to which the 
residue from one stage in processing would be picked up and used at an 
earlier stage, and in which activities based on mechanical conversion, such 
as'sawmills and chemical industries like that of pulp and paper, would take 
a part. Chemical industries act as scavengers, converting great quantities 
of waste material into valuable products. 




integrated operation, the size of the potential market for each product, the 
adequate forest inventory which is a prerequisite for the establishment of 
an integrated industry as well as the adequate marketing research. 
The degree and form of integration that is best for any given situation 
such as the size and character of forest ownership, the history of forest 
exploitation and development, the nature of the industrial setup and 
various economic conditions such as density of population, size of the 
potential market, distance from markets, transportation facilities, sources 
of power, etc. are also discussed here. 
Completely integrated operations usually demand a sustained supply of 
raw material. In many cases such a supply is dependent upon the general 
state of industrial and cultural development in a given area. Integration, 
therefore, will usually proceed parallel to the general industrial 
developnert of the country. If this moves too fast, it may bog down in raw 
materal saortages or a lack of markets for its products. 
'_ad by-products are briefly enumerated and some important comments 
are rvaa on the use of wood as a source of carbohydrates which in their turn 
could a-ave to increase the world food supply. 
Finally, it is stated that planning for the integrated utilization of 
a forest in an industrially under-developed country requires vision, study, 
and careful consideration of inter-related economic factors. The result of 
such planning would be the more cor:plete employment of wood in meeting human 
needs. 
The Amazon Region and the paper Industry 
by A. de Miranda Eastos 
The Amazon basin covers a vast area of some 7 million square kilometres, 
about half of which lies within the territory of Brazil. Because of its 
exteat and the variations in its climate, it contains a large variety of 
trees, whlh have been the object of research for many years. It is only 
recently, however, that a systematic study has been made of the density of 
the stands in some areas and of their economic value in terms of area 
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The Amazon basin is destined to become a world centre of pulp and 
paper Froduction. Nevertheless, many of the projects and plans put forward 
over the last fifty years with a view to industrializing local economic 
resources, have been doomed to failure. There have been many reasons for 
such disappointments, including shortage of capital and labour, unhealthy 
conditions, poor transport and insufficient agricultural production to meet 
local demand. 
These difficulties are in course of being overcome. Towards the end 
of 1951, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations appointed 
a mission which is making field studies. Its findings will be particularly 
interesting, in view of the information and recommendations contained therein. 
In addition, the Superintendencia do Piano de Valorizacao Economica da  
Amazonia (SPVEA) set up in 1953 to foster the development of agricultural, 
industrial and mining production in the region, is undertaking development 
work of a positive nature, for which it has large and ever-increasing 
economic resources at its disposal. The Federal Territory of Amapa, created 
in 1943, contains, apart from its fibre resources, rich manganese deposits and 
a considerable hydro-electric -...otental, and has helped to develop the 
Brazilian Amazon region. Studies of forest species have been made in the 
Territory with a view to exploitation. Experts from FAO and ECLA have 
concentrated their efforts on the area close to the Paredao waterfalls on 
the Araguavi river; a hydro-electric plant is planned at these falls, with 
an initial capacity of 25,000 kilowatts and possibilities of expansion to 
100,000 kilowatts. All the conditions are present for converting this zone 
into a large paper-producing centre. Light-coloured species, with a low 
density, predominate in the area. It has been estimated that economic 
exploitation could be based on a minimum of 250 cubic metres per hectare. 
Again, surveys made in the vicinity of the Vila-Nova River proved that, on 
the basis only of trees with diameters of more than 30 centimetres, over 240 
cubic metres of usable wood per hectare would result; this wood conversely, 
is dark-coloured and has a high density. This proves that there is an 
immense variety of species to be found in the region and that, as regards the 
paper industry, the important thing is to know how to select the area which 




Potential Use of Wood from tauparEamalfaragami 
for making Pop and Paper 
by E.B. 	 
The dense sub-tropical forest of the Upper Parana, in Paraguay, has 
excellent potentialities for the establishment of a pulp and paper industry. 
The soil is fertile and the climate is geed; large coniferous plantations 
can be developed; there is a navigable river system; plenty of water is 
available for pulping operations and as a potential source of hydro-electric 
power The Servicio 'Monica Interamericano de CooperaciOn Agricola, at the 
request of the Paraguayan Government, undertook a study which established 
that the installation of a pulp and paper industry in this area would be a 
key factor in an integrated forest utilization, programme and in the 
colonization of the region, The problems to be solved are of an economic 
rather 	o:' a technical natue. 
Parana forest is some 350 kilometres in length and from 50 
to 75 1-71ometres wide. A section of this area extending some 100 kilometres 
along 	Parana river and about 30 kilometres wide offers the best prospects. 
It is crossed by navigable rivers and contains the three most important 
hydro-electric potentials. There are on an average some 30 different tree 
species per hectare; L2E1.19ainosae predominate, over 27 of that family having 
been identified. Enough varieties of bamboo are found to provide roughly 10 
per cont of the fibrous raw material available in the Alto Parana for paper 
making. 	is estimated that, including all species, this region could 
supply. about 100 cubic metres of usable wood per hectare. 
Despite their heterogeneous nature, the species of the Upper Parana 
forest region, mixed in the same proportion as found, will make a homogeneous 
paper pulp under normal working conditions. No special methods are required. 
The 11:e of chemicals is relatively low in both cooking liquor and bleaching. 
The 	is not suitable for making high-resistance packing paper, since 
its properties are only average, but by mixing it with 40 to 60 per cent 
coniferous pulp or pulp made from certain tropical plants, first quality 
wrapping pacers  can be obtained. The pulp is easy to bleach and can be used 
to make various types of writing paper. Mixed with 20 to 40 per cent of 
coniferous pulp, it can be used for fine printing papers. It can be blended 
with mechanical 
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with mechanical pulp or other low-grade materials to make ordinary writing 
or printing papers; there seems little likelihood, however, that the pulp 
could be used alone for making newsprint, in view of its poor resistance 
characteristics. Tests of the suitability of Upper Parana species for 
making purified pulp for chemical use do not entirely rule out this 
possibility, though they lead to no definite conclusion. 
ASPECTS OF PULP AND PAPER MANUFACTURE BASED ON OTHER 
LATIN AMERICAN FOREST RESOURCES 
Mexican Experience with Coniferous Plantations for Pulp and Pa 
by Hans Lenz 
In Mexico industrial plantations of timber were originated by paper 
manufacturers with a view to increasing their long-term resources of raw 
material. The paper deScribes the results achieved at the privately-owned 
plantation of "La Venta", located 24 kilometres from the capital, at an 
average altitude of 2,700 metres. This plantation has supplied wood for 
the paper industry since 1920. 
Planting tests have been made with a number of exotic species such as 
Pinus radiata, P. caribaea, P. nigra, P. alepensis, P. resinosa, P. 
ponderosa and others, and also with Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga taxifolia) and 
Abies concolor. It has been found, however, that the native species yield 
better results particularly Pinus patula, P. montezumae and Abies religiosa  
(oyamel). Special care has to be taken to protect the oyamel during its 
growing period. 
The experiende at "La Venta" has been corroborated by similar work 
carried out at Zacayucan where the first trees were planted in 1936. Here 
the species have had to be limited to pines (Pinus patula and P. montezumae) 
since the oyamel did not thrive because of the altitude. 
•FulawOolfromEucalyntus Plantations 
by Armando Navarro Sampaio 
In this paper the author deals with the economic culture of the 
eucalyptus in the State of Sao Paulo, Brazil, initiated in 1903 by the 
Paulista Railroad Company, under the directoin of the agronomist Edmundo 





• After a brief historical description of the dissemination of the 
genus Eucalyptus in Latin America, observations are presented on the 
behaviour of the different species in various types of soil and climate, 
bearing in mind the future utilization of the wood. 
• He describes in detail methods of planting and soil treatment, control 
of diseases and pests, and tha problem of fires. 
He also presents in detail a plan for the selection of genetic studies 
on the principal species planted. 
Estimates in physical units, and in Brazilian currerey pr hectare have 
been made on the cost of planting and cultural operations until the 
exploitation of the wood. 
The best methods of exploitation of the wood for various purposes 
are described, and presented together with statistical data on fuelwood 
production per hectare, and the development in diameter and height of the 
differen'e species planted in the State of Sao Paulo 
Ho iclu.des all the data obtained during fifty years of research, on 
the w, .7ious uses of eucalyptus wood for fuel, charcoal, posts, piles, 
sleepers, civil constructions, joinery, pulp, essential cils and tannin. 
The result of the authors observations in Australia, where he 
travelled during September and October of 1952 as Brazilian representative 
in a UNFAO mission to study the use of eucalyptus for pulp and paper, are 
also related- He visited three big paper factories there working with 
eucalyptus pulp, utilized in the following proportions: 
Newsprint paper - Eucalyptus pulp 80% 
Long-fibre pulp 	 20% 
Mechanicalylp 
Kraft paper - Eucalyptus pulp 	60% 
Long-fibre pulp 	 40% 
Chemical,pulp 
Superior quality paper for 
books, magazines and writing paper 
Eucalyptus pulp - 	 90 to 100% 
Finally he describes what is being done in relation to the production 
of pulp and paper from eucalyptus wood in the State of Sao Paulo, where 
there are several firms producing different types of paper using varying 




the Paran4 Pine (Araucaria angustifolia)or imported 1png.4ibreipulp. The 
average proportion of eucalyptus pulp used in the_ fabrication 	writing 
paper and book paper in Sao Paulo is 75 per cent. 
Pul wood from Plantations of Exotic Confiers. in the Parana: Delta 
by Celulosa Argentina S.A. 
1) During 12 years of experimentation with 9 species of conifers in the 
low floodlands of the Paran4 Delta, only Pinus Elliottii (until 2 years ago 
considered to be P. caribaea)and Pinus Taeda have shown a favourable 
adaptation to this environment with a rapid rate of growth, resistance to 
, 	. 
edaphic humidity, and tolerance to waterlogged lands and acid soils. 
2) Planting may be carried out between April and August, on land with or 
without flood control once ditches have been made, utilizing bare root 
plants or plants placed previously in rough clay pots; the bare root plants 
placed in their final position cost approximately Arg. $0.10 each, while 
those in clay pots cost Arg. $0.40 each. 
3) The'following spacing in planting is considered advisable: 2 x 2 
metres in the case of Pinus Elliottii and 2 x 2.5 metres for Pinus Taeda. 
4) As the large majority of the Delta lands do not have a deep underground 
water layer, the roots of the pines extend laterally between 10 and 50 
centimetres below the surface of the soil. 
5) The highest rates of growth have been noted in soils that have their 
sandy layer near the surface, or in those which have a thin, loose, 
permeable layer of silt underneath the organic layer, permitting the 
capillary rise of the water contained in theeandy layer. 
6) The average annual growth of the existing plantations in the Delta has 
been more than 1 metre in height and over 1.5 centimetres in diameter 
(measured at a height of 1 m. 30 cm.). 
7) On the basis of the average height and diameter measurements of pines 
in a small forest and the thinning carried out ,in the same plantation, the 
estimated volume per .hectare in the twelfth7ear .of growth has been 255 cubic 
metres. of larked wood .in the case of Pinus Elliottii and 280 cubic metres 
for Pinus Taeda.  




per hectare, taking as a basis the volume of gross wood, has been 30 
cubic metres for Pinus Elliottii and 33 cubic metres for Pinus Taeda. 
Forestry  easures Undertaken by the Argentine Government  
in order to Increase Pulp and Paper Production 
by Administracion Nacional de Bosques, Ministerio 
de Agricultura y Ganaderia de la NaciOn (Argentina) 
In 1938 the importance of paper consumption in Argentina was already 
apparent, and demand had increased gradually year by year. 
dith the object of promoting pulp and paper production, the Argentine 
Government has projected, as part of the First and Second Five-Year Plan, 
the installation of new mills - issuing Decree 8594/49 to promote supplies 
of raw materials - and the cultivation of plantations of species adequate 
for this purpose. 
The Government set aside the forests of the San Pedro Colony in the 
province of Misiones, where araucaria angustifolia is grown, a species that 
can be satisfactorily utilized in the manufacture of chemical pulp, and also 
the ParanA Delta zone, with appropriate climatic and soil conditions and an 
extensive area for plantations of Salicaceous species, employed in the 
manufacture of mechanical pulp, and had initiated a definite development 
movement in these areas. 
This naturally does not men that other species and areas which could 
contribute to increased production of raw materials for pulp and paper are 
not being taken into consideration 
In turn, forestry credit - guaranteed by Art. 59 of Law 13,273 -
favours the cultivation of tree plantations by private enterprise, and this, 
together with permanent technical advice and the necessary supplies of seeds, 
slips and plants at favourable prices, will enable Argentina ► s forestry 
activities to supply the paper industry with the raw material required 
for its development. 
Furthermore, in order to consider the possibilities of utilizing 
native species as raw material to satisgy the demand of the pulp and paper 
industry, the National Administration of Forests is carrying out the 




In conclusion, the Argentine Government, determined to solve this 
serious problem, has organized the countryts forestry activities in order 
to ensure an adequate supply of raw materials required by the pulp and 
paper industry to meet domestic demand. 
South African  Experience in the Planting of Exotic Species  
by N.L. King 
This paper briefly outlines the natural timber resources of South 
Africa and the efforts that have been made to augment the meagre supplies. 
It traces the development of forestry from South western Cape eastwards 
through Natal to the Transvaal and indicates the main species that have 
proved successful. 
It gives the areas afforested with exotic species, the present yield 
and the uses to which the woods are being put. 
Finally, it discusses the timber requirements of South Africa, the 
potential yield of plantations and forests and the possibility of extending 
plantations to an extent sufficient to satisfy the needs of the country. 
Production of Chemical 	and Groundwood from Willow, 
Pular and P(Tlar. niillow 
by Celulosa ,:i-gentina S.A. 
The paper gives a short account of the salicaceous species with special 
reference to the types growing in the Parani Delta. Poplar and willow woods 
in Argentina provide good mechanical pulps for the manufacture of many types 
of board and certain grades of paper. Particulars are given of experiments 
carried out with the aim of improving the quality of the pulps. 
Tests at the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, U.S.A., have shown 
that the varieties of poplar found in the Delta can be used to make 
semi-chemical pulps, because of their high cellulose and low lignin contents. 
The results of tests are presented in several tables. 
Tests were also made to determine the quality and characteristics of 
the mechanical pulp obtained by dressing the pulpstone of the grinder at 





f1111L.02222E_NalSill from 21.q..1.U111.14.1.21.111 
by R.B . Jeffreys 
In this paper the author discusses the use of Eucalyptus in Australia 
for the manufacture of pulp and paper. Reference is made to the fact that 
although there are over four hundred species of Eucalyptus growing in 
Australia, less than twenty of them are used in the pulp and paper industry. 
A list of the species that are used is given. The other species are not 
all unsuitable for paper making and the reasons for the limitations in use 
to twenty species are discussed. 
Brief references are made to the use of Bleached Soda Eucalypt pulp 
in the manufacture of writing and printing papers, and to the use of 
Eucalypt Mechanical pulp in the manufacture of newsprint. The manufacture 
of Eucalypt Kraft pulp and its uses in the unbleached and bleached forms 
for making wrapping papers, lithos and liner boards are discussed in some 
detail. 
Particular attention is paid to the difficulties that have been 
experienced in making and sin Euca1Lpt Kraft pulp. Methods of overcoming 
the difficulties are mentioned. in maing the pulp the main difficulties 
were associated with evaporating and burning the black liquors. The black 
liquors have a very high viscosity which effects the evaporation and the 
solids tend to form a black inert mass on the floor of the recovery 
furnaces. 
Reference is made to the wide variations in the quality of the pulps 
produced from Eucalypts of different species and to the effect of,  growth 
rate and age on the pulping properties of pulpwoods from the same species. 
The effect of these factors on black liquor properties is also discussed. 
On the paper machine the chief trouble experienced was sticking at the 
press and the solution to this problem is mentioned. 
The author compares the Eucalypt forests of Australia from which the 
various pulp mills are being supplied, with the Eucalypt plantations in other 
parts of the world. Most of the Australian pulpwood comes from mature and 
overmature forests, a considerable proportion of which have grown at a slow 




been grown mainly at a fairly rapid rate. It is suggested that the 
overseas Eucalypts will probably make better chemical pulps than the average 
Australian pulpwood and that the black liquors will probably give less 
trouble in the evaporators and the recovery furnaces. 
Research into the Use of Trithrinax Cam estris Palma Palmera, 
caradautayss as Raw Material for Paper  
by Walter Ginzel 
The palm, Trithrinax campestris, grows in natural stands in various parts 
cf Argentina, such as Santa Fe, Cordoba, San Luis, Santiago del Estero, 
Tucuman, Corrientes and the province of Entre Rios, where the largest stands 
are found. This palm, which is popularly known as the "palma", "paImera" 
or "caranday" according to the area where it is found, grows to a height 
of 2 t, 4 metres, the trunk being covered with remains of foliage; the 
leaves are flabellated and divided into segments. It is these leaves which 
can be used, not only in the textile industry, but also, when green and 
well-developed, in the paper industry. 
The fibres are from 0.7 to 2.5 millimetres long and from 8 to 20 micra 
wide; thus the average length/width ratio is 100:1, making them suitable 
for use in paper. Their structure is cylindrical, with very thick walls, 
so that they are suitable without much refining, for making bulky, absorbent 
papers; because of their fibrillating capacity, they can also be used to 
obtain strong papers. 
The alkaline process, with caustic soda, was used for tests on a 
laboratory and on a semi-industrial scale. Air-dried leaves with 10 per 
cent moisture were cut up into sizes of 2 to 3 centimetres and treated in the 
digesters. Caustic soda consumption ranged from 8 to 10 per cent, calculated 
en dry raw material, depending on the method of cooking useci. The pulp 
yield was 40 to 50 per cent, which is similar to that of straw and other 
annuals already used industrially on a large scale. The completely dry 
pulp analysed as follows: 73 per cent cellulose; 17 per cent pentosans; 
7 per cent lignin and 3 per cent ash. Because of the process used and the 





Trithrinax palms grow abundantly in several parts of Argentina; this, 
coupled with their easy exploitation and the successful tests made, 
indicates that this new raw material for pulping can be used on an 
industrial scale. 
ECONOMICS OF PULP AND PAPER MANUFACTURE FROM SUGAR CANE BAGASSE 
pula4.Egwi2Lj2Waru.l_arRefer ncetothe 
Mechano-Chemical Process 
by Elbert C. Lathrop and Samuel I. Aronovosky 
Sugarcane bagasse is a valuable material for the pulp and paper 
industries. Much has appeared of late in the daily and technical press 
about new processes for pulping bagasse, new mills to be built, and 
particularly about making newsprint from bum*. alone. These stories 
have been written for many purposes, political, promotional, and technical. 
Most of the reports have, of coarse, sow basis in fact, but the bias with 
which some were written and the unqualified character of many of the 
statements have proved very confusin. On the one hand? a person might be 
led to believe that bagasse is ideally suited to make almost any kind of 
paper, and on the otter that its utility is quite limited. Neither opinion 
would be correct. It is the purpose of this paper to present factual 
information concerning the kinds of pulps and papers, from the poorest to 
the best, that our present knowledge tells us may bs made from bagasse. 
From the standpoint of necessity owing to unavailability of wood or 
other pulps, it is possible to manufacture usable papers or boards from pulps 
made from whole or screened bagasse but these will be of low quality. Pulps 
made by cooking with lime will be useful only in making low-quality board or 
wrappings. Waste papers if available can, be used to advantage in the 
manufacture of such products. 
By pulping with the pressure, Celdecor, or meehano-chemical (MSC) 
processes, using chemicals composed of or containing caustic soda, much 
higher grade products, including bleached pulps, may be made from whole or 
screened bagasse. When bagasse pulps and waste papers alone are available, 




grade papers is advisable. By using such methods, boards as, well as 
printing papers of various qu4iity can be produced which will be acceptable 
in many markets. Much better results will ensue if mechanical wood pulps 
or kraft pulps made from tropical or hard woods are available for blending 
with the bagasse pulps. In such cases the best use for the bagasse pulps 
will be as blends with the virgin wood pulps and such waste papers and 
fillers as may be available. The use of various such combinations will 
make possible the manufacture of a much wider range of fairly good to good 
papers. 
The best results can be expected from pulping only depithed bagasse 
fibre. If commercial uses for the separated pith, such as fuel, feed, or 
paper filler, can be found, the costs of such depithed pulps may be lower 
than those of pulps made from whole or screened bagasse. Such bagasse pulps 
can be used alone for the manufacture of the highest quality corrugating 
board medium and also for the manufacture of glassine and certain kinds of 
waxing papers. When these unbleached pulps are blended with kraft or 
sulfite softwood pulps, superior wrappings, bag, and multiwall bag papers 
and liner boards can be manufactured, When the pulps are bleached and 
blended with bleached mechanical pulps or bleached chemical wood pulps, a 
wide variety of very high-quality printing and specialty papers becomes 
available. These bleached bagasse pulps can replace other chemical pulps 
in blends with mechanical wood pulps to produce newsprint, Magazine-book, 
coated book, and other papers containing large amounts of mechanical pulps. 
Furthermore, the high tensile strength of these bagasse pulps when produced 
by the mechano-chemical process suggests that weak mechanical pulps might 
find a much wider use in the manufacture of good papers. 
If it should prove expedient to make newsprint from 100 per cent 
bagasse pulp and filler, a collateral market for the use of the bleached 
pulp in printing, writing and other papers should be rapidly developed to 
provide for the loss of the newsprint market in the event that mechanical 
pulp or lower cost imported newsprint becomes available. 
In selecting pulping methods, consideration should be given not only 
to the cost elements, such as low initial capital investment, maintenance, 
and operating costs, but also to simplicity and utility of equipment, 




requirements, and ease of process control. Bagasse is a variable raw 
material; the paper and board industry in any country is bound to expand 
with time; and competition in world markets will increase. It is 
desirable and should be possible to design new mills with great flexibility 
so as not only to manufacture, from the bagasse and other raw materials 
available in the local market, the best products possible but also to 
provide increasingly better products and some of wider use as the market 
expands or as other types of pulps and raw materials become available for 
blending with the bagasse pulps. 
Economic and other Factors to be Considered in the Use of 
2-g:a._!Suarcal3aasseas a Raw  Material for Pulp and Paper 
Manufacture 
by Elbert C. Lathrop 
Neither paper nor sugar manufacturers seem to have a clear understanding 
of each other's problem nor appreciate the full significance of the 
economic and technological factors under their joint control that may 
contribute to lasting success in both industries . It seems desirable, 
therefore, to discuss the subject fully so that new ventures into bagasse 
utilization may be made with the least risk of failure. 
Factors relating to bagasse production, which are more or less under 
the control of the sugar producer, are discussed rather fully. Variations 
in quality and quantity of bagasse due to cane variety and culture, to cane 
harvesting practices, and milling practices are shown to produce rather wide 
variations in the chemical and particularly in the physical characteristics 
of bagasse, including dirt and carbon contaminations. 
The present uses and value of bagasse as a raw material for fuel, 
building material, and paper manufacture, and for use as litter or mulch 
are briefly described. It is pointed out that surplus bagasse is present 
at most sugar mills, requiring burning for disposal. 
Problems concerning baling, handling, storage, losses during storage, 
and the cost of stored bagasse are discussed at length because the subject 
is evidently not generally well understood. 




"total bagasse". The objections to pith in paper manufacture are discussed 
at length. Methods used to separate pith from fibre have been perfected. 
Several of these are described, including flow sheets and cost data. From 
this data estimates on costs to produce several grades of papers from 
depithed fibres vs. whole bagasse show the fallacy of believing that 
depithed fibre is more costly to use for papermaking.. Uses for pith, 
particularly as an absorbent for molasses for feeding, .are discussed. 
From the analysis presented the sugar mill is the logical place to 
prepare depithed fibre, in which event high-grade pith becomes available. 
By combining pith and blackstrap molasses and using this material for 
feeding cattle on the plantation, the highest value will be realized for 
both. Silage and fodder is also available on the plantations in the form 
of tops from the cane. Thus based on integration between the paper and 
sugar industries, pith-free fiber could be made available for high-grade 
papermaking, pith and molasses for feed. 
In considering the close integration of a sugar and pulp and paper 
mill, hoWever, the writer adds a word of warning. The paper mill, if it 
is to make bleached paper should not burn bagasse or pith for fuel, because 
of the almost certain contamination of the bleached pulp with carbon 
particles. If the paper mill is to be located near a sugar mill, it should 
be so located as to avoid the same hazard. 
Saving of Bagasse for Paperlaking.) Thermal Considerations  
by Cellulose Development Corporation 
If bagasse is required for purposes other than burning, a factory 
which used, say 600 kgs. of steam per ton of cane can make several economies. 




StunmarY of Economies Discussed 
Bagasse saved Pc. 
bagasse ptroduced 
Savings in Figs. 
steam/ton cane 
Installation of an airheater or 
economiser 10-15 
Circulation of the condensates in 
the evaporators, maximum 10 1.5 
Introduction of steam bleeding from 
the multiple effect for use in 
juice heating, say 50 7.5 
Reduction of the Imbibition Water 
from 33% to 20% 32 5 
Installation of a thermocompressor 
on the 1st effect 40 6 
30-35 
I,iost of these modifications could be made concurrently, but the 
total economy would not quite equal the sum of the economies made 
separately. The first three ace all measures which have been quite widely 
used in the industry; there are still a number of factories which have not 
adopted all of these and sone who have not adopted any. 
Whilst deliberate reduction of imbibition water and the installation 
of a thermocompressor have less appeal, there are other steps not 
enumerated but discus >e'. which may be described as the more diligent 
application of sej.entlic common sense: elimination of steam exhausting 
to atmosphere, tl.,:F.rmal insulation, close control of imbibition water and 
of final moisture of -c:7, asse, 
In addition, in certain special circumstances, the surplus of 
bagasse may be increased by the direct production of alcohol on a large 
scale; also by growing cane with a high fibre content. 
In general, the economies outlined may be said to save 
between one quarter and one third of the bagasse. 
It would be possible to make more drastic savings where the 
possibility exists of using high-pressure exhaust steam and some pressure 




When the means of economy are exhausted, alternative fuels may be 
used; this may be quite economic and will also result in more satisfactory 
boiler operation than when bagasse is used as fuel. 
Of the possibilities discussed in the paper, probably the most 
attractive are those which least complicate the sugar mill operations. 
Undoubtedly thermo -compression requires a degree of technical control which 
makes it suitable only for more advanced sugar factories, whereas stepped 
steam-bleeding from the evaporators is considered simple enough for any 
sugar factory to apply. 
Improvement in boiler efficiency is straightforward, and is applicable 
to almost every mill. An important yet straightforward improvement is the 
electrification of all machines which are driven by steam engines which 
merely exhaust to the atmosphere, and the lagging of pipes and condensate 
tanks. 
Samingelagasserorolcd Boiler House 0 erations 
by G. Ranvez 
The paper industry, compelled by increasing raw material requirements, 
has experimented successfully with the use of bagasse. Difficulties arise, 
however, in obtaining supplies of bagasse, since its main use is in the 
sugar mills themselves, in supplying their requirements of fuel. 
A simple and profitable solution to this problem may be found in 
rationalizing and improving combUstion, and ia the introduction of heat 
recovery elements'and modern combustion devices. 
It is estimated that the modernization of sugar mill boiler plant 
could, in the case of Argentina, release sufficient bagasse to manufacture 
some 22,000 tons of pulp per year. This need not involve either the use 
of additional fuel, such as wood, nor resort to an alternative fuel, such 




Preservation, Handling and Storing of Baggasse 
by The Celotex Corporation 
For more than thirty years the Celotex Corporation has been engaged 
in the collection and handling of bagasse in the state of Louisiana, 
U.S.A., and its use in the manufacture of insulation fiberboard products 
in a factory located in the same state. As a raw material for this 
purpose, bagasse has both advantages and disadvantages, but the former 
outweigh the latter, and the disadvantages have had their effect on the 
development of equipment and techniques used to handle this annual crop. 
Multiple installations are required to bale and stack, and then later un- 
stack and ship, this bulky material to the facory. 	The large investment 
required fcr many baling statiJns and storage fields, and the seasonal 
nature of the operation, represent "hidden costs" which must be taken into 
account in considering the eememics of bagasse usage. 
Factors Influencing the Selection  of Processes  and Choice of  
Equipment for Bagasse Pulp Manufacture 
by Joseph E. Atchison 
In this paper the writer reviews all the important factors which might 
influence selection of the process and the choice of equipment for a bagasse 
pulp mill. 	It is pointed out that the first step in the development of 
any project for the production of pulp from bagasse should be a complete 
technical and economic survey by personnel who are specialized in this 
field. 	The question of choice of process and equipment, as well as the 
decision regarding the feasibility of any project, involves a complicated 
inter-relationship of many technical and economic factors which can be 
properly treated and analysed only by highly experienced personnel. 
The great importance of depithing sugarcane bagasse before pulping 
the fibre is reviewed in considerable detail. Numerous reasons are given 
for removal of the pith before pulping and the author points out many 
difficulties which may be experienced in all phases of the operation if 
the pith is not removed before pulping, A reviw is ,4v<er_ of some important 




It is pointed out that conventional pulping methods normally used for 
wood are not, without modifications, applicable to pulping bagasse. A 
number of these modifications are described. 
A review is given of the most important processes now available for 
pulping bagasse, taking into consideration methods in commercial use in 
various parts of the world for cooking both bagasse and straw. The five 
processes described are the 
Soda Process, 
Sulphate Process 
Monosulphite or Neutral Sulphite Process 
Caustic Soda-Chlorine Process 
Mechano-Chemical Process 
These processes are compared and some advantages and disadvantages of 
each are given. Flow diagrams are included for the mechano-chemical process 
and for pressure digestion cooking by either the soda, sulphate or 
monosulphite processes 
Each of the technical and economic factors which must be considered 
in selecting the proper process and equipment for any bagasse pulp mill 
project are discussed at length and the relationship of each one of these 
factors to the choice of process and equipment is given. The factors 
discussed are as follows: 
1. Initial cost of equipment for each process. or the capital required 
for a mill of given size; 
2. The relative availability and cost of chemicals necessary for each 
process in the specific area; 
3. The availability and cost of fuel delivered to the plant site; 
4. The availability and cost of purchased power; 
5. The availability and cost of labour in the area; 
6. The availability and cost of an adequate water supply; 
7. Means available and cost of effluent disposal; 
8. The cost of bagasse delivered to the pulp mill site; 
9. The grade of pulp, paper or paperboard which is to be manufactured. 
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Experience of Industrial Bag se Pulping 
by Cellulose Development Corporation Limited (England) 
The interest in pulping bagasse for paper-making and the reasons for 
it are discussed against the background of present world pulp resources and 
consumption trends. 
Successful enterprises data only from about 1939, but there are now 
about a dozen mills in various parts of the world pulping bagasse on a 
. commercial basis. Four of these mills produce bleached pulp, three using 
the Celdecor-Pomilio process (as at mid-1954). 
Bagasse availability, storage and pulping by different processes is 
considered, and the uses, special properties, and limitations of bagasse 
for pulping are discussed. 
After more than 100 years of experiment, bagasse pulping is now 
established on a sound basis; it is believed, it can play a significant 
part in meeting increasing world demand for pulp and paper. 
Industrial Experience in -iagrlse P11:0 i.-anufacture in .21/gentina 
by Celulosa Arv,3ntina S.A. 
This paper describes the manufacture of chemical pulp from bagasse in 
the State of Tucumgm, Argentina. After indicating the source of the raw 
materials and the process adopted, it discusses the early problems 
encountered in the baling and storing of bagasse, and the way in which 
these were solved. An explanation is given of how the pith is eliminated 
before cooking. 
A description follows of the investigations undertaken at the companyts 
research laboratories concerning the influence of pith on the various stages 
of the process and on the resultant pulp. The relative merits of producing 
pulp from bagasse containing pith as opposed to bagasse freed of pith are 
discussed. 
The experiences at the Capitan Bermildez and Tucuman mills in making 
bleached pulp from depithed bagasse are described, as well as the operational 
procedures. 
Finally, a description is given of laboratory and industrial-scale tests 




Industrial Experience in Bagasse Pulp and Paper 
kanufactursama_ 
by Jose Correa S. 
The paper describes how an agricultural by-product (bagasse) has been 
converted into a great variety of papers by W.R. Grace & Co. at their mill 
at Paramonga. This mill has successfully operated for more than fifteen 
years. It is situated in close proximity to the sugarcane plantation 
operated by an affiliate of the company in the Peruvian coastal lowlands. 
A modified soda process is employed for producing pulp from depithed 
bagasse for the manufacture of all kinds of wrapping and packing papers. 
For higher qualities some imported pulp is used as well. 
Twenty-five Years of Argentine Industrial Experience in 
the Pulping of Straws and Cane  
by Juan Di Filippo 
The paper begins with a description of the studies and procedures 
carried out by Celulosa Argentina since its establishment in 1931. The 
early background of the caustic soda-chlorine process is given. 
Problems connected with raw materials, water, fuel and power are dealt 
with and an enumeration is given as to the availability of straw and salt 
in the.vicinity.of the original mill. The company's first mill was located 
at Capit4n BermAdez (formerly Juan Ortiz) Argentina, and began operations 
in 1930-31. Its technical features at that time are described, and 
contrasted with the present ones. 
Data are provided relating.to numerous laboratory tests which have 
been made for the pulp mill. 
Barasse Pulp and Paper Ian at Piracicaba 
by Lino morganti 
The political, economic and technical considerations which led to the 
decision to establish a pulp and paper mill based on bagasse at Piracicaba 
are described. This mill is planned to produce 15 thousand tons of pulp 




is described, and an account is given of the way in which power, water, 
chemicals and other requirements are to be met. 
The paper concludes with a description of the operations from the 
reception of the bagasse from the sugar mills to the finishing processes 
in the paper mill section, 
The Alkaline Pulping of Bagasse for High-Strength 
Papers and Dissolving Pulps  
by William J. Nolan 
A method has been developed for the depithing of bagasse which 
recovers 70-80 per cent of the bagasse as very clean fibre. The pith 
fraction contains a very small proportion of fine fibres. Photographs are 
furnished to show the quality of the fibre and pith fractions, Bagasse fibre 
has been pulped at constant steam pressure and liquor concentration to 
produce high purity pulps. Pulps of 45 per cent yield, containing 2.0 per 
cent pentosan, 0.8 per cent lignin, 95-96 per cent alpha cellulose, have 
been produced in 10 min. cooking time. Degree of polymerization of these 
pulps is about 1000-1100. Pulps of about the same purity and slightly 
higher yield can be produced in 5 Lin. cooking time but the degree of 
polymerization is too high for dissolving purposes, being 1700-2000. These 
pulps can be bleached to 84 G.E. brightness by a 5 stage standard process, 
using 1.5 per cent equivalent chlorine. To realize this brightness it is 
necessary to extract the pulp with dilute HC1 before bleaching. Ash 
content of the bleached pulp is high (about 0.14 per cent). Pulps of paper-
making grade can be produced from bagasse fiber at low concentration and 
constant steam pressure in 15•20 min. cooking time. Yield of pulp is 
60-63 per cent of the original fibre and the pulps are very high in pentosan 
content, 23-24 per cent. These pulps are 20 per cent stronger than the 
maximum tensile strength of pine kraft and 10 per cent stronger in bursting 
strength. They are considerably stronger in double folds but are less than 
half as strong in tear. The pulps can be hydrated to maximum strength with 
the expenditure of very little power. Unbeaten strength in burst, tensile 
and double folds is unusually high. The low lignin content of these pulps 





PRESENTATION OF PAPERS ON SELECTED TECHNICAL MATTERS 
. Modern Trends inI,Lottytes'of Pulp and Paper Mills 
by A.M. Hurter 
With few exceptions there has been little change in the technology 
processes and equipment for pulp and paper manufacturer during the past 
decade and there is no indication that this situation will change in the 
near future. 
The considerable change in the industry and the present trend is more 
a matter of the careful application of established processes and equipment 
than of the introduction of any revolutionary development. 
Automatic control, continuous processing, carefully applied materials 
handling methods, efficient mill layouts and mill integration, to reduce 
both waste and manpower, distinguish modern mills and represent the present 
trends in modern mill design. 
Automatic control and continuous processing have had a marked influence 
on modern mill. design. Materials handling method6 are also a very important 
phase of modernmill design. However, it is often not fully appreciated 
that efficient materials handling in the movement of materials at the lowest 
possible cost under the circumstances and that the technically neatest ,  
solution is not necessarily the best. 
The mill layout and the mill property have a very definite.influence on 
not only the overall efficiency of the mill as originally built but also on 
the capital expenditure required for expansion and 'the overall efficiency 
of the mill when enlarged, 
The principal trend in equipment design has been toward continuous, high 
capacity units. These features are of lesser importance in the case of small 
diversified mills and for such mills the use of second hand machinery should 
becarefully considered. 
The acquisition of modern machinery does not necessarily result in a 
flaodernjmill. It is quite possible to design an essentially modern mill using 
equipment available a,decade ago. The opposite is equally true; if modern 
design concepts are overlooked it is quite poSsible to obtain an obsolete 




ialm2A221LarEffluentBispasal as Factors 
in Locating Pulp.  and Pa er Mills 
by Julius Grant 
The subject is considered under three main headings, namely the 
quantity and quality of the water supply, and the disposal of waste effluent. 
Estimates are given of the quantities of water required for the 
preparation of different types of pulp with or without integrated paper 
manufacture. Where water supplied are limited or vary in quality it is 
shown how water of different degrees of purity may be used for different 
parts of the process. Economy of water by recovery methods is also discussed. 
The relative merits of lake, river and well waters are considered. The 
first is preferred, because of its relative constancy of volume and 
composition, and freedom from suspended matter. Dependence on wells may 
involve certain risks, and unless adequate wells actually exist it is safer 
to choose a site where there is visible water all the year round. 
Criteria of quality of water for different types of paper and pulp are 
tabulated and discussed, with special reference to colour, hardness, iron 
content, dissolved solids and pH value. Methods for the treatment of water 
supplies are also dealt with. 
Considerations affecting the discharge of effluents into rivers, lakes, 
the sea or elsewhere are discussed and compared. The importance of full 
and frank collaboration in these mattes with local authorities is emphasized. 
In general, paper mill alkali pulp process effluents are more amenable to 
treatment than are other types of effluent, and a method is envisaged for 
the complete elimination of polluting effluent in certain of the former 
instances. Brief reference is made to methods of treating effluents and to 




The.Relationship2111mRuphological Characteristics of 
the Fibres from Tro ical Woods and the Quality of the Pulp and 
Paper Obtained from them 
by the Regie Industrielle de la Cellulose Coloniale 
This paper examines the results obtained in the research laboratories 
of the R6gie Industrielle de la Cellulose Coloniale, Ministere de la France 
d'Outre-Mer, on the factors governing the strength characteristics of paper 
from tropical woods. 
Some rules are laid down regarding the relationships which exist 
between biometric data and paper characteristics. 
Three species'in particular were studied:, Kaka (Phialodisens  
plurijugatus), Ohnon (Euadenia trifoliate) y Am6n (Buchelcia coriacea). The 
principal laboratory findings are as follows: the higher flexibility 
coefficient the better is the tensile strength; the greater the felting 
power the poorer is the tensile strength and the higher the tearing factor. 
Although influenced by biometric characteristics, especially by ratios 
length/lumen and width/lumen, foldincz strength is governed more by other as 
yet undetermined factors. 
The final conclusion is that only by the use of a complex mixture of 
tropical woods could a paper be produced which would have satisfactory 
characteristics in all respects. 
A New Process for Bleaching Pulp from Tropical Woods  
by A.M. Hurter 
This paper refers to laboratory tests carried out with a view to 
improving the classical processes for bleaching tropical wood pulps 
involving the use of chlorine,hypochlorite, alkaline chlorite and chlorine 
dioxide. 
Investigations have shown that it is possible to increase the speed 
of reaction and to obtain satisfactory strength characteristics and 
brightness by using nascent chemicals or by carrying out the operation under 
special concentration and pH conditions. 




1) one chlorination 
2) one soda treatment 
3) one nascent hypochlorite treatment 
4) one post-chlorination 
5) one acid hypochlorite treatment 
The application of this new method resulted in better brightness and 
strength characteristics than those obtained with the classical method. 
The principal advantages of this new system are: speedier operations, 
the possibility of obtaining a high degree of brightness using low-cost 
chemicals, a considerable saving in operational costs and a reduction in 
the initial investment required for new mills. 
These are merely laboratory findings and it would be necessary to verify 
them on an industrial scale and to solve some problems arising in this 
connection. 
LowkaLSR2217 of Sulphur Dioxide for South America 
by C.J. Wall 
There is a shortage of low cost domestic elemental sulphur in South 
America, Europe and Japan. The solution found by industrial countries has 
been to make up the deficit by producing SO2 gas from the sulphide minerals 
of iron, copper and zinc. The iron sulphides, pyrite (FeS2) and pyrrhotite 
(Fe7S8) would be of the greatest interest to South American sulphur users, 
since they are very common and are usually found associated with any ore body. 
The author points out that the Dorrco FluoSolids System is a new and 
improved method of roasting these sulphides, developed over the past twelve 
years. Forty-four commercial and eleven pilot plants using the FluoSolids 
System are at present in operation or under construction, and new fields 
for this technique are being opened up daily. Among the applications for 
the system is its use in pulp mills, as iron sulphides provide a cheaper 




Economics of Waste liquor recovery and Burning in the  
Sulphate and Sulphite Processes 
by Gustaf Edling 
Sulphate Mills. The paper deals with questions regarding heat production 
by burning the black liquor, and the heat consumption in sulphate kraft 
mills. 
All the data provided relate to normal mill practice in Sweden and have 
been checked by engineers belonging to the Swedish Steam Users Association 
of Stockholm. From the figures given it is evident that a modern sulphate 
mill, properly planned and operated should be self-supporting with regard 
to fuel. 
Sulphite. Mills. The paper mentions that the first Swedish sulphite mill 
was started in 1874, and that by 1890 17 such mills were in operation. 
Consumption of fuel was, naturally, very high, since the waste liquor was 
not utilized at all. 
The first plant to produce alcohol from the sugar contained in the 
liquor was started in 1909 and there are now 30 of these factories in 
Sweden. Such plants, however, utilize only about 20 per cent of the 
organic matter in the liquor. 
In'1920 the first installation for the evaporation and burning of 
sulphite waste liquor was started. It is of interest to mention that this 
first plant had an evaporator using a thermo -compressor. 
Since the close of the 1930s development in the utilization of liquor 
has proceeded to such an extent that at present about 20 plants of this 
kind are in operation in Sweden. Experience from these plants proves that 
the main problems in connection with the evaporation and burning of the 
liquor have been overcome and that quite a normal operation maybe obtained. 
Data are given to illustrate the quantity of heat which can be produced 
by burning the liquor. These figures as well as those indicating the 
consumption of heat in the different departments of the mill (cooking, 
drying, evaporation) are all based on results achieved during normal 
operation. Moreover, they demonstrate that a sulphite mill can in some 
cases also be self-supporting with regard to fuel. 
The paper concludes with data relating to the capital costs involved 




Economics of Electric Power and Steam Consumption 
in the Paper Industry 
by G. Ranwez 
The paper consists of a comparative study of costs per ton of paper, 
of thermic and electric energy, calculated for different steam pressures. 
A model mill is used as the basis for the calculations, and it is assumed 
that steam pressures in the boiler may range from 15 to 90 atmospheres, 
with different degrees of super heating. It is further assumed that a 
bleeding turbine is used, with extractions at 8 and at 3 atmospheres, and 
having a pressure of 0.06 atmospheres in the condenser, The various steam 
circuits are illustrated in a series of charts. 
It is concluded that a considerable economy of fuel is obtained, the 
higher the pressure used 
The Aschaffenburger Zellstoffverke Method  of Manufacturing 
News,eTint fron Bagasse 
by Rudolf Schepp 
Sugar cane bagasse provides large quantities of fibrous raw material; 
usually this fibre serves only as fuel in the sugar mills. For more than 
a century efforts have been made to produce from bagasse a paper suitable 
for newsprint. 
Bagasse cannot be pulped by a simple mechanical process, as in the 
preparation of groundwood from conifers. Chemical pulping is necessary, 
but this is not easy on account of the fibre characteristics. 
The essence of the econordc problem of manufacturing newsprint from 
bagasse is to use a relatively simple pulping process, without bleaching, 
and yet obtain a paper comparable with newsint in colour and printing 
properties. In our view the only possible solution is a modified neutral—
sulphite process. Very careful preparation of the bagasse is necessary to 
remove discolouring matter inherent in the fibre or caused by fungal growth 
during drying. The removal of the pith is cf less consequence. Because of 
the morphological heterogeneity of the stem, complete cooking is not 




action, as for semi-chemical pulp. A short prehydrolisis ensures 
regularity in the subsequent pulping, as well as campleting the elimination 
of colouring matter. The operations can be varied in accordance with the 
qualities desired, and these variations determine the yield, which ranges 
from 55 to 68 per cent. The limit of technical defibration is around 68 
per cent. 
The strength properties of bagasse newsprint compare favourably with 
those of standard newsprint because the strength properties of bagasse pulp 
are superior to those of spruce groundwood. 
A short comment follows on the manufacture of other qualities of paper 
from bagasse pdlp, and, finally some cost data are presented. 
Defibrator Continuous Semi-Chemical Pulping Process 
by Aktiebolaget Defibrator 
Although semi-chemical pulp has only been used on an industrial scale 
for a relatively short time, its applications are becoming more and more 
widespread. Some species of wood which are not readily pulped by conventional 
processes, can be advantageously made into semi-chemical pulp. 
The paper outlines briefly the various types of semi-chemical processes 
that have been developed, but points out that the continuous semi-chemical 
process is to be particularly recommended when a completely new plant is 
contemplated without relation to some previously existing pulp mill. The 
advantages of a continuous semi-chemical pulping system as compared with 
a batch system are enumerated, and the special process developed by the 
authors is described. A flow sheet is included of a typical installation, 
showing the basic principles of the process. 
Modern Pulp Screening Equipment and Systems 
by Karl Lindgren 
The paper deals with many different screening units and screening 
system designs. It emphasizes that the efficiency of a screen depends on 
the design, the time that the pulp remains in the screen, the kind and 




percentage. Some screens are better able to remove long particles than 
spherical ones, while others are more efficient in extracting round dirt. 
Thus combinations of various types of screen are advisable. The choice 
of correct screen is important, but the use of a correct screening system 
is even more so. 
The particular features and performance details of the types of screen 
in most common use are discussed and their most suitable position in a 
screening system indicated. The author classifies the screen types in six 
different groups: 
Flat diaphragm 
Low frequency rotary 
High frequency flat 
High frequency rotary 
Centrifugal 
Vortex separators 
Sections are included covering screening systems for 
Bleached and unbleached sulphite pulp 
Bleached and unbleached sulphate pulp 
Groundwood 
Wastepaper 
Straw and bagasse 
Screening ahead of paper and board machines 
In discussing these systems the author describes the principle of double 
screening, the necessity in many cases of overscreening the advantage of 
correct choice of consistency, the value of constant conditions and even 
pulp—flow, and the choice of suitable screen plate perforations and slot 
widths. Some appropriate flow diagrams are also given. 
Special attention is devoted to screening equipment of the latest type, 
and how screening departments may be modernized by using these units. 
Screening departments for different purposes, hower, mast be planned in 
accordance with certain main princiTJles anl every screening problem needs 
to be treated as a separate case. Tne science of screening, if such a 
pretentious expression may be used, is not an exact science, but often a 
feeling for the right combination of equipment available and the application 
of ideas verified by actual tests. 
However, it is not in itself sufficient to equip a screening department 
with the most modern units and in strict accordance with accepted rules. 
The different units must be given cabeful attention, properly maintained and 
run in accordance with instructions, though one often finds neglect or 




The Modern PaRer-Making_Mashine AnpLied:12112211tion 
of Short-Fibred Ma+7ials 
by Ralph C. Heys 
The paper now presented is confined to an analysis,of the application 
of the modern Fourdrinier type of paper machine for the manufacture of 
papere from a weight of, say, 20 grammes per square metre to 300 grammes 
per scivare metre or thereabouts; on the one hand, it does not consider the 
manufacture of multiple boards, which, almost without exception, are made 
on cylinder mould or vat machines, and, on the other hand, only a brief 
reference is made to that type where a single large dryer is used in the 
manufacture of such specialties as cellulose wadding. 
Before attempting to describe what tLe author considers to be a modern 
paper machine with characteristics making i5 particularly suitable for the 
manufacture of paper from short-.fibred stock, some clarification is needed 
as to what the term "Modern Paper :Aachine" really means. 
First, he maintains without rese2vation that a newly manufactured 
paper machine is not necessaril7 a modern machine; unfortunately new 
machines are still being built to obsolete designs, using patterns which 
should have been scrapped long ago. The capital cost of such a unit may be 
lower, but the difference in price between it and a modern machine, which 
has a potential for increased production and speeds, should not be a 
deciding factor, as the purchaser has mortgaged his future. 
Advances which have been made during the last ten yea/4e for increasing 
production - especially in speeding up well-designed machines originally 
built as early as 1924 for conservatively running- at 200 metres per minute 
and which new make newsprint at 450 metres per minute and over - illustrate 
quite well that'any paper machine designed today should have the possibility 
of being speeded up, as the life of such a'machine can well be over 30 years. 
On the other hand, there is no need to complicate the design 
unnecessarily with nonessentials and expensive gadgets; a modern machine 
should be as simple as the circumstances dictate; automatic devices which 
become essential with higher - operating speeds may be added when and as 
required.. 
SecondlY, there arelbanY older paper machine's which - if reconstructed 
/by reliable 
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by reliable paper making machinery engineers - are not only suitable for the 
quality of paper required and speeds at which the paper can be manufactured, 
but, after reconstruction, can be considered modern in the widest sense of 
the term. 
The essentials of a modern machine vary with the types of paper to be 
manufactured, but certain elementals are common to all machines whether 
these are to run at 30 metres or 600 metres per minute. Moreover, generally 
speaking, most older type machines made by well-known builders can be 
modified to incorporate these improvements. 
Improved Quality and Prodution from Existilas 
Pa7er-Making Equipment 
- by Frank T. Peterson 
An outline is given of the development of stock preparation equipment 
and paper stock treating machinery to impart selective qualities to the 
paper to be produced. Modern stock preparatory systems as outlined are 
broken down into three main functions: pulping or slushing; refining; and 
cutting. The author has demonstrated various methods of applying this type 
of stock preparation theory. 
A discussion follows of paper machine formation and suction roll 
equipment modifications to further enhance production and paper machine 
speeds and so forth. 
REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS FOR PULP AND PAPER 
INDUSTRIES IN SELECTED LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES 
Brazil 
by Jo;; Carlos Leone 
In 1953, Brazil consumed 170 thousand tons of chemical pulps, 206 
thousand tons of mechanical pulp - including waste paper - 146 thousand tons 
1/ No papers on this subject for Argentina, Bolivia, Paraguay and 
Peril were submitted. Nevertheless the final printed report 
will contain the statements made on this matter by experts 




of newsprint and 250 thousand tons of other papers and boards. The 
respective production figures were 51 thousand tons of chemical pulp, 
104 thousand tons of mechanical pulp (including waste paper), 43 thousand 
tons of newsprint and 220 thousand tons of other papers. In other words, 
domestic output met requirements to the following extent: chemical pulp, 
30 per cent; mechanical pulp, 52 per cent; newsprint, 30 per cent; other 
papers, 97.3 per cent. 
Chemical pulp is made in 14 mills, one of them having an annual capacity 
of 35 thousand tons while the other thirteen average slightly over one 
thousand tons each. Paper - other than newsprint - is manufactured in 53 
mills with a total capacity of 246 thousand tons; 68 per cent of these mills 
had annual capacities below 5,000 tons, while only five could produce more 
than 10 thousand tons a year. There is only one newsprint mill, having a 
daily capacity of 100 to 120 tons. Absence of detailed statistics prevents 
any true assessment of domestic capacity for making mechanical pulp; all 
that can be confidently asserted is that 11 mills have an aggregate capacity 
of 55 thousand tons, but there are otl.,er small mills distributed mainly 
throughout the states of Parana and Santa Catarina. 
Newsprint production - unlike that of other types of paper, which 
practically meets demand - shows no great expansion in Brazil. Various 
factors have hampered its development, among them the exemption of newsprint 
from import duties, the high cost of the equipment required for large-scale 
production and the inadequate domestic output of mechanical pulp. Meanwhile, 
the growing imports of newsprint have an unfavourable impact on the country:s 
balance of payments. In 1950, Brazil spent nearly 8 million dollars on 
newsprint; in 1953, the figure rose to 19 million dollars, placing this 
product fifth on the list of Brazilian imports. 
By 1960, it is estimated that the demand for paper and board will have 
risen to 539 thousand tons, 187 thousand of which correspond to newsprint 
and 352 thousand to other papers and boards. Pulp requirements to meet a 
production of such size would be 191 thousand tons of chemical and 208 
thousand tons of mechanical pulp. 
The exchange reform. introduced in October 1953 has, by making imported 
goods more expensive, awakened the interest of industrialists, particularly 




keen interest in the expansion of the pulp industry, which has been 
included among those industries considered as basic to the countryts 
economic development. Taking into account only the plans for expanding 
the capacity of integrated pulp and paper mills - which are almost certain 
to be put into effect - there should, by 1960, be a minimum increase in 
paper production of some 96 thousand tons. 
There are in Brazil four main sources of raw material for the pulp and 
paper industry. These are: 
1. The virgin forests of Paran4 pine (Araucaria an ustifolia), of which 
the wood provides an excellent pulp for wrapping papers, and is already 
used by the largest pulp mill in the country; 
2. The eucalypt plantations in the Sao Paulo region, the pulp of which is 
suitable for the manufacture of writing and printing papers; 
3. Sugar cane bagasse from the states of Pernambuco, Alagoas, Rio de 
Janeiro and Sao Paulo, the use of which is already being successfully 
practised in the last-named state and is likely to be extended in the 
near future; and finally 
4. Tropical woods from the north, which for the time being offer long-term 
potentialities. 
Taking into account the specific conditions of location, energy, 
economic size of the mill and other technical or economic factors, only the 
two first-mentioned sources .;f• supply may be said to deserve consideration 
for the immediate expansion of pulp and paper capacity. Bagasse and tropical 
woods will undoubtedly also represent very important resources, once the 
problems defined above have been overcome. 
CENTRAL AMERICA 
by the FAO Forest Mission 
1. Costa Rica 
In 1951, paper consumption in Costa Rica totalled 3,850 tons, including 
1,800 tons of newsprint. Until 1953 demand was covered entirely by imports, 
mainly from Canada and the United States. In September of that year the 
"La Perla" pulp and paper mill began operations, and is still the only one 




waste fibre. The raw material used is supplied by tdo'abaca cleaning factories, 
the quantity available being estimated as sufficient to make 12. tons of 
paper a day, and it has already been proved that, with adequate care, a 
good quality kraft paper can be made. 
Potential future sources of raw material for making pulp and paper 
include the forests of Heredia and Alajuela, San Jose and Puntarenas, and 
Limon, covering respectively some 400 thousand, 160 thousand and 130 
thousand hectares. The first-named provide the most favourable conditions, 
as the topography is flat, and the San Carlos and Sarapiqui rivers, besides 
forming an excellent natural transport system, provide an abundant source 
of water. Sufficient raw material could be made available to supply a pulp 
mill of economic size, but detailed study of the composition and density of 
the forests is required. 
A.group of industrialists prepared a project based on using the species 
guarumo (Cecropia peltata) and por6 (Erythrina peoppigiana) as raw materials 
for pulping. The quantities of these species are not, however, thought to 
be sufficient to supply a pulp mill of economic size. 
As to the other raw materials required for the paper industry, Costa 
Rica produces limestone, salt and kaolin. At present the electric power 
capacity is deficient, but it will Laprove considerably once the Government's 
electrification plan, with the recotmendations made by the Integration 
Programme's electrical mission, is put into effect. 
Finally, short-term fibrous resources are available in the form of 
abaca fibre, in sufficient quantity to provide the Central American 
countries with wrapping paper and some kinds of writing and printing paper. 
From the long-term point of view, the broadleaved species obtainable from 
the virgin forests in Heredia and Alajuela, in the north of the country, 
might be taken into account. 
2. El Salvador 
In 1953, El Salvador's total consumption of paper and board reached 
approximately 6 thousand tons, about 2.75 thousand tons of which were 
newsprint. With a total population of slightly over 2 million, Eti:  capita 
consumption may be reckoned at roughly 2.9 kg. As El Salvador has no 
existing pulp or paper industry, all supplies are at present imported, 




Only the pine forests situated to the north of the country, near the 
border with Honduras, might be considered as a possible source of wood 
material for pulp and paper. However, it is believed that supplies from 
this area could not satisfy the requirements of a pulp mill of economic 
size. 
In some places, "escobilla" (Sidi rhombifolia) has been planted to 
prevent soil erosion, although the altitude of the areas concerned is not 
particularly suited to its growth. The bark is suitable for the production 
of textile fibre and the stalk (1 to 2 cm. in diameter and approximately 2 m. 
in length) represents a possible but very limited source of short-fibred 
raw material which might be used for pulping. 
Other fibrous raw materials, such as bagasse and henequen waste, are 
not available in sufficient quantities to consider them as possible sources 
of pulp. 
Because of the lack of suitable raw materials and the present low 
domestic consumption of paper and paper products, there seems little prospect 
of El Salvador manufacturing its own supplies of pulp and paper for some 
considerable period to come. 
3. Guatemala 
In 1952, Guatemala's total consumption of paper and board amounted 
to 6,753 tons, including 2,428 tons of newsprint. With a population of 
rather less than 3 million, consumption per capita may be reckoned at 
roughly 1 kg. Except for some small quantities of wrapping paper and boards, 
all supplies are imported, mainly from the United States and Canada. 
It has been estimated that by 1965 the country's annual requirements 
of paper and paperboard including newsprint, will have reached about 12,000 
tons, 
At present (1954) there is only one paper mill in the country - 
Industria Papelera Guatemalteca - situated in the Escuintla district. The 
raw materials used are racate liin6n or citronella grass; the company having 
its own plantations of the second. These materials are first distilled by 
steam to extract the oil. The plant has a capacity of about 12 tons per 
day but operation has been somewhat sporadic owing to marketing difficulties 




Guatemala has abundant forest resources. From a pulping point of 
view probably the most important long-term sources of raw Material in the 
country, and perhaps in the whole of Central America, are the typical 
tropical broadleaved forests in the immediate surroundings of Lake Izabal. 
Pine forests (Pinus oocarpa and P, caribaea) cover the neighbouring 
mountainous area, and thus could provide an important source of long-
fibred pulp for chemical pulping. 
Elsewhere, in the region of Peten, are found Other extensive areas 
of tropical broadleaved forest and in the district south of Huehuetenango 
a large area under pines. Bad terrain and lack of communications, however, 
exclude the possibility of either of these areas being considered as 
potential sources of pulpwood supply, at least for the time being. 
Apart from the forest resources, sugar-cane bagasse and henequen 
waste are available, but in very small quantities. 
With regard to chemicals, there is sufficient lime and salt but 
materials such as saltcake, sulphur, alum, etc. would have to be imported. 
Although consumption of paper and paper products in Guatemals is 
increasing, it is not at present sufficient to support commercial operation 
of another mill in addition to that of Escuintla, This mill c:Juld in fact 
supply most of the country's needs cf wrapping paper and board if product 
Tiality and the mill's efficiency were improved, and providing it worked 
at maximum' capacity. From the long-term point of view the Lake Izabal area 
appears to offer the most favourable prospect for increasing local 
production'capacity. 
4. Honduras  
Consumption of paper and paper products in Honduras has been 
increasing at the rate of about 4 per cent per year; it amounted in 1953 
to over 2.7 thousand tons (including nearly 500 tons of newsprint). At 
present all supplies- equivalent to 1.7 kg. per Caput are imported, 
chiefly from the United States and Canada. The country has at present no 
pulp or paper industry. 
With 443 per cent of the land under forests, Honduras possesses several 
potential sources of raw material for pulp and paper, but unfortunately 
lack of transport facilities in some places and inadequate supplies of 





Nevertheless in the area around Lake Yojoa - a region served with a 
good highway - there are large stands of pine, chiefly Pinus oocarpa, which 
it is estimated could maintain supplies to a pulp mill with a capacity of 
100 tons a day, sufficient to meet the needs of the entire Central American 
market, and to give an exportable surplus by 1965, estimated at some 21,000 
tons. 
Elsewhere in the Yoro district - an area comprising about 250,000 
hectares - there are other large resources of pine (Pinus oocarpa and P. 
pseudostrobus). With proper sustained yield management it has been calculated 
that these resources could meet the demands of a pulp mill of at least 
50,000 tons capacity a year and probably very much more. 
Stands of broadleaved species and plenty of conifers are found in the 
Olancho district and "guaramoll (Cecrouia) - suitable for making newsprint 
is said to grow abundantly on the banks of the Paulaya river. Immediate 
exploitation is impossible, however, owing to lack of communications. 
So far as chemicals, fuel and power are concerned, Honduras has 
plentiful supplies of good quality salt and limestone in the Lake Yojoa and 
Yoro districts, but wood, which is expensive, is the only available domestic 
fuel. Present production of electricity is insufficient to meet the 
country's industrial demand, though a large-scale hydro-electric plant is 
projected at the Rio Linda falls, and could supply a large pulp mill. 
It is evident that domestic consumption of paper and paper products 
in Honduras will not be sufficient to support production from a pulp and 
paper mill of economic size for many years to come. Nevertheless reports 
indicate that the country possesses large resources of raw material suitable 
for pulp, especially in the regions of Yore and Lake Yojoa, which should be 
borne in mind for the future. 
5. 	Nicaragua  
Total consumption of paper and board in Nicaragua in 1953 was 
approximately 2.3 thousand tons (of which about 750 tons were newsprint), 
or around 2 kg. per capita. The entire supply is imported, mainly from the 
United States and Canada. No pulp and paper industry exists in the 




Nicaragua has considerable resources of timber potentially suitable 
for pulpwood.  The coniferous forests in the district of Nueva Segovia, 
an area covering approximately 170,000 hectares, could supply high quality 
pinewood, but mountainous terrain, lack of transport.facilities and an 
,inadequate water supply prevent the installation of a pulp and papermill, 
at least in the near future. 
About 670,000 hectares in the El Cabo and Zelaya districts are thinly 
covered with Pinus caribaea. The forest has, in many places,been depleted 
by fires, poor exploitation and the pasturing of animals. Even so, it is 
believed that this area, given proper management, could maintain supplies 
to a pulp and paper mill of economic size. The terrain is favourable Tor 
road building and certain rivers in the region (Coco, Huahua and Others) 
• could serve as a source of water and as a means of transport. 
South of Zelaya, broadleaved forests cover an area calculated at. over 
6,000,000 hectares, but exploitation is at present impossible owing to a 
complete lack of communications. 
It.is concluded that many years will elapse before domestic consumption 
of paper and paper products in Nicaragua is likely to reach sufficient 
proportions to support a pulp mill of minimum economic size. Moreover, 
;before any pulp and paper scheme based on the woodland resources of the 
El. Cabo and Zelaya districts could properly be considered, a system of 
sound forest management would have to be developed and reafforestation 
measures introduced. 
Colombia 
by Manuel Archila M. 
The report prepared by the Currie Mission, and sponsored by the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, estimated Colombia's 
annual per capita paper consumption at 3.26 kg in 1951. The annual increase 
in demand was set at 6 per cent, whieh would mean that demand in 1955 
Would amount to about 65,000 tons thus justifying the installation of a 
domestic paper industry.- 




a) Some tree species from tropical or sub-tropical forests; 
b) Sugar-cane bagasse; some 170,000 tons of dry bagasse are 
available each year, and at present are used only as fuel; 
c) Rice straw; production of this cereal is increasing very 
rapidly, particularly in the districts of Tolima and the 
Cauca Valley, where climatic conditions and modern irrigation 
systems allow almost continuous harvests to be obtained; 
d) Several species of willows, eucalypts, pines, etc., which 
could be artificially cultivated over large non-forested areas 
to provide raw material for a paper mill. 
The Instituto de Fomento Industrial is currently engaged in a detailed 
and systematic study of the forests in the middle valley of the Magdalena 
river, with a view to installing a pulp and paper mill. The materialization 
of this project depends on whether it is technically and economically 
feasible. 
The only mill at present operating in Colombia is Carton  de Colombia 
S.A. 	It uses imported pulp, bagasse and waste paper, and has an annual 
output of 12,000 tons of wrapping and writing paper, and 12,000 tons of 
paperboard. It is planning to expand its output to 3,000 tons a year in 
order to meet the demand for papers of the kraft type. 
The sugar-producing region of the Cauca Valley combines favourable 
conditions for the installation of a paper industry based on bagasse; the 
coal in which the area is rich could replace bagasse as fuel for the sugar 
mills; moreover the harvest is continuous and not seasonal as in other 
sugar areas. 
Chile 
by the Corporacion de Fomento de la ProducciOn 
Although the paper industry in Chile meets domestic demand to a 
greater extent than is true of most of the Latin American countries, it is 
still largely undeveloped. Over the last five years, 57 per cent of 
newsprint requirements and 15 per cent of those for all other paper and 
board, plus 85 per cent of the chemical and 10 per cent of the mechanical 




fact that importslhaire amountedtO'13,700 tons of newsprint, 3,400 tons of 
other paper and board„26,700 tons of various kinds of chemical pulp and 
1,400 tons of mechanical pulp. 
Domestic production .of all paper and board has increased by 11.5 per 
cent over the past five years Imports have declined, however, so that 
apparent consumption has remained constant. 
A single company has supplied 96 per cent of total domestic production, 
and is the only one to make newsprint, writing and printing paper. The 
remaining output corresponds to numerous small plants whose capacities, with 
one or two exceptions, do not exceed a thousand tons a year. 
As regards chemical pulp production, there is only one mill in the 
country, using wheat straw and employing the ?amino soda-chlorine process. 
It has.an annual capacity of 5,500 tons. All the pulp is bleached, and is 
used by the same mill to make writing papers. Production at this single 
mill has fallen off by 20 per cent in recent years, because the increasing 
use of: combine harvesters in the wheat fields makes the supply of raw 
material ever more difficult. 	parent consumption of bleached pulp has 
remained practically constant, however, since imports have increased. 
Unbleached pulp comes entirely'from abroad. Save for an occasional 
fluctuation, some 17 thousand tons a year have been used. 
The two rayon and short-fibre mills have increased their imports of 
dissolving pulp by. 50 per cent since 1949;' reaching the figure of 3,400 
tons, in 1953• 
Mechanical pUlp, using insignis pine (Finus radiata), began to be 
made in Chile several years ago. In 1953, productive capacity amounted to 
18,000 tons a year, coming from two mills which make the pulp for their own 
use. 
During the five-year period ending in. 1953,, apparent consumption and 
output reached approximately the figures shown below. 
Apparent consumption Output 
(tons) (tons) 
Bleached chemical pulp 10,700' 4,600 
Unbleached chemical pulp 17,700 
Dissolving pulp 2,900 




Total demand in 1960 for paper and board is estimated at 119,400 tons, 
of which 41 thousand tons would correspond to newsprint and 78,400 to other 
paper and board. The demand for mechanical pulp is set at 45,300 tons and 
for chemical pulp at 55,500. Dissolving pulp requirements for rayon are 
estimated at 10 thousand tons. 
Chile is in an excellent position to meet all its present and future 
requirements for pulp and paper, and even to become an exporter of these 
products. Not only are abundant fibrous raw materials available, in 6 
million hectares (8 per cent of the country's total area) of natural forest 
consisting of broadleaved temperate zone species and extensive plantations 
of Pinus radiata, but also the other essential requirements for the development 
of the industry. 
According to tests made, the natural forest in the south of Chile 
includes several species suitable for making chemical pulp. The Pinus 
radiata plantations have been established in the last 25 years, particularly 
in a district in the south-certrel sector, some 300 km. in length by 70 km. 
broad, where they cover nearly 2(.)0 thousand hectares. These artificial 
forests grow at the annual rate of 20 solid cubic metres, barked, per 
hectare. This means, since there are no difficulties in the chemical or 
mechanical pulping of the wood, that the plantations represent a vast 
productive potential, which would amount to nearly 200 thousand tons of 
pulp by 1960. 
Development plans envisage an ever more complete utilization of the 
wood available, particularly that from Pinus radiata. The International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development granted a loan to a private Chilean 
company for 20 million dollars, guaranteed by the CorporaciOn de Fomento  
de la Produccion. It is to be used to build two new mills. The first, 
which will eventually produce 47,250 tons a year of bleached and unbleached 
pulp and 10,500 tons of kraft paper, is to be located at the confluence of 
the Laja and Bio-Bio rivers. The other, on the southern bank of the Bio-Bio, 
opposite the city of Concepcion, will have an annual capacity of 44 thousand 
tons of newsprint and 6,600 tons of board. The building of both mills has 
already begun and it is expected that they will enter production in 1956-1957. 




as possible, means that a minimum annual output of 7Q0 thousand tons of 
pulp will be attained within the next 15 years. This would require total 
investments amounting to nearly 200 million dollars. 
The first part of this plan would be to instal a rayon mill, with an 
annual capacity of 60 thousand tons. Some 50 thousand tons would be 
available for export. According to tests made to date, insignis pine wood 
is perfectly suitable for making this type of pulp, and its manufacture 
would meet part of the growing needs of Latin American and European 
countries. 
Mexico 
by the Nacional Financiera, 3.A. 
Mexico buys abroad all of its newsprint, part of its chemical wood 
pulp requirements and certain papers requiring rather more advanced 
technique. These imports reach a yearly average of 290 million pesos a 
year - some 23.2 million dollars - which, although a negligible amount in 
the world market, is very significant for a country like Mexico which has 
limited resources for meeting the needs of its economic and demographic 
development. In 1951, these purchases represented 4.25 per cent of all 
imports, and 12.5 per cent of the trade balance deficit. 
Over the last twenty-five years, some thirty paper mills have been 
established; by 1954 they consumed 105 thousand tons of raw and bleached 
pulp, and about 18 thousand tons of mechanical pulp. Mixed with waste 
paper - purchased locally and, exceptionally, abroad - these pulps are used 
to make all the wrapping paper, board, writing and printing paper for 
Mexico's requirements. A direct survey conducted among the manufacturers 
revealed that chemical pulp production had risen to 51 thousand tons in 
1954. The remainder - 54 thousand tons - continued to be bought on the 
world market together with newsprint and other papers which require very 
specialized manufacture. 
Estimates drawn up by FAO and by the Nacional Financiera S.A. show 
that the maximum Mexican demand for pulp will reach 118 thousand tons in 
1960. Newsprint consumption - the present level of which is approximately 




year. In a period slightly exceeding five years, Mexico will require 
roughly 30 thousand tons more of chemical pulp and 80 thousand tons of 
mechanical pulp. 
Conscious of the impact which these purchases have on its trade level 
and balance of payments, Mexico is studying methods to avoid such problems 
as well as the pitfalls of self-sufficiency. The aim is to eliminate, 
within two years, the present deficit of 54 thousand tons of chemical pulp. 
New mills have been built, some of which were already completed in 1954. 
Improved working methods have been introduced and some expansions have been 
made. By 1956 at the latest, a minimum of 100 thousand tons of chemical 
pulp will be produced, although this figure should rise to 137 thousand tons 
if all the mills work at full capacity. The Nacional Financiera S.A., 
between 1950 and 1953, granted credits for 245 million pesos - some 19.5 
million dollars - to the new mills. Meanwhile private enterprise has 
invested at least a similar amount. If to this is added the investment made 
by the CompaKia Industrial de Aenquique, which began operations in 1946, it 
appears that Mexico has spent over 70 million dollars in a decade with a 
view to attaining self-sufficiency in its raw and bleached pulp requirements. 
Even so, there are still two problems to solve, relating to the 
production of newsprint and of special papers. Newsprint at first encountered 
a major obstacle - the excessive resin content of Mexican conifers. In the 
south of the United States, however, where there are similar varieties, the 
resin has been eliminated and ordinary mechanical pulp has been made. After 
a careful study of locational factors, it has been found that the forest area 
of Michoacin, with its centre in Uruapin, possesses the best conditions. 
An investment of 10 million dollars will enable its woods to be exploited 
.and a mechanical pulp mill to be installed with an annual capacity for 
36,800 tons. This tonnage, mixed with 5,200 tons of chemical pulp, will be 
used to produce 40 thousand tons of newsprint, sufficient to cover 57 per 
cent of present consumption and 46 per cent of that estimated for 1960. 
Other projects intended to hasten self-sufficiency depend for their execution 
on the development of the road network and of power plant, on the growth of 
domestic savings and on the possibility of obtaining foreign credits. If 
Mexico had the resources needed to exploit all its coniferous forests, it 
/would become 
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would become an exporter of chemical pulp and of newsprint. However, it 
might enter the world. market with other raw materials, such as sugar-cane 
bagasse, which is being successfully used by the Compania Industrial de San  
Cristobal, and will shortly be used also by a new mill being built at 
Ayotla. 
Imports of certain types of paper requiring very specialized manufacture 
amount, on an average, to about 5,660 tons a year (1949-1950), with a value 
of some 38 million pesos. Of these, the only one that can be eliminated in 
the near future is cellophane paper, imports of which exceed 5 million pesos 
each year. It will be produced in Monterrey by Celotex S.A., on the basis 
of alpha cellulose, to be made by Celulosa Chihuahua S.A., which is one of 
the new mills now nearing completion. 
Uruguay 
By the Asociacion de Fabricantes de Papel de 
la UniOn Industrial Uruguaya 
(Uruguay) 
The latest complete and reliable official data are those for 1949, since 
the production of 30 thousand tons estimated for 1950 undoubtedly represents 
the prospects at that time rather then the actual amount produced by the 
country's mills. Thus, in order to determine the current position (1954) 
private estimates have to be used, and any forecast of future demand for 
paper and board must be based on data prior to 1950. 
In 1949, out of a total consumption of 42,734 tons, 19,501 tons 
corresponded to domestic production and 23;233 tons to imports. Of these, 
in turn, 17,034 tons were newsprint - all of Which is imported - and 6,199 
tons corresponded to other papers and boards. Per capita consumption in 
that year amounted to 18.1 kg., made up of 7.2 kg. of newsprint and 10.9 
kg, of other papers and boards. 
Estimated paper consumption during 1954 stands at an annual 55 thousand 
tons, of which only 28 thousand are produced in the country. The 20,500' 
tons of newsprint required are all imported, together with 6,500 tons of 
Other papers and boards. This is equivalent to a per capita consumption 





Current production of paper other than newsprint amounts to 
approximately 50 thousand tons, leaving a surplus of 22,000 tons annually 
in relation to consumption. To balance consumption and demand for all 
grades of paper, the following solutions .are proposed: 
a) To complete additional installations for the production of some 
paper and board which is at present imported (glassine, 
cigarette paper, bristol board for cards used in accounting, 
etc.) It is hoped that capacity to manufacture these products 
will rise by 5 thousand tons annually, enabling imports to be 
limited to 1,000 or 1,500 tons. 
b) To promote, through agreements with other governments, exports 
of some paper grades which may be of interest to other countries 
(especially neighbouring ones), with a view to satisfying their 
immediate needs, at least until their own capacity is enlarged. 
It is impossible to foresee the tonnages that could be exported, 
since these mostly depend upon the relevant exchange agreements. 
c) To produce domestically at least one-third of the present 
newsprint consumption. This will be the easiest problem to 
solve, provided that economic and financial arrangements can 
be made between the government, publishing houses and paper 
manufacturers. Its solutIon would also encourage domestic 
production of mechanical pulp, which is the most important 
raw mater .al for newsprint mchufaeture, 
In order to estimate future demand for paper and board, per capita  
paper consumption was correlated with per capita income, 2 per cent being 
taken as the average growth rate of inccme, For 1960 this method of 
calculation showed a demand for approximately 67 thousand tons, 27 thousand 
of which correspond to newsprint and 40 thousand to other paper and board. 
No less than 10,730 tons of chemical pulp and 2,458 of mechanical pulp 
were imported in 1953. In addition, 3,800 tons of straw pulp were produced 
locally by the soda-chlorine process. Fibrous raw material resources are 
very limited and the market is too small to allow the installation of units 
of economic size vhich could produce the different types of pulp required. 
It would therefore be more advantageous for the country to enter into an 




of neighbouring countries' projects by investing capital in exchange for 
a guarantee, on the part of these countries, to allow duty-free exports 
of given quantities of pulp to Uruguay. 
As regards mechanical pulp, however, the situation is different. 
The large plantations of poplar and eucalypt established during the last 
few years could easily cover the needs of a new mechanical pulp mill with 
an annual capacity of 8,000 tons. Such an output would suffice to meet 
the annual newsprint demand and to replace imports of this pulp. Recently 
one of the paper-making firms has put into operation an interesting 
installation for making dark mechanical pulp which is particularly suitable 
for the manufacture of wrapping paper and boxboard. 
Venezuela 
by the Corporation Venezolana de Fomento. 
The strong currency and the read supply of dollars which characterizes 
Venezuela's economy have, as far as production and consumption of paper and 
board is concerned, given rise to considerable imports of all types of 
paper. This in turn has meant that there is little incentive for investigat-
ing and developing the use of domestic raw materials. Until 1953, 
Venezuela produced only 15 per cent - 7,718 tons - of its paper and board 
requirements, in a mill operating on the basis of imported pump and waste 
paper. Consumption in that year amounted to 68,870 tons - 12.5 kg. per  
capita. It was distributed as follows: 20.4 per- cent for newsprint; 19.3 
per cent for printing and writing paper; 15.2 per cent for wrapping paper, 
20.5 per cent for board and boxes, and 24.6 per cent for other papers and 
boards. 
Domestic 	consists of wrapping paper, mainly of the type used 
for cement sacks. At the beginning of 1954 another small :Lill for making 
toilet paper was installed in Guacara, a town near Valencia. 
It is estimated that consumption of paper and board will rise to 
91,200 tons (14.3 kg. Eer cn;ta) by 1960. 
Although Venezuela has tropical softwoods which can be used for 
pulping, they are difficult to exploit because of the high cost of labour 




sugar-cane bagasse as raw material for a pulp and paper mill. The 
Corporation Venezolana de Fomento has prepared a project for producing 
13,500 tons of paper a year. The output would be distributed as follows: 
3,500 tons of printing and writing paper; 5,500 tons of paper for multiwall 
sacks, 1,000 tons of wrapping paper, and 3,500 tons of corrugating board. 
Installation costs are estimated at 20 mi3lion bollvarst3, Meanwhile, 
private enterprise has formed a company with a enital ,)f 25 million 
bolivares for a pulp m3.11 with an initial annual outnut of 2!"),000 tons to 
be expanded later on to 35,000 tons. This ol2.1p will be ,)zed to make 
wrapping, an'l kraft papers, ordinary board and corrugated board for boxes. 
At a later stage, the comi)an-,/ will probably put into ex3eutich a plan for 
using the countr:'s timber rcsorces as its raw material_ i er this reason, 
the exact location of th-.3 mill has n)t yet been decided, 
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